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This book is partly the result of more than a decade of engage-

ment with online learning that began serendipitously on a visit

to Stanford University, where I came upon a remarkable activ-

ity that very few had ever witnessed before. It was there, at the

Stanford Center for Professional Development in the School of

Engineering, where I met Andy DiPaolo and his pioneering

colleagues who were launching something, I sensed, that was

notmerely an experiment suitable for elite students only. I was

observing the start ofwhatwas then being tentatively practiced

in only a handful of universities where online learning was

being born. Today, it is part of university life, with some

4.6 million US students online.

I flew back to New York, excited by what I had seen, eager

to tell my colleagues all about it. At the time, I was working

for a small scientific and technical publisher as head of new

media. Thinking the companywould grasp the implications of

what Andy and his colleagues were doing, I proposed that the

president consider entering into a partnership with Stanford—

wewouldpublishancillaryprintmaterials,while theuniversity

would deliver its courses online.

“Online learning has no future,” the company’s president

predicted.
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It didn’t take deep reflection to recognize that my enthusi-

asm was unlikely to be supported, and so I retreated. Luckily,

soon afterward, I stumbled on an advertisement in The Times

seeking someone toheadanewventure in“web-baseddistance

learning” at Stevens Institute of Technology, an engineering

school just across the Hudson in New Jersey. With no experi-

ence—except formy fewhours at Stanford—Iapplied. It turned

out that it was all that was required. A dozen years ago, hardly

anyone knew anything about online education, so my meager

exposure and my enthusiasm were enough of a r�esum�e.

It wasn’t long before I attended a symposium in midtown

Manhattan, sponsored by the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation,

where I met Frank Mayadas, program director for what the

foundation called “asynchronous learning networks,” an un-

likely name for what was later called “e-learning.”

“Joinme for lunch,”Mayadas encouraged.We set a date to

meet at an Indian restaurant not far from Rockefeller Center,

where the Sloan Foundation has its headquarters. Over curry

and dal, I sketched what I was doing—hoping to create an

online graduate program in science, engineering, andmanage-

ment. But it was early days and I was struggling with tepid

faculty response at best, hostility at worst. Only the most

adventurous had agreed to participate, with merely 3 courses

and 23 students enrolled in the first semester.

While quite sympathetic, Franknonethelessproposed that I

move forward even more boldly. By the time we took our last

bites of watermelon for dessert, Frank offeredme a Sloan grant

to launch an online master’s degree in wireless communica-

tions, a graduate program that was being offered at Stevens on

campus but had not yet migrated online.

With the promise of Sloan Foundation funding in my

pocket, I took a PATH commuter train back to Stevens’

campus in Hoboken. Elated, I nearly flew into the office of

the head of the graduate schoolwith the news. “Youmust have
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misunderstood,” he shook his head. “Nobody gets a grant

over lunch.”
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Foreword

Internet-based online learning is a new phenomenon, originat-

ing in rudimentary form less than two decades ago and gradu-

ally building in scale and improving in quality and cost. Some

of these advances are driven by a familiar story—the steady,

unrelenting advances in the silicon chip, which has made

computers and attendant software faster, lighter, more func-

tional, andmore reliable, andwhich, coupledwith fiber cables,

has produced revolutionary growth in communication.

Forward motion in Internet learning also has come from

empirical knowledge on effective practices, drawn from tens of

thousandsof classes taught over the years. This book, byRobert

Ubell andhis excellent teamof collaborators, addsan important

dimension to effective teaching and learning in online envir-

onments. It addresses how interaction and collaboration online

can be effectively harnessed in virtual teams. It is an important

contribution to the larger field of Internet-based education.

To appreciate its usefulness, it is worth stepping back and

reminding ourselves that to this day, Internet-based education

has its fierce partisans and equally fierce detractors, although

the latter have diminished in numbers and volume. Lost in the

debate are essential characteristics that so markedly differenti-

ate Internet learning from traditional “distance education,”

such as self-learning from books and other print media,

xxv



correspondence courses, and television, all of which have

coexisted for a long time. In fact, it is these often-forgotten

methods that enable the introduction of virtual teams.

Internet-based education is quite different from previous

styles of distance education. For the first time in history, we

have a “distance education” that allows all the elements thatwe

commonly associate with on-campus instruction—which con-

tinues to be viewed as the standard—to be available to distance

learners. This advantage proves to be crucial in the success of

virtual teams. If we reflect on the key resources associatedwith

a high-quality campus education, we conclude there are basi-

cally three: (1) access to learning materials such as books,

journals, and educational software; (2) availability of an in-

structor; and (3) communication with peer learners. Earlier,

resources available to remote learners consisted largely of the

first of these—learning materials—leaving the student with

the daunting prospect of having to work alone to master the

subject matter.

The chapters in this book explore cases derived from prac-

tice, encompassing virtual teams in specific fields, leadership,

and team effectiveness, among other aspects, coupled with the

technologies required for smooth interaction. The work cov-

eredhere launches a critically important scholarly examination

of effective virtual team practices. It is not an end, but rather, a

beginning. It needs to be read by anyone with an interest in

collaborative distance education. From these snapshots, practi-

tioners will be able to draw their own conclusions about the

future directions of virtual teaming.

Practicesand ideasexploredhereshouldbeofequal interest

to many outside of academe. In modern society, one is hard

pressed to think of useful products and services that can be

developed effectively and delivered merely by a single person

alone. Often vast teams of experts are needed, increasingly,

which means participating in a virtual team with members
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likely to be scattered across several time zones. Because they

operate largely asynchronously—creative interaction and col-

laboration can be carried out even with members in different

times and at different places—teams can now carry out their

responsibilities anytime and anyplace.

Virtual teaming is an importantpractice, and its importance

and usefulness will only increase. Investigators who report

their findings in this bookhaveperformedavaluable service by

reminding us of the attributes offered by the Internet; perhaps

the most significant of which is interaction and collaboration

among people, now uniquely operating in virtual teams.

—Frank Mayadas

Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
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Preface

One way to guarantee an informed, efficient workforce for the

twenty-first century is throughe-learning.Today,professionals

can maintain their accreditation and expertise even when they

live far from high-quality research universities.

In theUnited States, online enrollments have been growing

steadily and the number of institutions offering e-learning

programs has increased significantly. Viewing the trend from

within the halls of an institution that serves students world-

wide, I can confidently predict that the global demand for

e-learning will surge as courses from topflight universities

become available to students in emerging nations—especially

those that lack theeducational infrastructure, butnot thedesire,

to educate their engineers, mathematicians, and scientists.

Polytechnic Institute of New York University�s 155-year

history is marked with discovery and innovation. So it is no

surprise that we have taken enthusiastically to online learning.

Our enrollment is expected to double over the next years and

double again year after year. NYU-ePoly now offers 20 online

high-tech and executive graduate degrees covering, among

other subjects, clean energy, computer engineering, cyber se-

curity, and telecommunications and organizational behavior,

with new programs in advanced technologies coming online

nearly every semester.
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Robert Ubell, head of NYU-ePoly, notes these pluses for

distance learning:

. It is global. America�s science andengineering schools are

recognized leaders. Online curriculum gives access to

qualifiedengineers, scientists, andmanagers everywhere.

. It is good for the world. Access to skills and education is

essential for the growth and stability of all countries.

. It assures continuing education. Professionals in technical

jobs need to update their skills as technology is trans-

formed. E-learning is the most flexible way to guarantee

employees stay current with the demands of today�s—
and tomorrow�s—jobs.

. It places the best students in the best universities. Fortune 500

companies want to send employees to outstanding re-

search universities because of the superior skills they

acquire. High-ranking schools that offer online degrees

provide leading companies with a strategically skilled

workforce that matches their objectives, whether person-

nel are in Dubuque or Abu Dhabi.

A recent US Department of Education report, based on a

decade of studies, should settle any lingering debate about the

quality, benefits, or equivalence of e-learning. It found that “on

average, students in online learning conditions performed

better than those receiving face-to-face instruction.”

Corporations increasingly perceive the importance of

e-learning for employees. NYU-Poly has explicitly under-

written this relationship, and is working with respected cor-

porations to match their corporate goals to the curricula we

offer. Because professionals employed in scientific and techni-

cal fields require the rigorous academic standards offered by

research universities, students must be confident that distance
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classes match the coursework and high academic standards

offered in traditional classrooms.

E-learning is one of the keys to solving our global

challenges, transforming our expectations, our employees, and

the way we do business.

—Jerry M. Hultin

President, Polytechnic Institute of New York University
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Dewey Goes Online

Robert Ubell

Nearly a century before the Internet entered college and uni-

versity life with online learning, American philosopher and

progressive education champion John Dewey recognized that

traditional classrooms can often stand in the way of creative

learning. Troubled by passive students in regimented rows,

Dewey worried that docile students, accepting the unques-

tioned authority of teachers, not only undermined engaged

learning but also thwarted democratic practice in the social

and political life of the nation. Instead, Dewey called for a

“spirit of free communication, of interchange of ideas”

(Dewey, 1915, p. 11), encouraging “active, expressive” learning

(Dewey, 1915, p. 20).

Taking up ideas suggested by Dewey and others,1 progres-

sive educators in the 1920s proposed that students learn best

by performing real-life activities in collaboration with others.

Experiential learning—“learning by doing”—coupled with

problem solving and critical thinking, they claimed, is the key

to dynamic knowledge acquisition. Rather than respect for

1Other early leaders of progressive education in theUnited States and abroad

were American educator Francis Parker; German teacher Friedrich Fr€obel,

who coined the term “kindergarten”; Swiss school reformer JohannHeinrich

Pestalozzi; Abraham Flexner, American medical-school reformer; and

Johann Friedrich Herbart, German philosopher and psychologist who first

introduced pedagogy as an academic discipline.
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authority, they called for diversity, believing that students

must be recognized for their individual talent, interests, and

cultural identity.

Building on the work of Dewey and others, constructivist2

ideas emerged in the 1970s and 1980s. Constructivists believed

that knowledge is built on experience mediated by one�s own

prior knowledge and the experience of others, a philosophical

tradition that goes back to Immanuel Kant. According to

constructivists, learning is a socially adaptive process of

assimilation, accommodation, and correction. For constructi-

vists, students generate new knowledge on the foundation of

previous learning.

In contrast, objectivists3 believe that learning results from the

passive transmission of information from instructor to student.

For them, reception, not construction, is the key. Objectivists

assume that reality is entirely open to observation, independent

of our minds. Modern neuroscience appears to support the

alternative constructivist claim, concluding that the brain is not

a recording device, but rather, the mind actively constructs

reality, with experience filtered through a cognitive framework

of memories, expectations and emotions (Dehaene, 2002).

Progressive education was never widely embraced.

Apart from a handful of elementary and high schools and a

few colleges,4 for the most part over the last century, schools

2Chief among constructivist theorists are American cognitive learning psy-

chologist Jerome Bruner, Swiss developmental psychologist Jean Piaget, and

early Soviet psychologist Lev Vigotsky.
3Principal objectivist theorists were the Russian (and later Soviet) psycholo-

gist Ivan Pavlov, famously known for his work on conditioned reflex in

salivating dogs, and the American psychologist B. F. Skinner, who cham-

pioned radical behaviorism in what he called operant conditioning.
4Among thehandfulof collegesanduniversities that continue theprogressive

education tradition are Bank Street College of Education, Goddard College,

Antioch University, and Union Institute and University.
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rejected progressive theories, preferring conventional practice

instead, with students seated in rows facing the teacher, a

scene reminiscent of turn-of-the-century vintage schoolroom

photographs.

Face-to-face teaching, the most common style of instruc-

tion and, consequently, the practice that appears to be most

natural, is often valorized as the foundation against which all

other methods are measured (Russell, 2001). It is taken for

granted that the classroom is thenormal place for learning. Yet

there is little evidence to support the claim that traditional

education is the standard. The basic assumption is that

face-to-face students form a cohesive group, participating

alike in discussion, listening to lectures, building intellectual

and social relationships with teachers and peers inside and

outside class. But, as Anthony Picciano points out, this is not

always the case. Classroom students often feel alienated,

drawing away from others and isolating themselves

(Picciano, 2002). A significant population feels estranged and

falls into a pattern of failure.

Conventional education assumes that because students

occupy the same space and are subject to the same conditions,

they are fairly similar and should emerge with the same or

similar learning outcomes, regardless of economic or social

status. Because students are visible at their desks—rather than

invisible in a virtual classroom—somehowwe assume that we

canknowthemandunderstand them.Webelieve thatwhenwe

see students in physical space, we can actually gain access to

them.Yet it�s their invisiblequalities thatmostlydeterminewho

theyare.According toPierreBourdieu (1989),we forget that the

truth of any interaction is never captured entirely by observa-

tion. So while face-to-face interaction is often thought of as

giving us perfect knowledge of student behavior, in fact, phys-

ical presence can often obscure crucially hidden social and

psychological relations.
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We tend to believe that visual cues—facial expressions and

body language—offer us sufficient social communicationmar-

kers to understand one another. Yet these actions, while open

to inspection, fail to give us access to unseen psychological

and status relationships to which we are often blind. The

classroom resists distinctions that are formed by groups and

hierarchies that crisscross it from outside. Traditional instruc-

tion—especially the classroom lecture—is a one-size-fits-all

product that ignores student identities asmultiple, overlapping

constellations of real and imaginary selves.

What is visible can often be damaging, turning common

experienceagainstus.Hair style, clothes, ourperceived ideasof

physical beauty, and other personal characteristics can often

undermine us, even as they have the capacity tomove us closer

together. The classroom is a place where ordinary mispercep-

tions by teachers and students can easily defeat effective learn-

ing. It is a place where ethnicity, gender, and race are in plain

sight, sadly subject to the same stereotypes and prejudices

found in the streets. Online, however, students are often able

to enter the virtual classroom anonymously, avoiding the

stigmatization that can occur in physical space (Kassop, 2003).

Dewey raised his voice against the ordinary schoolroom, a

place made almost exclusively “for listening.” Following

Dewey, Paulo Freire recognized the narrative character of the

teacher–student relationship. “Education is suffering from a

narration sickness,” Freire (1970) observed and famously ri-

diculed conventional instruction for its “banking concept of

education,” with students mechanically memorizing content,

turning them into instructional depositories.

Today, the demands of online learning—finding unprece-

dented ways to engage invisible students—have reclaimed

Dewey. Suddenly, the lessons of progressive education and

the constructivist legacy have become relevant. Rather than

being discarded, Dewey is now seen as prescient. In one of the
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principal online learning research texts, Starr Roxanne Hiltz

and her colleagues claim that collaborative online learning “is

oneof themost important implementationsof theconstructivist

approach” (Hiltz and Goldman, 2005).

Constructivist strategies were introduced in online educa-

tion and in virtual teams in industry to overcome what Karen

Sobel Lojeski and Richard Reilly (2008) call “virtual distance,”

a consequence of a number of potentially alienating factors.

Membersofvirtual teamsareoftenwidely separatedgeograph-

ically, with many located in distant time zones. Frequently

composed of students from different cultures who work in

different organizations, with unfamiliar standards andmodels

of behavior, virtual teamsmay also consist of participants with

varying technical proficiency.

According to Lojeski and Reilly, virtual distance is com-

posed of three principal disturbances—physical, operational,

and affinity distance, with physical distance emerging from

obvious disparities in space and time. Operational distance,

on the other hand, grows out ofworkplace dysfunction, such as

communication failure—for example, receiving an e-mail from

acolleaguewhosepoorlyarticulated text cannotbedeciphered.

Affinity distance reflects emotional barriers that stand in the

way of effective collaboration. Lojeski and Reilly claim that

absenceof affinityamong teammembers is thegreatest obstacle

toqualityperformance.For them, reducingemotional estrange-

ment in groups is the single most important task.

Pedagogy has never played a significant role in higher

education. Instructors walk intomost college classroomswith-

out any special training in teaching skills. In universities,

pedagogy is often dismissed as a discipline appropriate for

kindergarten and elementary school, not a proper subject for

higher education. With online learning, however, pedagogy

emerges as a necessity. Without training in how to engage

students, helping to close the online psychological gap, faculty
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are essentially unprepared to teach. In a turnaround, faculty

nowdemand that they receive quality instruction about how to

teach online before they enter their virtual classroom; other-

wise, they feel stranded. For many, teaching online often

requires wholesale reconsideration and reformulation of

subject matter and delivery, a reassessment that can lead to

rejuvenating faculty engagement and heighten the granularity

of content.

Still, teaching online can be quite disorienting. Faculty can

no longer rely on their ability to deliver performances that

engage students intellectually and emotionally. In classrooms,

professors practice many of the techniques employed by stage

actors—rehearsal, scripting, improvisation, characterization,

and stage presence (Pineau, 1994). Exploiting tension, timing,

counterpoint, and humor with dramatic effect, skilled class-

room teachers exhibit qualities that can stimulate thought

and action. We are often drawn to content and energized by

instructional performances.

But a practiced, smooth presentation can also hide the

struggles that go into its creation. It can mask dislocations,

errors, and false starts out of which lectures—and themultiple,

contradictory acts of learning—are actually assembled. In the

Wizard of Oz, when Toto pulls the curtain aside, the Wizard�s
booming, confident authority is revealed as merely manipula-

tion by anordinaryman engineeringhis false self. According to

French theorist Jacques Ranci�ere (1991), the instructor�s expert
deliverymay create deepfissures between student and teacher.

While bothmay be physically in the same space in a classroom,

faculty and student can be in far different places emotionally.

Themore skilled the lecture—often fascinating andpleasurable

as inastageperformance—themore itmaygive the illusion that

students have actually absorbed the lesson.

Unwittingly, the lecture contrasts the faculty�s apparent

confidence against the student�s feelings of inadequacy. In a
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lecture, professors leave their uncertainty behind, submerging

the battles they fought to generate a coherent narrative—

struggles students are yet to face. In class, instructors present

what is known at the very moment when students take their

first steps into the unknown. Students soon discover that

learning is a gradual, often stumbling, process that can lead

down blind alleys, often hobbled by false starts. Marked by

ruptures anddislocations, learning is a risk-taking exercise, not

an elegant performance.

Online learning plays a part in a long trend that has

unseatedeverything thatwas thought tobe ineluctable,moving

what was always thought to be at the center to the periphery.

Copernicus drove the earth from the center of the universe to

play merely a supporting role in a minor galaxy. Darwin

displaced men and women as the pinnacle of creation, placing

them as accidental creatures in a long evolutionary drama.

While not as momentous, online learning, too, overturns con-

ventional wisdom by drawing professors away from the front

of the classroom and moving them to the side as observers

(Ubell, 2004).

Still, while the authority of the faculty appears diminished

in online teaching, their role is now no longer simply as a

performer of narrative lessons. Online, they play a new part

as complex agents of intellectual transformation. Merely as-

signing students to groups and encouraging them to work

together will not yield results. Students are not automatically

transformed into involved and thoughtful participants when

they go online. Poorly prepared, peer learning can exacerbate

status differences and generate dysfunctional interactions

among students (Blumenfeld, 1996). At worst, virtual team-

ing can result in “the blind leading the blind” or “pooling

ignorance” (Topping, 2005).

Faculty must orchestrate online learning, building

“intellectual scaffolding,” prompting students with projects,
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discussion topics, and questions to encourage them to think

deeply, creatively, and interactively (Christudason, 2003). Iron-

ically, moving from physical to online space often calls upon

faculty to become far more engaged than in the classroom.

Instructors become facilitators, propelling students to engage

in discourse through discussion and argument to generate and

link ideas.

At their best, online faculty achieve what is known as

“teaching presence,” a constellation of actions that give stu-

dents a vivid sense that virtual instructors are fully engaged

(Benbunan-Fich, 2005). Teachingpresenceemerges fromonline

faculty–student interaction and feedback that exploits e-mail,

chat, discussion boards, webinars, and other applications that

defy the limits of space and time. Unlike the time constraints

imposed by the physical classroom, online instructors and

students enter a borderless space, open to the possibility of

continuous dialogue (Kassop, 2003). In asynchronous commu-

nication, thegive and takeof onlinediscussion is conductedat a

much slower pace, giving students and teachers time to reflect,

with more room for analysis, critique, and problem solving

(Picciano, Online Learning, 2006).

Extending online learning to virtual teams, teaching pres-

ence recedes as peer-to-peer learning unfolds. Virtual teaming

opens online space, allowing students to work together in pur-

suit of a shared goal or to produce a joint intellectual product.

Student-to-student interaction in small groups permits the

acquisition of knowledge and skill through collaborative help

and support in what is known as “cognitive presence.” For

virtual teams to succeed, instructors must encourage students

to practice collaborative skills—giving and receiving help,

sharing and explaining content, and offering feedback, but also

interrogation, critique, challenge, argument, and conflict.

With the teacher out of sight—whether online or on

campus—student teams are lifted out of their seats and assume
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positions rarely taken before—as a leader, facilitator, reporter,

observer, or participant (Swan, 2006). Ultimately, online stu-

dentsmayachievewhat isknownas“socialpresence,”azone in

which virtual teammates are not mere mental fictions but

appear seemingly as “real.” With virtual teaming, faculty

release students fromtheirpaternalisticgrip, freeing themfrom

pedagogical infantilization, allowing them to find their own

wayasmature learners.At itsbest, virtual teamingemancipates

students from the hierarchy of conventional education to prac-

tice intellectual democracy.

We can trace the history of education over the last decade

by mapping the position of teachers as they migrate from the

center of the educational stage as principal actors in tradi-

tional classrooms, move to the wings in online learning

where they assume a supporting role, and finally depart in

virtual teams, where they play an entirely new and radical

part, setting the stage for students to act all on their own.

Faculty now sit in the audience as observers and critics, with

students on the platform as performers, occupying an en-

gaged space where learning takes place collaboratively with

their peers.

Teamsdisrupt the linear narrative of conventional instruc-

tion by introducing overlapping discourse, flowing from

multiple sources in discontinuous, mostly asynchronous,

peer-to-peer discussion and argument. In the spirit of Dewey,

who encouraged learning by doing, the task of teams is to

work together to create knowledge. For Dewey, the ideal

classroom is a “social clearinghouse, where experiences and

ideas are exchanged and subjected to criticism, where mis-

conceptions are corrected, and new lines of thought and

inquiry are set up” (Dewey, 1915, p. 34). Active learning, he

claimed, emerges from students forming a “miniature com-

munity, an embryonic society” (Dewey, 1915, p. 13)—uncannily

like virtual teams.
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Managing Virtual Teams





CHAPTER

1

Building Virtual Teams
1

Edward Volchok

Every instructor who teaches online should consider introduc-

ing teamprojects.While theyareespeciallyuseful inmarketing,

virtual teams are a very effective educational tool in all dis-

ciplines. When Stevens Institute of Technology asked me to

develop an online graduate marketing course, I was certain of

one thing: I wanted to give my students an experience that

would instill a deep appreciation of marketing and the chal-

lenges marketers face. To achieve my goal—to be truly hands-

on—I knew I would have to assign team projects. The looming

question was: How should I structure teams in a computer-

mediated, asynchronous learning environment?

The online environment presents unique challenges, espe-

cially for teamprojects.Online, students and faculty lack a face-

to-face connection on which we all depend in on-campus

classes. Its importancecannotbeunderstated.Without30hours

ofphysicalpresence ina traditional classroom,students can feel

isolated from their instructor as well as from one another.

1Based on an article in eLearn magazine, with permission.

Virtual Teamwork: Mastering the Art and Practice of Online Learning and Corporate
Collaboration. Edited by Robert Ubell
Copyright � 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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Online relationships—built primarily by communicating with

the written word, without benefit of body language, a passing

smile, or anoccasional joke—can seemhollow.The lackof these

cuesmakes building trust very difficult. Thewise use of virtual

teams, however, can help overcome virtual distance.

Since early 2002, I have been teaching “MarketingManage-

ment,” an online graduate course in Stevens Institute of Tech-

nology e-learning unit. From the start, I formed virtual teams.

Having seen the triumphs and tribulations of over 75 teams on

some 300 team projects in 20 classes, I will discuss some of the

methods I use—and that youmight also employ—tomakeyour

virtual teams succeed.

Structuring Online Classes

My primary task was to migrate the school�s “Marketing

Management” course from the classroom to the online envi-

ronment. To keep virtual students motivated, I want them to

wrestle with real marketing problems. I do not encourage

students, already isolated from classmates and their instructor,

to cram alone for an exam and spout back passages from the

textbook, only to forget key lessons once the semester ends.My

course is designed to make students confront the challenges

marketers face; they learn by doing. Students get their hands

dirty by tackling realmarketing problems.Merely studying for

tests is just not a sufficiently involving experience. I banished

tests.

My next challenge was the lecture. I enjoy lecturing and

I have given well-received lectures in the marketing classes I

taught at New York University. I could have easily adapted

them and added a few new ones. As they are alreadymounted

on PowerPoint slides, posting them on the course web site
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would have been easy. While I have been a fan of PowerPoint

since 1985, when I beta-tested its very first release, PowerPoint

is not a robust teaching tool for online classes. To be effective,

PowerPoint slides need a parallel real-time presenter. While I

could have recorded an audio track to accompany my slides—

some instructors report great success doing just that and I have

heardstudentspraise theexperience—prerecorded lecturesare

just not interactive.

It became clear that to build a successful online course,

I would have to structure my classes around case studies, not

lectures. So I introduced two types of case studies. The first is

a series of nine small cases designed to be solved individually.

Thesebriefs focusonasingle topic. Studentsaregivenoneweek

to develop, present, and discuss the assignment. The second—

the showpiece of the course—is an in-depth case study. These

cases require students to work in virtual teams to solve real

strategic and marketing plan objectives. The teams have two

weeks to present and discuss their cases. As preparation often

takes longer, teams may be given extra time to prepare their

projects, some until the end of the semester.

Students post their individual and team projects for class

discussion on a message board on the course web site. Besides

coaching the teams as they prepare their projects, the principal

way I insert myself in the process is by giving teams due dates

and, at the end of each project, preparing an overview of the

assignment, recapping strengths and weaknesses of solutions

presented, and resolving issues that may have arisen during

discussions. In the end, I post grades.

Students and Marketing Myths

Nearly all my students are working professionals. Typically,

they may have already earned a degree in engineering or in
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another technological discipline. Their employers encourage

them to get advanced degrees andmost companies pick up the

tab for all or part of their tuition. Employers are top corpora-

tions, such as Verizon, Pearson, JPMorgan Chase, Pfizer,

Boeing, Honeywell, and Johnson & Johnson.

For working professionals, online courses with anytime,

anywhere opportunity offer important benefits. Online educa-

tion enables them to complete their degrees faster and more

conveniently than if they attended traditional classes on cam-

pus.Hectic and ever-changing schedules, pressingdemands of

business travel, and the obligations of growing families make

attending a fixed schedule of on-campus classes inconvenient,

if not impossible.

Today�s best marketers say that marketing is too important

tobe left to theirdepartmentonly.That�swhygoodteamwork is

essential for successful marketing. In today�s competitive mar-

ketplace, businesses must focus their entire organization on

delivering superior value to customers. In practice, this means

building cross-functional teams. The marketing department

can no longer dictate objectives, strategies, and timetables.

It must engage other departments actively and seek their

support. Marketersmust earn trust, which requires teamwork.

For courses designed to give students realistic experiences

wrestling with delivering customer value, team projects are

essential. Through them, students learn the art of debating,

generating consensus, and delivering cogent proposals under

tightdeadlines. Tobe collaborative teamplayers, studentsneed

to learn how to lead and follow.

In my consulting practice, I have observed clients—multi-

nationals and start-ups—increasingly rely on collaborative

work performed by computer-mediated teams. As Robert

Ubell, editor of this book, says, “Virtual teams replicate the

way industry, commerce, and research is practiced everyday
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worldwide.” Virtual teams not only are appropriate for

presenting marketing subject matter in its proper context

and meeting the needs of my time-starved students, but

also enable students to master unique challenges of partici-

pating in virtual teams in a relatively risk-free university

environment.

Student Response to Virtual Teams

Students have strong—and conflicting—opinions about vir-

tual teams. Most love and hate their team. Even students in a

well-run team are frequently frustrated. At times, they would

gladly abandon their project or, at the very least, a teammate

or two. Students who share their frustrations with me about

getting teammates to pull their weight remind me of the

famous line, “Hell is other people,” in Jean-Paul Sartre�s play,
No Exit. There is an important lesson here. Teamwork is not

easy. Teammates often have unspoken agendas, which may

not parallel the team�s. Getting a virtual team towork together

can often seem as vexing as herding cats. Yetwe need not echo

Sartre�s pouting pessimism. You can develop enthusiastic

teamwork in an online environment. Instructors can give

teams boosts by acting as mentor, psychologist, rabbi, and

arbitrator.

Suggestions that follow are designed tomake virtual teams

less like the strident interpersonal transactions from a French

existentialist�s play andmore like the immortal 1927NewYork

Yankees.

Tip 1. Get teams off to a strong start. Toget your teamsoff to a

running start, youmust set clear expectations.My online

class syllabus, for instance, is farmoredetailed than those
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in traditional courses. It�s wise to post messages about

your expectations in several places—in assignments,

throughout the course site, in periodic class e-mails, and

in detailed reviews of each project.

It�s worthwhile to get to know your students well. In

myorientation survey, I ask:What do youdo for a living?

Howmuchwork experience do you have?What did you

study as an undergraduate?What degree are you study-

ing for now? What do you know about marketing and

marketers? In a traditional classroom, this information

is gathered face-to-face. Obviously, online, such meet-

ings are impossible. I am in New York City, while my

students are all around the globe—Maryland, Illinois,

California, Hong Kong, Taipei, and Moscow. Even

for those within commuting distance to our Hoboken

campus, tight schedules make face-to-face meetings

difficult.

In addition to the survey, I hold a 10–15-minute phone

conversation with each student a week before our online

class begins. My purpose is to greet students, tell them

aboutmyself, clarifywhat I expect, andhear themexpress

what they hope to achieve. These conversations are

critical for establishing teacher presence in virtual

classes.

It�s also useful to give students a chance to introduce

themselves to each other.My first individual assignment

is designed to build strong teams. I ask students to post a

personal statement, sometimes called a “two-minute

pitch” or “elevator pitch.” I require the assignment for

two reasons. First, studentswill need to perfect pitches in

their careers. Helping themmarket themselves is a good

way to introduce them to the field. Second, from the

team�s perspective, students need to know their team-

mates and their competition.
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Tip 2. Establish teams in the first week. To give teams

a running start on their first team project, which is due

the fourth week of class, I announce team rosters at the

start of the first week. Typically, my teams are composed

of three to five members. Because I assign four team

projects, I aim for four students per team. I recommend

that studentsnotattempt to formtheirownteams.Virtual

teams are not like pickup teams at the playground.

Employees in a company do not commonly select their

teammates. Besides, students do not have the time or the

information necessary to form teams on their own. To

move things along, instructors should select team mem-

bers by trying to balance experience, skills, and

background.

Tip3. Contain the“Mussolini.” Agoodteamplayermustact

as both a leader and a follower. It�s best not to allow team

members to dominate a team by force of personality. To

preempt dictators, I recommend rotating team captains.

With fourmembers on each team and four teamprojects,

every member will rotate leader and follower roles.

Team captains have critical responsibilities. They set

the agenda, distribute assignments, and enforce dead-

lines. The most important responsibility of the captain is

to make sure the team presents a unified solution to a

problem. To achieve it, the captainmust bring conflicting

points of view to the fore and achieve consensus. A good

team captain is a consensus builder, not a despot. Wise

captains use their persuasive powers to harmonize the

team�s ideas. They alsomake certain that contributions of

individual team members are consistent with the team�s
objectives and strategies so that the final submission is

presented in a unified voice. If a team submits its project

with disparate sections, each written in a different style,
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the team lacks the essential cohesion of a successful team.

With an ineffectual captain, disorder reigns. In such

cases, the team experience can quickly sour.

Some students may cast themselves in the role of a

“Mussolini.” They force their views on others and try to

stifle discussion. When I receive e-mail messages com-

plaining that a student is trying to suppress the opinions

of teammates and force the team to accept only his or her

ideas, I telephone the self-proclaimed dictator. A few

gentle reminders about team spirit generally work

wonders. Most students respond well to appropriate

intervention.

Tip 4. Empower “Shrinking Violets,” restrain “Rambos.”

Worse than “Mussolinis” are “Shrinking Violets” and

go-it-alone “Rambos.” In one of my online classes, a

“Shrinking Violet” was lurking during the first team

project. Her teammates complained that this wallflower

was not contributing anything, disappearing entirely

from the second team project. I telephoned the student

to warn her that lack of participation in team projects

may result in failing the course and wondered whether

she wished to drop the class. While she assured me that

she hoped to complete the course and that her perfor-

mance would improve—which it did for a week—she

then vanished entirely, reappearing 20 hours before the

next project was due. She frantically e-mailed her team-

mates, begging for something to do. Her teammates

responded politely, saying, in essence, “Thanks, but no

thanks.” Violet then morphed into “Rambo,” privately

e-mailingmeher project twodays late,with a fusillade of

hostile remarks directed toward her teammates. A quick

glance at her submission led me to suspect that she had

incorporated her team�s research—posted on the teams�
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discussion board—into her own project. Because I had

beenobserving the team�smessageboard, I knewshehad

not contributed. I reminded her that I do not accept late

assignments and, what�s more, I might enforce the uni-

versity�s policy on academic integrity, which carries

severe penalties for students who “borrow” the work of

others. Ultimately, she accepted a failing grade for the

assignment.

Establishing a strict team structure may help reduce

such incidents and the need to take serious corrective

action. Still, if the structure fails, instructors must hold

feet to the fire. Youmust persuade and cajole “Shrinking

Violets” to participate fully. You must encourage

“Rambos” to work with their teammates. Ply them with

carrots, but if all else fails, beat them with sticks.

Tip 5. Give students tools to communicate. Students should

have as many tools as possible to communicate with

teammates. When I announce the composition

of teams, I distribute the team�s e-mail addresses and

telephone numbers. I also establish team-specific syn-

chronous chat rooms in which conversations are auto-

matically archived, giving all members a record of dis-

cussions. I also provide each team with a private asyn-

chronousmessageboard.Most teamsmakeextensiveuse

of the board to post drafts, suggest revisions, and recon-

cile opposing views.

I then offer suggestions on howbest towork together.

I soon step aside to give teams room to succeed or fail.

Students are very inventive in finding ways to work

together. Sometimes, they use their company�s confer-

encingsystems.Occasionally, teamsgo togreat lengths to

meet in person. While this is rare, many have told me of

their intense desire to meet their teammates face-to-face.
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Tip 6. Enlist students in holding teammates accountable. The

most unfortunate consequence of poor teaming is when

students ride on the coattails of others. However, there

are a number ofways of preventing thosewho try to get a

free ride. Consider these two: It�s prudent to ask students
in a team to assess everyone else�s contribution to the

project. This requirement encourages them to participate

actively because they are aware that I will take these

evaluations into account when determining their final

grade.

Under certain conditions, however, teams may

vigorously defend those who fail to fully participate.

Occasionally, a team will urge instructors to give the

same grade to those who did not contribute actively

because the student is viewed as a valuable partner, even

if he or shemaynot have been as engaged. Youmay learn

that “Robert did not fully participate because his wife

just gave birth prematurely,” or “Maria did not fully

contribute because she suffered minor injuries in a car

accident.” You can easily confirm these accounts with a

simple phone call, and if you discover they are true, it�s
wise to follow the team�s recommendation. Support for a

teammate in need shows that the team has built an esprit

de corps, a quality that deserves encouragement.

Another way of helping to generate participation in a

team project is to give a separate grade for discussion.

Discussions are based in part on questions I pose to each

team and questions students pose to members of other

teams.Howstudents respond individually is anexcellent

way to determine how deeply they understand the

assignment.

Tip 7. Encourage a competitive spirit. Encourage teams to

compete against each other. In my online classes, teams

work on the same case and I am amazed at the variety of
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solutions competing teams offer. After they post solu-

tions on the discussion board, a vibrant discussion en-

sues. To get the discussion started, I recommend that the

instructorpostquestions about the solutions.While some

of my questions are legitimate, others are deliberately

tricky, the kind that a confused or hostile bossmight ask.

Divergent views among different teams give you an

opportunity to motivate students to dig deeper into the

subject. For example, in response to one assignment, a

teammight argue that the solution to aparticular problem

is to raise prices. Another might recommend cutting or

holding prices. In this situation, you might ask team

members to comment onwhy their solution is better than

the other. The debate requires students to delve into other

presentations, creating a lively discussion. Then I postmy

project summary inwhichIoutlinekeyconcepts, reconcile

or refute alternative solutions, and offer suggestions for

the next team project.

Tip 8. Reward risk-takers. Encourage students to think big

and take risks. I often tell students, “If you are going to

make a mistake, make a big one.” In my virtual classes,

big mistakes come with few penalties, especially if stu-

dents can justify their ideas with sound arguments.

Student errors do not lead to lower stock prices, the

lossofmillionsofdollars, closedplants, or ruinedcareers.

They do, however, open the class to new ideas and

lively discussion. And that�s what makes a winning

course.

Tip 9. Unless asked, do not participate in team discussions.

While it is very important for instructors to provide

strong teacher presence in online classes, over-involve-

ment can cause students to stop “talking.” Give clear

assignments, and then stand back to let students become
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engaged by themselves. Allow teams to make their own

mistakes.Not entering the discussion does notmean you

should keep silent altogether. When asked, it�s best to

respond promptly. When students request help or seek

clarification, be generous with your time. It�s wise to

provide a detailed summary of every project before the

nextone starts. Inmyvirtual classes,discussions close the

day before the next module begins. I post my summary,

highlighting the best and least successful team presenta-

tions. Then I post grades.

Tip 10. Consider real-time presentations. Yes, I know that live

presentations violate the anytime, anywhere rule in an

asynchronous course. But as RalphWaldo Emerson said,

“A foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds.”

Stevens uses awebcasting software applicationdesigned

for real-time presentations. Through web conferencing,

teams engage in live conversations with voice over

PowerPoint slides, presenting their solutions and re-

sponding to questions. Students love these sessions and

so do I. They are as interactive and engaging as in any

traditional classroom. They help overcome the isolation

of distance education, with students feeling the presence

of their instructor as well as their classmates. Students

unable to attendwebcasting sessions, owing towork and

family constraints, can retrieve archived versions, com-

plete with images and audio.

Nothing Succeeds Like Failure

Let�s face facts. Not every team hits a home run. In fact, some

teams strike out, even as good pitches fly by. We all learn a lot

from our mistakes. Failure, after all, is a great learning experi-

ence. When my students submit a less-than-adequate team

project, some may echo one of Sartre�s more pessimistic and
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misanthropic sentiments: teams are “a useless passion.” In the

end, most consult with their teammates to improve coordina-

tion, planning, and presentation so that their next effort scores.

This is, of course, the most important lesson any instructor

can offer.
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CHAPTER

2

Leadership

Michael R. Ryan

The crucial element that differentiates a virtual team from a

traditional team is the lack of face-to-face engagements. But is

that the only differentiator? In order to be considered a team—

and notmerely a group—theremust be a degree of interdepen-

dence.Without interdependence, it is simplyaworkgroupwith

output as the collective sum of individual efforts.

Some limit virtual teams to those that are globally or

geographically dispersed, even suggesting that membersmust

represent at least two nations. Consequently, they often use the

term “globally distributed,” rather than “virtual.” Others say

that members of virtual teams must communicate with one

another in technologically assistedways. For our purposes, we

have identified three elements as essential to the definition of

virtual teams:

A virtual team (1) requires little or no face-to-face interaction and is

dispersed geographically, organizationally, socially, or culturally; (2) its

members communicate with each other in a technologically facilitated

mode; and (3) members often communicate with one another

asynchronously.

Virtual Teamwork: Mastering the Art and Practice of Online Learning and Corporate
Collaboration. Edited by Robert Ubell
Copyright � 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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Virtual teams have been adopted for many reasons, but

principally because of their obvious technological and econom-

ic advantages. They have also been introduced for other cogent

reasons—to enhance diversity, to engage human capital more

effectively, and to pursue dynamic market possibilities.

The ubiquitous computer, accompanied by dynamic

changes in telecommunications, has turned the world into a

global neighborhood. Technology permits employees to reach

across the globe instantly and simultaneously and enables

members of far-flung teams to work together far more collabo-

ratively than ever before.

Economic benefits have emerged as a direct result of the

introduction of powerful advanced technologies. Today, orga-

nizations can establish sophisticated communication channels

by exploiting vastly superior new technologies, frequently

requiring minimum investment. Since virtual teams often take

advantage of infrastructure already deployed for information

technology, advanced communications reduce the need for

expensive travel as well as loss of productivity owing to

extended travel time.

With the growth of virtual teams, organization can easily

diversify. Once physical constraints are removed, teams can

span multiple geopolitical and socioeconomic communities.

Diversity enhances team richness by bringing in a wider range

of perspectives. Recognizing the centrality of human capital,

organizations are taking steps to increase the effectiveness of

experts in decision-making. Before the introduction of virtual

teams, availability of experts of crucial importance to the

success of projects was often severely limited by geography.

Today, knowledgeable experts may be engaged by multiple

teams at the same time without ever leaving their normal

workplace.

With increased globalization of the marketplace, virtual

teams have emerged as a strategic corporate initiative. Virtual
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teams support decentralization, allowing organizations to

establish a presence almost anywhere. Members of widely

dispersedoperations cannowcommunicatewithheadquarters

routinely, allowing distant personnel to engage significantly in

core business activities and participate in strategic decisions.

Members of global operations can now act as a single

community.

While organizations can gain significant competitive

advantage by deploying virtual teams, nevertheless there are

potential obstacles. What issues must be addressed in order to

succeed? One of the most obvious issues is how effectively are

virtual teams formed? Clearly, success depends crucially on

facilitating interdependenceandasharedmentalmodel among

members.

Interdependence in its most basic form requires two con-

ditions. First, the by-product or output of onemembermust be

required by another to complete the task. Second, members

must reach an agreement to exchange resources needed; the

first member must be willing to provide the resource and the

second member must accept it. In practice, interdependence

often involves multiple levels of exchanges and consequently

serves to reinforce the social network within the team.

As a result, a shared mental model emerges with greater

cohesion and involvement among members. Cohesion is built

on a higher level of commitment from each member. Rather

than a passive acceptance of someone else�s vision and goals, a

shared mental model indicates that the member has actively

adopted the vision and goals of the team as his own. This

extendedbodyof ownersdoesnotdilute thevalueof thevision,

but instead increases the number of parties that have a vested

interest in ensuring success of the team�s goals. A result of an

individual�s greater commitment and shared mental model is

that members will accept a more demanding role when the

situation calls for it. Finally, as members commit to the shared
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mental model, they hold themselves accountable to achieving

the team�svisionandgoals.Accountabilitypromotes the team�s
success. It also serves as another unifying factor, drawing

members into an ever greater cohesive force.

Virtual Distance

Members of a virtual team enter their environment under

several constraints. Since “virtualness” exists along a continu-

um, it is influenced by a number of factors. As Sobel Lojeski

et al. (2006) report, the continuum is a measure of Virtual

Distance� exhibiting these characteristics:

Relational Histories. Prior relational histories may involve

individuals or groups. For individuals, personalhistories

may reflect direct or indirect current or previous relation-

ships. In an indirect relationship, twomembers of a team

may both have had—or continue to have—a relationship

with a third participant or another person outside the

team. Ingroups, relationalhistoriesmayresult fromprior

or present participation in a functional or corporate

relationship. Such relationships may either cause diffi-

culties or benefit the team.

Cultural Factors. Cultural factors may emerge from socio-

economic, racial, religious, corporate, or other culturally

diverse perspectives. A particularly charged cultural

factor derives from social order. Hierarchies commonly

exist within teams, whether they are commercial, aca-

demic, or governmental. The difficulty occurs when

social perceptions impede communication, especially

when members believe that their cultural values dictate

that status is the result ofnatural order (Hampden-Turner

and Trompenaars, 1993).
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Infrastructure. Some organizations may not be equipped

with robust communication tools and other technologi-

cally enhanced infrastructure to support team members

effectively. Should underlying support be poor, the team

may fail to meet its objectives.

Isolation. Separation among team members, as well as be-

tween individual members and their supporting envi-

ronment, may contribute to a sense of isolation. The loss

of the “water cooler” effect (Jones et al., 2005) may deny

members their casual, off-line conversations that often

occur around a water cooler, lunchroom, or hallway.

While they may have little direct relevance to work

product, casual interactions often serve to produce or

strengthen ties (see the section onSocialNetworkbelow),

contributing to building a greater level of trust between

participants.

Task Interdependence. Greater interdependence between

members decreases the perception of distance among

them.

Team Size. The larger the team, the more likely that sub-

groups will emerge. Subgroups may challenge a shared

mental model needed for a team to overcome difference.

Face-to-Face Interaction. The frequency and quality of face-

to-face interaction can serve to either reduce or promote

perceiveddistance. In face-to-face relationships, commu-

nication is aided by the presence of visible social cues.

When social cues are missing, further constraints are

placed on virtual teams. However, the relative anonymi-

ty of team environments can reduce inhibitions among

members (Straus andMcGrath, 1994; Cappel andWind-

sor, 2000; Martins et al., 2004). There is evidence that

reduced inhibitions may also result from a lack of ob-

servable social or cultural differences in face-to-face
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environments that can generate obstacles created by

hierarchical social status (Schmidt et al., 2001; Martins

et al., 2004).

Multitasking. Today, it is the rule, rather than the exception,

that employees are involved in multiple activities simul-

taneously. The greater the demands on the team from

outside, the greater will be the separation from the team.

Technical Skills. When members are challenged by lack of

technical facility with the demands of their project or are

unfamiliar with the communication tools, relationships

are likely tobe inhibited. Teammemberswho lack critical

technological skills may find themselves isolated.

Collectively, these constraints determine the level of vir-

tualness within a team. They also provide focal points for the

leader attempting to unify the team to pursue collective tasks.

The Social Network

Social network analysis is concerned with the relationships

among individuals and groups. Even though virtual teams are

not actively engaged in face-to-face interaction, nonetheless

they are social networks. In a virtual team, relationshipsmaybe

direct or indirect. They may also have varying degrees of

relative strength. Since we are by nature social beings, in any

social situation there is a natural tendency to congregate with

those with whomwe share the greatest affinity. The process of

joining others with shared characteristics, traits, interests, and

so on serves to reduce the uncertainty presented by any novel

environment (Fiol and O�Connor, 2005). But shared character-

istics may also introduce faultlines (Lau andMurnighan, 1998)

separating one group from others. The more the similarities

sharedby individualswithin agroup, the stronger the faultline.
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While traditional teams frequently divide along functional

lines, virtual teams present additional complexities. Faultlines

that may develop in virtual environments can be magnified

because the distances from others aremore pronounced.While

functional differences may exist, they are often secondary to

geographical, social, cultural, or other differences. Faultlines

that may divide the team into multiple subgroups—each with

its unique social identity—present significant challenges to

fulfilling the team�s purpose, presenting serious obstacles for

the team�s leader. Conversely, if managed effectively, the chal-

lenge may present a significant opportunity.

In social networks, there are both individuals within a

network andanaggregate of individuals, or a subgroup,within

a network. In social network analysis, an individual is often

termedanode.Likewise, a subgroupmayalsobereferred toasa

node. In relationships between nodes, whether at the individ-

ual or subgroup level, it�s important to consider the strength of

ties betweennodes.A tie is the cohesion that exists between two

nodes. The more the properties shared by nodes, the stronger

the tie. This often leads to an obvious assumption that strong

tiesareessential to createa cohesive team.Paradoxically, strong

tiesmay impede the team in pursuit of its goals. As the number

of shared properties grows, disparity between nodes is re-

duced. This in turn reduces the body of knowledge and there-

fore the potential to uncover new ways of thinking to support

the group�s goals. Consequently, the most efficient social net-

works are often composed of nodes, both as individuals and as

subgroups that exhibit weaker ties. Teams with weak ties are

likely to bring greater knowledge and diversity to bear in

fulfilling the group�s objectives.
In a subgroup, shared attributes may also indicate a set of

sharednormsandbehaviors. Social identity isoftenmaintained

by adopting shared norms and behaviors as one�s own

(Hogg and Terry, 2001). Adoption of a subgroup�s norms and
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behaviors may create potential conflict with those of the

collective team. Virtual team leaders must not only be aware

of this threat but also act to defend the cohesion of the larger

group.

The challenge in a virtual team is to develop a new

allegiance to the larger team and, eventually, to instill an

identity with the greater collective unit without compelling

individual members to abandon their subgroup identity. Ide-

ally, a new, collective identity will then coexist or complement

one�s subgroup. In some cases, collective group identity may

threaten the subgroup.When the broader identity of the virtual

team threatens amember�s subgroup, it can often be detrimen-

tal to the team�s cohesiveness. Virtual team allegiance can be

undermined even more severely if many subgroups in the

teamalso feel threatened. Thevirtual team leader is thenplaced

in the unenviable position of having to address multiple

conflicts concurrently in order to establish the legitimacy of

the virtual team, restoring or developing a cohesive team

identity.

Ambassadorial Leadership

How—given the many factors that contribute to distance be-

tweenmembers of a virtual team—can team leaders surmount

these obstacles? As a solution, we propose a series of behaviors

aimed at reducing virtual distance by addressing some of the

social networking and cultural and social hurtles that contrib-

ute to perceived distance.

Ambassadorial Leadership is not presented as an extensive

list of all leadership behaviors that contribute to successful

virtual teams. Rather, it is a set of approaches that complement

prevailing leadership models. These proposed behaviors

emerged from a study of the challenges presented by

virtual teams and are offered as a means to encourage a more
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collaborative environment. Ambassadorial Leadership sup-

ports these behaviors:

1. Internal boundary spanning

2. External boundary spanning

3. Shared/delegated leadership

4. Recognition

5. Advocacy

Let�s take a close look at leadership behaviors designed to

contribute to the resolution of constraints inherent in virtual

teams; but at the same time, let�s not forget the role played by

individual teammembers. To understand how these behaviors

may contribute to the overall effectiveness of a team, we must

appreciate how members become effectively engaged in their

team�s goals and, consequently, how they can act to propel the

team forward. While team leaders may introduce specific in-

itiatives, members themselves must complete the tasks set out

before them if the team is to be successful.

Team Member Behavior

Nomatterhowresourceful the leader is, if teammembersdonot

recognize their own value and adopt a corresponding set of

behaviors and norms as positive standards, the team will be

thwarted. Team leaders must create an environment that de-

monstrates support for each individual member. This in turn

provides the foundation for members to develop greater cohe-

sion with the group based on this perceived organizational

support (POS). A complimentary behavior that frequently

results from POS providing an indication of each member�s
commitment to the team is organizational citizenship behavior

(OCB).
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Perceived Organizational Support

Perceived organizational support is achievedwhen “employees

in an organization form global beliefs concerning the extent to

whichtheorganizationvaluestheircontributionsandcaresabout

their well-being” (Eisenberger et al., 1986). This early definition

was coined to capture the relationship between members and

their organization that exceeded those generally accepted at the

time. Earlier organizational research considered only the eco-

nomic exchange between employee and organization (March

and Simon, 1958; Gould, 1979) or the emotional exchange

(Levinson, 1965;Buchanan,1974).POSacknowledges the impor-

tance of employees� perception of the value the organization

placesontheirefforts.AssessmentofthestrengthofPOSoccursat

the individual level, reflecting the commitment an individual

exhibits toward his or her organization. Commitment can be

viewed at three levels—continuance, normative, and affective.

Continuance commitment is an economic exchange between

the individual and the organization, seen as theworker�s
“need to” maintain the relationship for essentially eco-

nomic reasons.

Normative commitment is the next level in which the indi-

vidual perceives an obligation to the organization. Such a

commitmentmayexist foranyofanumberof reasons,but

it results in an obligation that the individual “ought to”

maintain.

Affective commitment represents the greatest personal alle-

giance in which employees are committed to the organi-

zation for emotional reasons. It is a commitment that

reflects an alignment between one�s personal beliefs and
norms and those of the organization. Under an affective

commitment,workers “want to”maintain their ties to the

organization.
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PositivePOSgoesbeyondeconomicbenefits, representinga

greater effort on the part of the employee to contribute to the

success of the organization (Meyer and Allen, 1991; Shore and

Tetrick, 1991; Meyer et al., 1993; Allen andMeyer, 1996). While

still subject to an exchange, POS recognizes the belief among

certain workers that their efforts on behalf of the organization

will be rewarded, not only financially but alsowith recognition

and approval (March and Simon, 1958; Gould, 1979; Eisenber-

ger et al., 1986, 1990; Wayne et al., 1997, 2002). When organiza-

tions acknowledge the contributions of their employees fairly

and genuinely, workers are likely to exhibit positive POS

(Blau, 1964). Recognition of value gives employees a sense of

belonging (Eisenberger et al., 1990) and satisfies their need for

praise and approval.

Minimally, the exchange is transactional (March and

Simon, 1958), with the next level being an exchange based on

a perception of fairness. In an expanded third level, Cardona

et al. (2004) added work exchange in which the employee

achieves intangible benefits such as variety, autonomy, and

identity. Such exchanges demonstrate a greater discretionary

contribution to the welfare of the organization and exhibit a

greater level of POS (Shore andShore, 1995).Organizations that

engage employees at the highest level, promoting impressive

levels of POS, aremost likely to secure thegreatest commitment

from their personnel.

Organizational Citizenship Behavior

In 1988,Organproposed that organizational citizenship behav-

ior “represents individual behavior that is discretionary, not

directly or explicitly recognized by the formal reward system,

and that in the aggregate promotes the effective functioning of

the organization” (Organ, 1988, p. 4). As originally formulated,
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OCB exhibited five primary behaviors—altruism, courtesy,

conscientiousness, sportsmanship, and civic virtue.

Altruism is the willingness of an individual to assist

another when the need exists.

Courtesy moderates or alleviates problems for others in the

future.

Conscientiousness represents efforts that surpass an

individual�s role requirements.

Sportsmanship allows us to overlook minor disturbances

and shortcomings of others.

Civicvirtue refers toan individual�s involvementwithin the

political life of the organization (Deluga, 1994, 1998;

Podsakoff et al., 1997). From the team�s perspective, it is
obvious how these behaviors contribute to collective

effectiveness.

OCB is highly correlatedwith job satisfaction (Organ, 1988;

Kidwell et al., 1997) and group performance (Organ, 1988;

Podsakoff et al., 1997; MacKenzie et al., 2001). As suggested

by Cardona et al. (2004), “Peoplewho perceive the relationship

as a fair social exchange tend to increase their attachment to

the organization, and this increased attachment encourages

OCB. People who perceive the relationship as an unfair social

exchange tend to decrease their attachment to the organization,

to redefine the relationship as an economic exchange, and to

limit further activities accordingly.”

OCB is discretionary (Organ, 1988) and goes beyond the

normal scope of an employee�s responsibility. It provides

measurable benefits to the organization (Kanjorski and

Pugh, 1994). The gain from performance is thought to be the

result of better use of limited resources as well as enhanced

productivity (Organ, 1988; MacKenzie et al., 1993).
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Clearly, there is amediating relationship between POS and

OCB. Undoubtedly, the individual�s commitment can contrib-

ute significantly to OCB. If a team leader can effectively pro-

mote a sharedmental model that results in alignment of beliefs

and norms, members will tend to be committed at the affective

level and thereforemore likely to contribute discretionary zeal.

Leadership Behaviors

Internal Boundary Spanning

Virtual teams present a unique challenge. Unlike traditional

teams,where boundaries exist primarily between the team and

external entities, virtual teams are also faced with internal

boundaries formed by real or symbolic barriers to access

or transfer of information, goods, or people (Katz and

Kahn, 1978).

In a virtual team, internal boundary spanning bridges

faultlines within a diverse team. The pressure to satisfy needs

of the group is the driving force that creates interdependence

between teammembers and dictates the intensity of boundary

spanning. The more diverse the team, the greater the need to

exchange information actively between members. For both

individuals and subgroups, internal boundary spanning can

overcome physical, social, or psychological barriers. As the

team engages more collaboratively, members tend to perceive

that the group is acting more effectively, eventually contribut-

ing to team cohesion (Cohen et al., 1996).

External Boundary Spanning

Teams—whether traditional face-to-face or virtual—do not

exist in a vacuum. Part of their effectiveness hinges on the

relationship between the team and its external sources.
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To overcome external boundaries, teams face a variety of

outside constraints—resource acquisition, information gather-

ing and feedback, and communication channels (Ancona and

Caldwell, 1992a). Long before present-day virtual teaming

research, Everett Rogers, in his 1960 work, Diffusion of Innova-

tions, addressed outside obstacles from a social networking

perspective.

Resource acquisition covers the ability of the team to secure

resources that may not exist internally to perform its

tasks, including time, finances, information, or even

additional team members.

Information gathering and feedback identifiesperceivedvalue

of the team�s offerings, aiming to ensure the team paral-

lels with the needs of its outside stakeholders.

Communication channels act to release information the team

deems important. These are also used as vehicles to

generate recognition and advocacy.

Exchange of information between the team and its external

stakeholders often rests on the shoulders of a team representa-

tive, not necessarily the team leader. This is particularly true in

virtual team environments where external entities are spread

over many more domains—physical, political, functional, and

so on—than the traditional team. From a social network per-

spective, the team representative may serve as gatekeeper or

broker. Teamrepresentatives attempt tobridge thegap—called

a “structural hole” by Burt (1995, 2004)—between the team and

its outside constituents. In their gatekeeper�s role, theymonitor

information from the outside and serve as a conduit bringing

resultsback to the team.Asbrokers, theyrepresent the teamand

release information as appropriate to support the team�s
objectives.
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External boundary spanning allows the team to escape the

limits of its own infrastructure, introducing new concepts from

outside. Through spanning, the team monitors the external

environment to ensure that its goals remain aligned with its

parent organization.

Shared Leadership

Shared leadership in teams is not a new concept. In earlier

research, it was called, in addition to “shared leadership,”

“distributed leadership,” “collective leadership,” and “peer

leadership.” The concept first appeared in the work of the

turn-of-the-century scholar, Mary Parker Follett, a pioneer in

the qualitative study of organizations. In her 1927 conference

series (Follett, 1927/1942, p. 249), she proposed that shared

leadership is a fait accompli, “. . . a system based neither on

equality nor on arbitrary authority, but on functional unity”

(1942).

Shared leadership and delegation of authority is often

based on the situation as well as skill sets needed by the group.

It recognizes that in a diverse and dispersed team, a single

individualmay not be able to fulfill all the leadership roles that

may be needed over the life of a team, especially within the

subgroups� emerging functional faultlines. Shared leadership

confers status and responsibility on selected team members,

often resulting in stronger team cohesion.

Experience tells us that there is more to leadership than

simply formal authority. Consequently, it is important to

understandhowwedefine the leader.A leadermaybedesigna-

ted by their formal position—those who are given positional

power—or alternately, leaders may emerge from some other

mode of influence. Thosewhopossess referent or expert power

mayemergeaskeyfigures ina leaderless, self-managed, or self-

directedworkgroup.Shared leadershipmayexist in avarietyof
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forms. A leader may recognize his or her shortcomings overtly

andbestowauthority on others (Pearce andSims, 2002). Shared

leadership may also emerge in less direct ways. In the absence

of a lead actor, another may assume a leadership position until

the team reaches its desired outcome or a previously assigned

leadactormayreturnandassumehisorherpositiononceagain.

Shared leadership in virtual teams may emerge naturally,

particularly when subgroups find themselves physically, so-

cially, or psychologically distant from an assigned team leader.

Likewise, the social system within a subunit may equally

restrict the emergence of shared leadership. In these situations,

team leaders must actively promote shared leadership. By

promoting shared leadership, virtual team leaders encourage

a more active exchange between team members and, just as

important, allow peer-to-peer influence to deepen the team�s
qualities.

Recognition

Recognition contributes to cohesion. It reinforces feelings of

self-worth of individual teammembers and subgroups. It may

also promote noted individuals as models, serving to both

motivate and reward contributors.

In a virtual team, greater performance often results when

leaders encourage recognition and rewardmembers. Research

confirms that for individuals, recognition not only improves

motivation but also sustains greater levels of performance

(Burt, 1987; Cohen and Bailey, 1997). As a consequence, teams

exhibit greater interdependence and collaboration. In virtual

teams, these processes often result in greater internal boundary

spanning, ultimately contributing to cohesion and a shared

mental model, crucial to a team�s performance (Ancona and

Caldwell, 1988;Yukl, 1999).Whenvirtual teamleaderspromote

recognition, they encourage individual and collective success.
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Advocacy

Advocacy extends boundary spanning by exploiting internal

and external communication channels. It allows leaders or

other team members the chance to promote, plead, or argue

in support of a subgroup or individual member�s efforts. It

includes aspects of buffering, impression management, and

promotion of teammembers. Externally, advocacy attempts to

secure external support for the team as well as its individual

members. Together with recognition, advocacy can build an

esprit de corps, reducing virtual distance between members.

Buffering introduces a barrier designed to relieve pressure

or stress between parties. Internally, bufferingmediates differ-

ences—emotional, philosophical, or physical—that may arise

among members of a team. Differences may be based on

individual values or actual work product, but, regardless of

why conflicts emerge, team leaders or others serve as

intermediaries aiming to diffuse issues coolly.

Rather than relying on one�s self to promote a positive

image, advocacy uses impression management to present

images of others, singularly and collectively, to third parties.

The purpose is the same—to create a positive image of the

individual or group.

Promotion of individuals is a form of recognition designed

to appeal to third parties. Promotional behaviors aimed at

outside parties are used not only to enhance an image as with

impression management but also to secure future benefits for

individuals or the team.

Preliminary Findings

In a study of 266 individuals in 42 teams conducted over two

years, investigators found significant support for Ambassado-

rial Leadership. The study concluded that all five leadership

behaviors contributed significantly to team effectiveness
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through OCB (p� 0.05). The study also found that four beha-

viors—internal boundary spanning, external boundary span-

ning, shared leadership, and advocacy—also greatly contrib-

uted to team effectiveness using POS (p� 0.05).While there is a

need for further research to confirm the findings, nonetheless

the results are encouraging since they identify specific beha-

viors that are likely to support the success of virtual teams.

Challenges and Opportunities

Aswithmanyefforts, ifproperlymanaged,challengesposedby

a virtual team may sometimes be turned into opportunities.

Considered from the social network perspective, a virtual

team is a collection of individuals and subgroups loosely held

together by a single individual, the team leader. For example,

faultlines occur because of differences in apopulation.However,

if therewerenodifferences, therewouldbeasingle,homogenous

group,with little or no opportunity to learn since everyone in the

group knows what everyone else knows.

This dilemma presents us with a conundrum. What is

preferable—a loosely associated group with little in common?

Or a homogenous team?Howmight we reconcile this problem

to create an effective team?With this dilemma inmind, the first

objective of Ambassadorial Leadership is to build a team into a

cohesive structure. In social network theory, whenever two

nodes (individuals or groups) exist without a shared or com-

mon member, we consider the vacancy to be a structural hole

(Burt, 2004).Whenfilled, structuralholes createabondbetween

two nodes that previously did not exist. The bond is a channel

across which information is exchanged. It is in the process of

exchange that opportunities present themselves, a concept

articulated by theory of diffusion. Diffusion can occur only

when a group is bridged to an outside source that then intro-

duces something new to the group.
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The potential strength of a virtual team lies in its diversity.

Recent studies have shown that by embracing diversity, rather

than trying toeliminate it, teamsare significantlymoreeffective

(Ely andThomas, 2001;Derek andKecia, 2004). It turns out that

teams that learn fromeach other create solutions that otherwise

might remain hidden. Team leaders that adopt Ambassadorial

Leadership create environments that embracediversity and the

free exchangeof information.Thesebehaviors canbepromoted

among team members and between the team and outside

entities. While the team leader may be successful in promoting

these attributes within an extended team, equally, the parent

organization must provide effective support for the leader�s
efforts. If the organization views diversity only as a challenge,

they may undermine even the most zealous efforts of the

Ambassadorial Team leader.

The Challenge

Ambassadorial

Behavior Actions The Opportunity

Building a

shared mental

model when

there may be a

lack of unified

core values

Internal

boundary

spanning

Promote

relationship

building

between close

and distant

team members

by encouraging

sharing of

personal

information

Team:

Embracing

diversity provides

a means to

introduce multiple

perspectives;

builds team

cohesion and trust

Maintaining

individual

core values

while

participating

within the

team

Educate local

team members

on differences

in cultural

values and

communication

Team Members:

Elucidating and

explaining the

differences to team

members from

other cultures

builds team trust

(continued)
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The Challenge

Ambassadorial

Behavior Actions The Opportunity

styles of remote

members

and extends the

personal social

network

Establish key

relationships

with members

at remote

locations who

can serve as

mentors and

coaches

Key Member:

Serve as liaison

between team and

remote members;

can work as a

cultural translator

Aligning team

goals with

various

external

entities

External

boundary

spanning

Establish

communication

channel to

ensure

information is

freely

exchanged

Team:

External entities

become partners—

exchanging

information and

resources to secure

best results

Maintaining

skills within

original

discipline and

relationship

with actual

businessunit/

functional

group

Formulate

strategic plan

with distant

members to

develop liaison

relationships

with their close

external groups

Team:

Communication

channels ensure

that team goals

remain viable

Develop

understanding

of resources

available from

external groups

Team Members:

As liaisons are

better able to judge

what resources

might be beneficial

(in both directions)

and opens

communications to

support skill
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(continued)

The Challenge

Ambassadorial

Behavior Actions The Opportunity

retention/

development

Providing active

leadership

across

dispersed

team and

diverse

disciplines

Shared

leadership

Create conditions

for shared

leadership at

distant

locations

Team:

Brings the best

talent to bear as

dictated by the

situation,

promoting trust

and building

greater

collaboration

Conveying

unique

requirements

of the

discipline or

culture to a

leader with a

different

background

Establish key

relationships

with members

at remote

locations who

can serve as

mentors and

coaches

Team Members:

Actively

presenting unique

viewpoints and

representing the

subgroups as

viable

collaborators

Motivating

dispersed

team

members and

subgroups

Recognition Depending on the

core values of

the individual�s

culture provide

open

recognition of

personal

performance or

subgroup

performance

Team:

Reinforces the self-

worth of the

individuals and/

or groups that are

recognized

Establishing

individual�s

value to

functional

group

Privately

recognize the

contributions

made by an

individual

Team:

Provides a role

model for other

team members
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The Challenge

Ambassadorial

Behavior Actions The Opportunity

Privately or

publicly

(depending on

core values)

provide

recognition of

performance to

the individual�s

functional

group

Team Members:

Recognizing the

contributions of

others may add to

the group cohesion

Resolving

conflicts that

result from

differences in

core values

Advocacy Monitoring

conflicts and

problems

between close

and distant

members

Serve as a

mediator in

cases of conflict

Team:

Conflicts

stemming from

diversity provide

opportunity for

creative solutions

Ensuring team

contributions

are viewed

favorably

Acknowledge

team�s

contribution to

organizational

strategy

externally

Team:

Linking the team

accomplishments

to strategic goals

elevates individual

and team status

and reflects

favorably on

contributing

functional groups

Adjusting to

changing

demands of

external

entities

Monitor

expectations

(internal and

external) and

ensure

alignment with

reality

Team:

Frequently

checking with the

stakeholders

ensures that the

end product will

still have value
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Tips for Virtual Team Members

1. Embrace diversity. Recognize that novelty can introduce new

opportunities. Approach teaming positively. Although

many of us are uncomfortable when faced with novel

or unknown conditions, such situations can provide us

with new opportunities to learn.

2. Be considerate of diversity. Recognize that cultural differences

may be manifested in team behavior. When differences

arise, discuss them, rather than taking exception. Open

communication is critical as a replacement for the ab-

sence of face-to-face interaction.

3. Be proactive. Recognize that the communication channel

serves as your eyes, ears, and mouth. The only way to

discover if another team member has the resources that

you need to complete your task orwhether another team

memberhas resources available toyou to complete theirs

is to communicate to the team.

4. Don�t dilute the value of communication. Recognize the value

of good judgment. Not all communication needs to be

broadcast to the entire team. When responding to a

broadcast message, consider whether there is a need to

“reply to all,” instead of just to themember who sent the

message.

5. Explore the team vision and goals. Recognize their value to the

ultimate success of the team and each member. Team vision

and goals will provide guidance in times of uncertainty.

In the absence of regular face-to-face interaction, vision

and goals may serve to reinforce your personal motiva-

tion. Ultimately, the team�s vision and goals should be

adopted as one�s own. With the adoption of the shared

mental model, the team�s success becomes our own

success and reinforces your personal growth and self-

actualization.
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CHAPTER

3

Peer and Self-Assessment

Paul Resta and Haekyung Lee

For instructors, evaluation of teamwork rarely poses a chal-

lenge.Faculty caneasily establishcriteria toassess thequalityof

a team�s intellectual product or performance. Individual ac-

countability, on theotherhand, isnotnearlyas simple. It isoften

difficult to measure the level of contribution made by individ-

ual team members.

As noted by Johnson and Johnson (2004), to be successful,

several conditions are essential for face-to-face aswell as online

collaborative learning teams—positive interdependence, inter-

action, teamwork, social skills, and individual and group ac-

countability. Peer assessment offers a means of providing

individual accountability. Self-assessment also helps learners

reflect on their own performance and enhances their accom-

plishments. This chapter discusses major issues related to the

use of peer and self-assessment in learning teams anddescribes

an open-source, web-based assessment system designed to

help an instructor develop and use peer and self-assessment

instruments. It also presents key findings of a study by the

authors of the perceptions of peer and self-assessment by

college students in an online course. Practical suggestions are

Virtual Teamwork: Mastering the Art and Practice of Online Learning and Corporate
Collaboration. Edited by Robert Ubell
Copyright � 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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offered to instructors who may wish to use peer and self-

assessment in their courses.

Collaborative Learning

Collaborative learning has played a key role in progressive

education since the early nineteenth century. According to

Slavin (1997), it is perhaps one of the greatest success stories

in thehistoryofeducation.Since theearly 1970s, thenumberand

quality of studies on collaborative education has been increas-

ing, and it is currently one of the principal areas of research in

education. Many scholars have concluded that collaborative

learning can be even more effective than traditional instruction

(Rogoff, 1990; Freeman, 1995; Garvin et al., 1995; Lejk et al. 1996;

Rafiq and Fullerton, 1996; Johnson and Johnson, 2004). Today, it

is recognized by many as a critical strategy for preparing

students with the skills to compete in our knowledge-based

global society (Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 2008).

The collaborative approach to learning encourages learners

to work together on tasks, promoting individual learning by

engaging them in collective processes. It offers opportunities to

learn using dialogue and discussion while exploring diverse

ideas and experiences. Process-driven participants work to-

gether to solve problems, accomplish tasks, and create intellec-

tual results, often not easily accomplished by a single individ-

ual. This opens the door to diverse perspectives, deepening

understanding, sharpening judgment, and extending knowl-

edge (Cowie and Rudduck, 1988). Collaborative education can

yield outcomes beyond academic achievement, increasing

competence in working with others and enhancing leadership

skills. It engages learners to think about why they are learning

and for whom they are learning (Resta et al., 2002).

Many have embraced powerful new social networking

tools to facilitate collaborative learning. The trend represents
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a confluence of new collaborative tools (Johnson and John-

son, 2004), together with thewider acceptance of constructivist

teaching and learning methods (Kirschner et al., 2004), as well

as the need to create new andmore engaging learning environ-

ments (Oblinger and Oblinger, 2005). New technologies allow

students to share their ideas and communicatewith each other,

eliminating constraints of time and location (Phelps et al., 1991;

Bates, 1995; Crook, 1996; Liu et al., 1999; Dede, 1996). A number

of studies have examined the benefits of group collaboration,

exposing students to other points of view, facilitating active

learning, and forging interpersonal relationships and individ-

ual responsibilities (Jacques, 1991; Michaelsen, 1992; Mello,

1993; Harvey and Green, 1994; Freeman, 1995; Garvin

et al., 1995).

Peer and Self-Assessment

Individual andgroupaccountability are essential for successful

virtual teams.While group assessment may be easily achieved

when evaluating the quality of an intellectual product created

by the team as a whole, individual accountability is far more

challenging since it is often difficult to determine the actual

contribution made by individual members. Peer and self-as-

sessmentmaybeaneffectivealternative to conventional faculty

judgment, not only for the group but for individual members

also. Inpeerassessment, teammembersapplyasetof standards

in order to make critical judgments about the work of the

collective as well as the contributions of others in the group

(Sluijsmans et al., 1999).

The literature suggests that peer assessment can improve

student learning by encouraging students to consider the ob-

jectives of assessment as well as the purposes served by the

course itself (Topping et al., 2000). It often confronts students

with questions about what constitutes a good piece of work,
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opening them to feedback about their performance by other

team members (Searby and Ewers, 1997). Peer assessment can

take the mystery out of the process, giving students an appre-

ciation of why grades are awarded (Brindley and Scof-

field, 1998). It may provide a better understanding of what is

required to achieve a particular standard and what instructors

are looking for (Falchikov, 1995; Race, 1998; Hanrahan and

Isaacs, 2001). It also gives students a chance to critique writing

styles, techniques, ideas, and abilities, encouraging them to

learn from both the exemplary performances as well as the

mistakes made by others (Race, 1998). It alerts participants to

dilemmas instructors face in grading (Billington, 1997; Hanra-

han and Isaacs, 2001), highlighting the importance of present-

ingwork in a clear, logical format (Brindley and Scoffield, 1998;

Race, 1998), and encourages students to reflect on their own

achievement (Dochy et al., 1999).When effective, peer and self-

assessment can increase students� understanding and self-con-

fidenceaswellas thequalityof theirwork(MowlandPain,1995;

Dochy et al., 1999; Topping et al., 2000). Fostering interdepen-

dent learning, peer assessment can build collaboration, rather

than competition, oftengenerating effective interpersonal com-

petence (Heron, 1981, p. 86).

Self-assessment gives students the chance to reflect on their

own performance in the same way that they judge the work of

their peers. In self-assessment, learners take responsibility for

monitoring and making judgments about their own learning

(Resta et al., 2002), requiring them to think critically aboutwhat

they are learning, to identify standards of performance, and to

apply these standards to their own work.

Teamwork Assessment Scale

Using a pool of items drawn from prior research on perfor-

mance in virtual teams, Resta and DeHoyos (2002) created an
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online teamwork assessment scale (TAS). The result, following

repeated revisions and analysis to refine and validate it, is a

scale of 16 assessment items categorized in 3 dimensions—

social interaction, task management, and trust.1

Online Assessment System

Because it canbe time consuminganddifficult for instructors to

create their own assessment instrument, an online open source

tool for self-, peer, and project assessment was created. The

online assessment system (OAS) enables faculty to integrate

self-, peer, and project assessment into courses populated by

virtual teams (Resta, 2005). Once faculty mount it online,

students, after completing collaborative tasks, projects, course

modules, or lessons, can immediately enter evaluations of

themselves and othermembers of their team. It also helps them

assess the quality of projects created by their team as well as

those of other groups. The tool enables instructors to create

traditional or rubric-based assessment instruments, custom-

ized to the content of the course and quality criteria. Assess-

ment results are anonymous. Only the individual student and

the instructor are able to view evaluations entered by that

student. Figure 3.1 provides an example of the online peer and

self-assessment webpage used by students to rate themselves

and the members of their virtual team.

Assessment data are automatically entered in a database

and summarized. Based on average ratings by teammembers,

results are presented to each student in a tabular and graphic

form. The system shows students their overall average score

from peers, average score of peer and self-assessment items

1Items use a 5-point scale, between the two extremes of “Never” and

“Always,” to reflect personal efforts and group contributions. Responses

range from 1 for “Never” to 2 for “Seldom,” 3 for “Sometimes,” 4 for

“Frequently,” and 5 for “Always.”
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(Figure 3.2), comparison graph of peer and self-assessment

scores (Figure 3.3), and comments from peers.

Results help students identify areas of strength and weak-

ness in their participation and contributions.

Because many students have had little or no prior experi-

ence in peer and self-assessment, before they enter the process,

it�s best to help themunderstand its benefits aswell as common

errors. For many, leniency and friendship often result in

overestimating the strength of peers. For others, severity may

generate damaging assessments. For still others, differential

interpretation of established assessment criteria—misunder-

standing what constitutes quality performance—can lead to

other assessment problems.

FIGURE 3.1. Peer and self-assessment webpage.
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FIGURE 3.2. Average score of peer and self-assessment items.

FIGURE 3.3. Comparison graph of peer and self-assessment scores.
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It�s also important to provide students with an opportunity

to practice peer assessment using established protocols. It�s
wise to create a hypothetical teammember and allow students

to judge his or her fictional performance. It�s helpful if themock

scenario is closely related to the activity of the team. Members

are then asked to assess the hypothetical performance using a

peer assessment instrument. Teammembers are then asked to

discuss their evaluation and to try to arrive at a consensus. This

exercise helps build confidence, as well as positive attitudes

toward the process. Students without prior experience in peer

assessment often feel uncomfortable without such training.

Student Perception

A number of recent studies have examined student perception

and levels of satisfaction with peer and self-assessment in

online learning. Results reveal a mixed picture. While some

indicated that they felt positive about the experience, others

reported a less favorable view. Among those who expressed

positive feelings, many said they enjoyed the process and

benefited from it, concluding that they cameawayappreciating

its value. They also said that the process contributed to deep-

ening learning, increasing involvement in group work, and,

often, enhancing performance. Many indicated it helped them

reflect on and evaluate their own work and develop problem-

solving skills, including enhanced higher-order skills to func-

tion effectively in teams (Stefani, 1994; Warkentin et al., 1995;

Melograno, 1996, 1997;Druskat andWolff, 1999; Gatfield, 1999;

LejkandWyvill, 2001;BrooksandAmmons,2003;Bloxhamand

West, 2004; Evans et al., 2005; Li and Steckelberg, 2006).

Others, however, revealed serious concerns and negative

reactions. Some students felt they lacked the ability to judge the

work of their peers, lacking expert knowledge of the content,

and concluding that they did not posses enough experience to

be objective. Some claimed that personal bias, peer pressure,
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friendships, and relationships with others limited their capaci-

ty to judge fairly.Many said that because of limited assessment

training, as well as complex and unclear criteria, their evalua-

tions may have been misleading. Others claimed that the

process was too time consuming (Cheng and Warren, 1997;

Brindley and Scoffield, 1998; Lopez-Real and Chan, 1999;

Daniels and Magarey, 2000; Hanrahan and Isaacs, 2001; Rees

et al., 2002; Sluijsmans et al., 2002).

In an effort todetermine the strengthof findings reported in

the literature, the authors introduced self- and peer assessment

in a graduate-level online course, “Computer Supported Col-

laborative Learning,” inwhich 14 students fromdiverse ethnic,

gender, and institutional populations, as well as learning and

computer skill backgrounds, participated. Based on student

background and computer skills, the instructor divided the

class into six teams of three to four members each.

The course was collaborative, exploiting online communi-

cation tools. At the end of each project, students conducted

online peer and self-assessment. Assessments were performed

anonymously using the OAS described earlier.

Primary data was drawn from in-depth, semi-structured

face-to-face and online videoconferencing interviews. Re-

searchers asked participants to describe their experiences and

viewsof theprocess. In addition, responseswere collected from

written reflections andportfolios,messages posted to an online

discussion board, peer comments shown in a web-based as-

sessment tool, and peer and self-assessment scores.2 Figure 3.4

summarizes principal student perceptions on the use of peer

and self-assessment in the course.

2The study mainly used techniques and procedures based on grounded

theory, originally developed by Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss (Strauss

and Corbin, 1998). In grounded theory analysis, the process of generating

theory from data is delimited by a set of rigorous analytic procedures: open

coding, axial coding, and selective coding. As a result of the analysis, most

prominent factors related to the participants� perceptions emerged.
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Learning Context

Results indicated that student reactions to self- and peer

assessment were strongly influenced by the learning context.

When studentswere given a chance topractice peer assessment

and were able to discuss various interpretations and ratings

with team members before conducting their first formal

Factors Influencing Student Perceptions of the Peer and Self-Assessment 

Learning Context Individual Differences Online Learning 
Community

Course elements 
Assessment practice 
Repeated assessment 
process
Assessment as an 
assignment

Online assessment system  
Anonymous assessment 
Computerized online 
assessment
Assessment rubric 
Problems with the 
assessment system 

Types of assessment 
feedback  

Numerical results 
Textual comments 

Graduate school 
environment

Academic context 
Equality with peers 

Stringency-leniency in 
ratings

Objectivity of ratings 

Previous assessment 
experience

Purpose of assessments  
Encouraging peers 
Reinforcing peers strengths 

Degree of self-confidence in 
assessing their own 
contributions to the group 
activity

Group composition 
Diversity of group members 
Small group size 

Engagement of group 
members

Sense of community  
Familiarity with group 
members
Conscious of other group 
members
Consideration of team 
building

Use of Peer and Self-Assessment 

Impact of the Use of Peer and Self-Assessment on Group Collaboration 

Understanding others’ 
perspectives

Reflections on themselves 

Awareness of the assessment 

Interpersonal skills for 
collaboration

Accountability

Participation

Personal criteria for 
assessments

Level of confidence with peer 
and self assessment 

Group collaboration 

FIGURE 3.4. Principal student perceptions on the use of peer and self-
assessment.
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assessment, they felt comfortable with the process. They also

responded well to consistency and the routine nature of the

assessment procedure. Rater anonymity and the easy-to use

format of the OAS also contributed to positive perceptions of

peer and self-assessment.

On the whole, students responded favorably to the tool,

with some reporting that the graphical display enabled them to

easilyaccess theirownandothers�performance (seeFigure3.2).

Others preferred numerical data, while still others felt that

textual comments, compared with graphical representation,

were preferable (see Figure 3.3).

Individual Differences

Students varied widely on how stringent or lenient they

ranked others. Some indicated that they were more lenient

with others, while at the same time they were more stringent

with themselves. Students who had performed peer and self-

assessment earlier felt more comfortable and confident with

judging others, while those without prior experience said they

had some difficulty in evaluating team members. Some used

the tool to encourage andmotivate, while a few reacted poorly

to members who failed to contribute, effectively using the tool

to punish them. Those who expressed a high degree of

confidence in their own contributions tended to feel comfort-

able conducting their own self-assessment, not hesitating to

give high ratings to themselves. Those who expressed low

self-confidence about their performance had difficulty asses-

sing themselves. Participants indicated they had little or no

difficulty in performing peer assessment for high-performing

members, but felt uncomfortable giving ratings suggesting

improvement to those who worked hard but did not come up

to the mark.
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Online Learning Community

Students indicated that their feelings and perceptions in con-

ducting the peer and self-assessmentwere influencedby group

members who had different perspectives and backgrounds.

The size of the team was also a variable that affected students�
comfort level in completing the assessments. For instance, the

students from the smaller teams indicated they were reluctant

to make assessments that might make the other teammembers

uncomfortable.

Students also indicated that the level of the engagement of

groupmemberswas a factor influencing their peer evaluations.

The level of comfort in conducting peer assessment was also

related to the sense of communitywithin the team. Interesting-

ly, the sense of community for some students contributed to

their feelingmore comfortable in providing honest feedback to

their team members, while for others, the strong sense of

community caused them to bemore concerned about how their

feedbackmight affect groupmembers� feelings, team building,

and group interaction.

Impact on Teams

The study sought to understand how peer assessment may

have had an impact on group collaboration. Many said that it

helped them understand how other perspectives related to their

individual contributions, claiming that peer assessment gave

them an opportunity to learn how other members perceived

their contributions. They said that it encouraged them to col-

laborate more actively and helped them focus on areas requir-

ing improvement. They indicated that it increased their aware-

ness that their participation and contributions were being

observed by others and assessed by other team members,

increasing their sense of accountability. Over the semester, it
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helped to increase their confidence in requesting, giving, and

receivingfeedback. In theend, theyclaimedthat it strengthened

group collaboration by enhancing relationships, fostering

group cohesion, and helping them to work together to support

collaborative learning. For instructors, awareness of student

attitudes about peer and self-assessment may help them use

these assessments more effectively in online classes.

Suggestions for Future Educational

Practice

Tip 1: Group Size

Many studies conclude that peer assessment is useful and

highly effective in small groups (Ferris and Hess, 1985; Melo-

grano, 1996; Persons, 1998; Lopez-Real and Chan, 1999). Yet in

our study, small groups showed stress when students con-

ducted peer assessments. As members of small groups, some

said they could easily identify who was responsible for each

rating, even though the online system ostensibly protected

raters with anonymity. As a result, they tended to rate peers

more generously, causing scores to be inflated. Given these

concerns, instructors should be alert to group size when form-

ing teams, especially if they intend to introduce peer and self-

assessment. Should small groups be formed, faculty will need

to carefullymonitor performance of individualmembers, rath-

er than rely solely on peer ratings, and take care in interpreting

assessment results.

Tip 2: Accuracy and Bias

Some students in the studywere concerned that in rating other

teammembers, they relied too heavily on their own judgment,

concluding that it was difficult for them to be objective. Others
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worried that since the results of peer and self-assessment

accounted for a significant part of their final grades, this might

lead to a tendency to judge themselves and others dishonestly.

Students also felt that personal relationships and alternative

interpretations of assessment criteria might bias their

evaluations.

One strategy tominimize bias effects is to provide students

with training on peer assessment before conducting the actual

assessments, unless the instructor is confident that the students

have had prior experience with the peer assessment process.

Bias effects may also be minimized by developing assessment

criteria that are clear and well understood by the students

before conducting the assessment and also by requiring the

student evaluators to cite specific evidence of student work

supporting their assessments. The instructor may also reduce

bias effects by imposing consequences for students who do not

follow the criteria in conducting their assessments.

Tip 3: Anonymity

For effective peer assessment, students insist on strict

anonymity. These findings are consistent with the work of

Davies (2002), who found that lack of anonymity contributes

directly to negative feelings about peer assessment. Students

are uncomfortable with rating or critiquing their peers or may

feel obligated to assign friends high scores unless anonymity is

strictly preserved. Based on the literature and the students�
perceptions, it is clear that instructors need to consider ano-

nymity a critical element in the use of peer assessment.

Tip 4: Formative Assessment

Most students valued peer and self-assessment as a kind of

formative assessment, enabling them to understand what they
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were doingwell and identify areas requiring improvement. As

noted byBoud (1990), encouragement and feedback frompeers

give students a chance to learnmore effectively. Theuse of peer

and self-assessment at multiple points during virtual team

projects helps participants reflect on their own learningprocess

and enables them to identify areas for improvement and to

become more involved in the group.

Peer and self-assessment, as a formative assessment, can

also challenge troublesome free riders (Brooks and Am-

mons, 2003). Should assessment results show that some team

members are hitchhiking while others are doing most of the

work, instructors might meet with teams or individual mem-

bers to explore better ways to distribute the workload (Ohland

et al., 2005).

Summary

In recent years, there has been an explosion in the number of

online and blended courses offered by institutions of higher

education. There has also been a growing recognition that such

courses need to be more interactive and include student col-

laboration as important course elements. One of the major

challenges to instructors using online collaborative learning is

that of assessing the contributions of individual members

within a virtual learning team. Peer and self-assessment, when

appropriately used,may serve as an effectivemeans of provid-

ing students with useful information about their performance

and increasing their accountability to the work of the team. It

also provides an important source of information, enabling

instructors to better understand the individual contributions of

each teammember. This chapter discusses the variables related

to effective performance of virtual teams and ways to assess

them. It describes an open-source, web-based assessment sys-

temdesignedto facilitate thedevelopmentandimplementation
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of peer and self-assessment instruments andpresents results of

a study of the perceptions of higher education students related

to peer and self-assessment. Suggestions are offered to instruc-

tors who may be considering the use of peer and self-assess-

ment in their courses.
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CHAPTER

4

Mitigating Conflict

Richard Dool

My cell phone rings at 10:37 p.m. I answer reluctantly, antici-

pating the reason for the call. Team assignments are due

tonight, and a call this late is seldommade to tellme everything

is wonderful. Sure enough, there is trouble in “teamland” and

panic is setting in. A teammate has goneAWOL, and her part is

not done. Professors using team assignments in online courses

often get calls or e-mails late in the game.

I have had the privilege—and at times, the agony—of

overseeing more than 250 graded virtual team assignments.

After enduring more than 20 instances of conflicts in student

teams and occasionally making mistakes in handling them, I

concluded that I needed to do something to reduce or manage

conflict. Calling upon the research literature, entering discus-

sion with my peers, and through experimentation, I have

learned how to mitigate much of the inevitable conflict.

In a poll of more than 300 students at 4 universities, I asked

about their experience with team assignments. Participants

were offered three choices—positive, mixed, or negative. The

results (Table 4.1) showed that, while 37% reacted positively,

63% revealed either a mixed or negative experience. The

Virtual Teamwork: Mastering the Art and Practice of Online Learning and Corporate
Collaboration. Edited by Robert Ubell
Copyright � 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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primary reason students offer is difficulty in getting everyone

on the same page, unclear instructions and expectations, and

the uncomfortable fact that their grade depends on others (see

Chapter 3).

Given potential conflicts and poor student reaction, why

do instructors persist on giving team assignments? While

some faculty believe in the value of collaborative education

as an effective practice, encouraging students to perform as

positive team members, others say it also helps reduce in-

structor�s grading load. Because students are destined to

participate increasingly in virtual teams in industry (see

Chapter 10), it�s wise to embed basic teaming skills in online

classes.

Reducing conflict may encourage positive reactions that

will serve as a basis for future growth in teaming skills. Virtual

teams in organizations of all sizes and orientation have grown

significantly in recent years. Almost 70% ofmy online students

have reported working in teams in some form in the last 12

months.As globalization compresses time and space, the use of

virtual teams continues to rise. While I believe that learning is

improved by being an effectivemember of a team, especially in

a virtual team, it has also become a necessary career

competency.

But virtual teams can also be challenging, with obstacles

related to trust, communication, dependence on technology,

Table 4.1. Student Attitudes Toward Virtual Team

Assignments

Students

Participated in

virtual team

assignments

Enjoyed it

and said

experience

was positive

Mixed reaction:

worthwhile

with some

negative

feelings

Disliked it

and said

experience

was negative

303 252 (83%) 93 (37%) 51 (20%) 108 (43%)
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timemanagement, and teamcohesiveness (Smith, 2008). Build-

ing trust virtually is farmore difficult than face to face owing to

the lack of nonverbal cues, including proximity, consistency,

and observation (see Chapters 2 and 7). In virtual teams,

holding incidental meetings is rare as are ad hoc social ex-

changes, typical in face-to-face settings that can form trusting

relationships. It is equallydifficult to detect individual expecta-

tions in virtual teams. Expectations are often implicit and may

not be easy to appreciate online. You may suspect mismatches

when you see your teammember in a classroom (Bosch-Sijtse-

ma, 2007), butwhen they are at a distance, teammembers often

havemoredifficulty creating a shared context, helping to shape

expectations and build trust (Hinds and Bailey, 2003).

Online, communication is mediated by computers (see

Chapter 7), introducing challenges, especially obstacles related

to technology—software, access, response times, and poor

training. Barriers in virtual teams may also come from differ-

ences in language, qualityof exchange, andmisunderstandings

that arise from cultural, temporal, or spatial dispersion. Mor-

tensen and Hinds (2001) note, “Individuals communicating

through computer technology find it more difficult to reach

consensus, are more self-absorbed, more uninhibited and pay

less attention to social norms.”What�smore, differences in time

zones, personal schedules, other commitments, inconsistent

time-management capabilities, and even cultural views of the

nature of time can all create conflict.

Because of these and other factors, virtual team members

are more likely to experience task, role, or responsibility ambi-

guity (Shin, 2005). Mortensen and Hinds (2001) also note that

virtual teams experience greater task conflict because of logis-

tical difficulties and less evenly distributed information. These

obstacles frequently lead tomore conflict asmembers conclude

that the difficulties they experience are caused intentionally by

their peers.
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Sources of Conflict

Conflicts online may also mirror those in face-to-face teams.

Most can be traced to differences in expected outcomes or

grades, deliverables, roles, style, values, and resources, includ-

ing available time, or personality. Because communication is

often asynchronous, there seems to be more opportunity for

miscommunication, much like those found in the workplace

with e-mail and instant messaging. The principal difference in

online student teams, as compared with those on campus, is

virtuality. It significantly undermines real-time intervention or

management. Faculty cannot “see” the conflict holistically,

without witnessing nonverbal interactions.

Over 3 years, I followed 252 virtual team assignments,

tracking all instances of evident conflict. During the period, I

assigned 127 team projects, without first introducing conflict

mitigation guidelines. Seventy-eight (or 61%) showed evident

instances of conflict. “Evident” is a clear instance of conflict that

emergesfromastudentcomplaintorobservedinagroupforum.

Team members “going silent” is the principal source of

conflict (42%). The secondmost frequent was perceived lack of

quality of work performed by others (31%) (see Table 4.2).

Unfortunately, the third most prominent complaint is accusa-

tions of plagiarism (12%).

StudentReactions toTeamAssignments

The beauty of online education is the opportunity to explore

deeper and richer exchanges among students. Online instruc-

torsknowthat the level of interactionand thedepthof exchange

often exceed that of on-campus courses.

The depth and frequency of intellectual exchange with your classmates

exceeds that of traditional graduate school experiences. My learning
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team colleagues brought a wealth of experience from the private and

public sector to our online discussions—which were much more lively

than the traditional lecture-format learning environment.

Online Student (2006)

I have done both traditional and online programs and I found the

communication and sharing of ideas to be greater and more effective

in this online program.

Online Student (2007)

Given these and other positive responses to the online

learning experience, faculty must introduce ways to mitigate

mixedornegative reactions tovirtual teamingso that itdoesnot

undermine online education itself.

Recognizing thatmore than60%of students surveyed inmy

study either disliked virtual team assignments or had a mixed

reactions, it was not surprising that when students learn that

their online class will include group projects, many react

negatively. Some send e-mail messages saying that, while they

will try todo theirbest, theyhavehadbadexperiences that color

Table 4.2. Sources of Conflict in Virtual TeamAssignments

Tracked

Virtual Team

Assignments

Evident

Conflicts Sources of Conflicts

127 78 (61%) Differences in expected outcomes and

commitment (e.g., “going silent”)

33 (42%)

Differences in “quality” (deliverables)

25 (31%)

Differences in “values” (plagiarism)

9 (12%)

Personality conflicts

8 (10%)

Others (including miscommunication)

3 (4%)
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their response.Others even request that particular students not

be assigned to their team. Some examples are as follows:

Dr.Dool—I have to say that I do not really like group assignments. I have

had some bad experienceswhere I have had to domost of thework. This

caused me a lot of stress due to requirements of my job. I hope you will

keep this in mind as you judge the assignments. I will do my best.

Student X (2007)

Professor,pleasedonot assignme toa teamwithStudentX,hewasonmy

team inmy last course and is full of excuses, did not do his part and hurt

our team. Thank you for your consideration.

Student X (2008)

Professor, do we really have to do a team assignment? Is there an

alternative? I work nights and can not really spend time in team assign-

ments, I prefer to work alone. What can we do? I hope you will consider

an alternative.

Student X (2007)

When introducing team assignments, instructors are likely

to experience an arrayof student behavior. I havewitnessed the

emergence of several “roles” that students assume.

Role Players

AsEdwardVolchok (2006) noted (seeChapter 1), students play

a variety of roles in teams, some assigned and others seized

without election or appointment. Volchok identified

“Mussolinis, Shrinking Violets, and Rambos.” While I have

witnessed these aswell, conflict seems to bring out a number of

other personalities. I have run into the “Martyr,” “Excuse-

meister,” “Silent Partner,” and “Breathless in . . . [fill in

student�s town here].”

The“Martyr”quicklypointsout that shehashadtodomuch

more than everyone else on the teambecause no one else seems

tobe takingpart seriously.Herworkschedule isuniqueandher
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commitments unusual.Despite that, onher own, she jumped in

and assumed more responsibility for the good of the team.

The “Excuse-meister” has a great deal of creative energy,

but unfortunately, he tends to focus it on why he could not do

his full part. He has an array of excuses to persuade his

teammates to carry more of the load, somehow rationalizing

that they have less to do than he has.His excuses almost always

seem to be about a sudden illness, computer challenges, or last-

minute work assignments. He can be very disruptive because

his excuses are often ill timed, frequently undermining team

deliverables.

“Breathless in . . .” will call at the first sign of a disruptive

issue and tends to crywolf. These students can often serve as an

early warning system for the instructor. They tend to overreact

to deviations or lack of response from teammates, especially if

they havehad aprior negative teamexperience. They can cause

an escalation of conflict by overreacting early.

The most problematic is the “Silent Partner,” who is not

really a partner in any meaningful sense, other than that she

expects to receive the same credit as other teammembers, even

though she has been absent frommuch of thework. She prefers

to let others carry the load and then appears at the endwith her

tale of woe. “Going silent” is a teammember�s worst transgres-

sion, a significant source of stress and frustration, and clearly

the most disruptive cause of team conflict. While past experi-

ence shows that “going silent” is a flagrant disregard of collab-

oration, most teams fail to address it early or appropriately

enough and often fail to have a plan to deal with it other than

last-minute heroics by others.

Mitigating Conflict in Student Teams

Evidence suggests that team-building exercises (Kaiser

et al., 2000), establishing shared norms (Sarker et al., 2001;
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Suchan andHayzak, 2001), and specifying clear team structure

(Kaiser et al., 2000) contribute to virtual team success. These

elements, including clear expectations about positive team

behavior and unambiguous standards for team perfor-

mance—a meaningful portion of the final course grade as-

signed to successful teaming—are the basis for my conflict

mitigation guidelines. It is suggested that the guidelines be

presented to students during an orientation session.

Setting the Stage

The foundation for mitigating team conflict is set before the

team even meets—when the instructor creates a collaborative

learning atmosphere, encouraging team members to share

experiences and pool resources (Smith, 2008).

The Role of the Instructor

Faculty set the stage formeaningful collaborationbydisplaying

a serious attitude toward team assignments. Students learn to

perform to expectations if they are properly and consistently

reminded of them. Although life gets in the way sometimes,

students must adopt a “we-vs.-me” attitude and a serious

commitment to the team.

The instructor must be a facilitator, boundary setter, traffic

cop, and chief cheerleader. The principal role of facilitation is

well understood by high-quality online instructors. If the in-

structor is only minimally engaged, discussion often loses

energy or structure with team assignments going awry and

antecedents to conflict missed. In some cases, students may be

engagedandactive,despite the instructor�sabsence,butassign-
ments and teamrelationships canquickly turn sourwithout the

presence of the instructor. Instructors should enter their online

classes every day—at worst, with no more than two day�s
absence—and should appear visibly in team areas regularly.
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Since teamprojects can easily get off topic or take unproductive

tangents, instructors need to manage assignment boundaries

by nudging team interactions on track without undermining

student engagement.

Playing traffic cop and chief cheerleader are two acts in the

same drama. Instructors must regulate traffic flow, team ex-

pectations,perspectives, andactivity. If the teamis slowtostart,

instructors must remind students to engage. If the quantity,

quality, or visible interaction is drifting, instructors need to

energize team members. If individual students are not doing

theirpart, instructorsmustalert themtoget themtogeton track.

Cheerleading is just as important. Creating a positive environ-

ment is critical to managing conflict. Praise is best delivered to

members of the team publicly, while criticism is best given in

private. Tomotivate teams, it�s good to acknowledge focus and

commitment frequently.

Faculty can take certain preventative actions to set a team�s
productivity in motion. The most important is expressing the

purpose and expectations of team assignments in a well-

thought-out syllabus, with an explicit guide to team expecta-

tions. A detailed syllabus facilitates knowledge exchange be-

tween members as well as mutual understanding of require-

ments (Hron et al., 2000).

In addition to an explicit syllabus, I post a document enti-

tled, “There is no ‘I’ in Team,” stressing the professional and

personal importance of being a productive and positive team

member, outlining common pitfalls, examples of positive and

unproductive teaming behavior, and a reminder about the we-

are-all-it-together grading policy.

The grade you give students for team assignments should

be significant enough to attract attention (seeChapter 3 for peer

and self-assessment options). I recommend somewhere be-

tween 15% and 30% of a student�s final grade. It�s wise to state

clearly that there is only one grade for each teamassignment for

all members of the team.
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Because of the possibility of plagiarism, I post all the usual

admonitions about academic integrity and require students to

use Turnitin, a service available at many schools that matches

student texts with published documents. While most faculty

warn about plagiarism, it has not deterred a few, so I expect the

team to monitor itself as well.

Inmy online classes, each student is required to sendme an

e-mail orpost a reply tomyReadThisFirst sectiononmycourse

site indicating that they understand the syllabus, teaming

document, and expectations about plagiarism. Some schools

use honor statements or contracts that ask students to attest to

their understanding of class requirements and expectations

about plagiarism. At the Stevens Institute of Technology, stu-

dents are expected to append this signed statement to all

assignments before submitting them:

I pledge onmyhonor that I have not given or received any unauthorized

assistance on this assignment/examination. I further pledge that I have

not copied any material from a book, article, the Internet or any other

source except where I have expressly cited the source.

Signature____ Date ____

Figure 4.1 is an example of a learning contract from Seton

Hall University.

In addition tomy role as an educator, I strongly believe that

my responsibility is also to act as an excuse eliminator, posting

reminders about the importance of positive teaming before and

during team activity.

I also recommend the introduction of a team charter with

a portion of the grade attached to its presentation (5%)

(Figure 4.2). The team jointly generates the charter based on

a template I provide. It covers role assignment, skills inventory,

contact andmeeting information, andways tomanage conflict.

Completing the team charter gives participants a chance to
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discuss common sources of conflict and create plans to deal

with them, especially how to respond to team members who

“go silent.” Minimally, the charter addresses team require-

ments with the added benefit of pledging a commitment to its

specifications. I recommend that team members complete the

charter as their first assignment. It can also serve as an agenda

during orientation.

With each deliverable, members are expected to turn in a

team log jointly (Figure 4.3). The logdocuments teamactivities,

outlining who did what. It also serves as essential documenta-

tion for two critical reasons. First, it identifies and documents

for the instructor teamingdisputes thatmayhave takenplace. It

also allows members to explore difficulties the team may be

encountering. For thefinal grade, the logdocumentsdisparities

in student participation. The log can also help adjudicate grade

appealsand illuminate theneed forparticipants todo theirpart.

Course Requirements Yes, I have read 
and understand 
the course 
documents

Review the “Read Me First” documents in the Introduction Conference  Yes I have

Review the course syllabus in course documents and print it out for easy 
reference.

 Yes I have 

Review the assignments in the Assignments Conference.  Yes I have 

Review the teaming requirements in the Course Documents (There is no 
“I” in Team). 

 Yes I have 

Review the participation requirements in the Course Documents (“Participation 
and Discussion”)

 Yes I have 

Review the class site and familiarize yourself with the various sections and 
conferences

 Yes I have 

Review the class schedule to ensure you understand the due dates for 
assignments and discussion participation. 

 Yes I have 

I have reviewed the course site and documents and understand what is required: 

______________________________________ Date__________________ 
Your Signature 

FIGURE 4.1. Learning contract, Seton Hall University (2008).
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FIGURE 4.2. Sample team charter, Seton Hall University (2008).
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Forming Teams

Instructors form teams in several ways. Sometimes, they allow

students to decide among themselves. If teamswere formed in

previous classes, they may be populated again with the same

participants, or the instructor may assign members to teams.

While I have tried many different ways to form teams, it

turnsout thatwhen I assignmembers, there appears tobe fewer

conflicts. Following a simple formula, I wait about two weeks

after the start of eachcoursebefore assigning teams,givingmea

chance to observe the talent pool and levels of activity. It�s best
toassignstudents fromthesametimezone ina team, ifpossible,

but it�swise to select thosewhoarenotmore thananhour�s time

zone difference from each other. This selection greatly reduces

complaints from students about access and scheduling.While I

have tried several ways of juggling talent—attitude, writing

FIGURE 4.3. Sample team log, Seton Hall University (2008).
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skills, work ethic, and content quality—unexpectedly, conflict

has increased. I now ignore talent as an element in choosing

teams and randomly assign students. In the end, I spread out

skills, ensuring each teamhas strong andweak students. There

is no full-proof method to team formation. Balancing strong

students with weaker participants seems to help mitigate

conflict to some degree and raises fewer evident issues because

teams appear to be more balanced (Figure 4.4).

Managing Teaming

Once teamsare set, the instructor�s role shifts tomonitoringand

encouraging participants. Because many team conflicts are

Setting the stage 
elements checklist 

Instructor teaming expectations 
clearly stated 
- Read Me First 
- “There is no “I” in Team 

Syllabus:
- Clearly states teaming 
requirements
- Assigns significant portion of the 
final grade to team assignments (15-
30%)
- Clearly states the teaming rubrics 

Plagiarism honor statement 

Learning contract 

Team charter 

Team logs 

Team formulation 

FIGURE 4.4. Setting the stage checklist.
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often presented to instructors as “he said/he said” situations, it

is challenging to manage intervention wisely. It�s best to ar-

range for teams to perform in the open by creating team rooms

to which you have access, allowing you to observe the team in

action. Most course management systems offer this feature.

Otherwise, gain access to team activities as a member.

It�s also recommended that you restrict the use of e-mail in

team communication. While participants commonly continue

to conduct some of their business using e-mail, they should

copy you in on their communications. Obviously, you will not

be able to police all their e-mails, but students should be aware

that that unless you have evidence of conflict, you will punish

the entire team for dysfunction and grade accordingly. The

threat seems to keep most activities in the open.

To support evidence of their participation beyond the team

log, I recommend that students keep a personal record of their

activities and encourage them to be as visible as possible in the

team room. To show my hovering presence, I monitor team

rooms from time to time—about once or twice a week—often

posting a message asking if they need anything or are having

problems.

Interventions

Despite an active preventative policy, conflicts do happen from

time to time, and interventions—soft, hard, and shock and

awe—may be required (Figure 4.5).

Soft interventions are gentle reminders that the team needs

to solve its own problems. When I see an issue developing or

receiveacall or ane-mailmessage fromateammemberworried

about the team, Ipostor sendareminderaboutpositive teaming

behavior, the need to adopt a team-first attitude, and grade

interdependence. On occasion, I will reach out to a particular

studentbyphonetohelpmitigateconflictbeforeitescalates.Soft
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FIGURE 4.5. Instructor interventions matrix.

interventions tend tobedeliveredas advice or food for thought.

You�re not solving the problem but gently nudging students in

the right direction, reminding teams that they are expected to

recognize and resolve conflicts on their own.

Case Study 1

An eager student jumped into the team�s group pages before

studentswere assigned to their teamsandbecame frustratedby

lack of interaction. She was further frustrated by the failure of

newly assigned teammates to respond immediately to her

demands:

Greetings, Dr. Dool. I am not feeling very well because I feel like I am

being ganged up on in regards to the team assignments. For starters, I

have beenworking on the teamassignments since before the class began.

I devotedmyentireweekend togettingall the information that is needed.

I put my personal email address and personal phone number on the

student lounge for everyone in the class to communicate with me before

the class got off the ground, and since then I too received no communi-

cation. I just did not appreciatemy teammember trying tomakeme look

like a irresponsible person who does not do her part, or the fact that she

emailed me on (the school) email only.

Student X
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My soft intervention acknowledged her frustration and

eagerness while suggesting she try to contact her teammate

again.

Student X, I am sorry you are having some early challenges, I appreciate

you jumping right on the teamassignment. Since it is so early in the class,

this may only be amiscommunication. I suggest you contact them again

and see if you can all work this out. Team assignments often have

challenges and each member must find a way to turn it into a positive

team experience. Let me know if there are any further issues.

Dr. Dool

Dr. Dool, I finally talked to my teammates and we have worked out the

issues, thanks.

Student X

Student X is an example of “Breathless in . . ..” She e-mailed

me a few other times with other early warnings. Despite her

anxiety, the teamperformedwell andevaluationswerepositive.

If a soft intervention fails, youmight take a direct approach

with a hard intervention, such as telephoning a particular

student, addressing the team as a whole, or changing team

parameters. With hard approaches, it�s wise to shift to specific

recommendations to help teams overcome conflict.

Case Study 2

A recent team was troubled over a student who didn�t fully
understand how to act cooperatively. Earlier, in its charter, the

team had adopted a majority-rules policy to resolve conflicts,

but had not fully enforced it.

Dr. Dool: We have a problem with X. He constantly argues every point

and when we make a decision, he continues to argue. We agreed that

majority rules but he will not honor it. This is really causing a problem.

What should we do?

Student X
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The e-mail message below is an example of a hard

intervention sent to all. I also phoned the student who was

challenging the team�s decisions. He explained that he felt his

opinions were being ignored and wanted more input. He also

agreed that he had not been as responsive as he should have

been. I reminded him of his obligations and reviewed the team

charter, which he had signed, emphasizing the majority-rules

policy he and the other members had adopted.

TeamA—Iamsorryyouhavehadsomeissuessofarinyourteam.Itseems

fromwhat youhave toldme that the issues center on timely communica-

tion within the team and equal consideration of teammember�s sugges-
tions. It also clear tome that despite the issues you have raised, you have

deliveredqualityworkso far.This tellsmeyouareacapable teamandare

willing tomakethecommitment todowhat is right.As IsuggestedwhenI

spokewith someof you, everymember need to engagewith the team in a

timely manner. You need to allow time to properly consider everyone�s
suggestion and you should share leadership responsibilities by giving

everyone on the team the opportunity to lead on one of the deliverables.

Let me know if you need any further help.

Dr. Dool

No further conflicts were expressed by the team and they

delivered assignments on time.However, other teammembers

rated thestudentwhowaschallenging theprocessquitepoorly.

Clearly, his early actions left some hurt feelings, but the team

managed to overcome them.

If hard interventions fail, with learning objectives in jeopar-

dy, it may be time for shock and awe. Taking action, it may be

best to conduct a teamteleconference. If the teamappears to run

ineffectively,youmustbemoredirectandprescribehowitmust

conduct itsbusiness.Remindthemthat the teamwill sufferwith

poor grades if it cannot find a way to get its act together.

Case Study 3

A recent example uncovered accusations of plagiarism. One

member accused another of plagiarism in a team room before
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any drafts had been submitted.While I did not intervene at this

point, I continued tomonitor the teamroom,witnessing several

heated exchangesbetween two studentswhile others remained

on the sidelines. The conflict subsided for a week, when this

e-mail appeared:

Dr. Dool—Our graded assignment is due tonight and I do not know

what to do. Student X�s submission has clearly been copied from

another paper. I told him this is not acceptable in our team space and

he said he would correct it. He did change some sections but other

sections were copied from another paper I found on Google. I am

supposed to be the “submitter” but I do not want to submit it with his

section in it but I also do not want the team�s submission to be late.What

do I do?

Student X

My immediate response was:

Student X, thank you for bringing this to my attention. If this is not

original work, it should not be submitted, the entire team will be

penalized. Please send me the paper, I will review it unofficially and

then we will discuss how to move forward.

Dr. Dool

The paper was clearly copied, and not very artfully. It

showed up on the first page of my first Google search.

Without accusing the student, I e-mailed the team, warning

them their first draft was unacceptable. I gave the team a

three-day extension (with an appropriate grade deduction) to

resubmit its paper. I telephoned the offending student, ex-

plaining the rules concerning original work, the need to

maintain integrity in team and individual deliverables, and

the risks he was taking personally as well as the damage he

might cause his team. I also reminded him that he had signed

a learning contract and an honor statement. Finally, I also

cautioned him that I scan submissions routinely for plagia-

rism using the Turnitin search software so it was not worth
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the risk. He offered some feeble excuses and said he

understood.

In the end, I also required each team member to send me a

personal e-mail message attesting that thework they delivered

was either original orwas citedproperly. Iwarned them that if I

did not receive signed documents from everyone, the team

would fail the assignment. Everyone responded as directed,

and there were no further conflicts. I did scan deliverables

against the Turnitin database and, happily, found no further

instance of plagiarism.

I wish I could say that these interventionswork all the time,

but sadly, some teamdysfunctionwassobad that it couldnotbe

resolved, ultimately leading to very poor team experiences,

with team deliverables below expectation. Fortunately, these

cases have been rare.

Aftermath

The biggest challenge in team assignments is awarding grades

to individual students. Many instructors employ a one-grade-

fits-all policy, with no distinction between team members.

Others introduce ways to adjust grades based on individual

contributions (see Chapter 3). I employ a team evaluation

accounting (see the form below), requiring students to assess

their ownperformance aswell teammate contributions. It allows

you to respond to legitimate cases in which students may have

performed above average or taken responsibility for the work of

others. I rarely adjust grades for studentswho are part of a team.

In my experience, fewer than 10% of cases deserved to be

adjusted and were certainly not without hard evidence. That�s
whyIstressoperating in theopen(Figure4.6).Butgivingyourself

the option of adjusting grades can be useful. Opening the possi-

bility of grade management can reduce student anxiety about

team assignments and grade interdependence.
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Worth the Trouble?

Because of early painful lessons in dealing with conflict in

virtual teams, I introduced the process outlined in this chapter.

While it adds toyourworkloadandcanbe tedious, itdoeswork.

After deploying the full array of conflict mitigation steps out-

lined, evident conflicts in student teams decreased from over

60% to less than 20% and also led to higher student satisfaction

survey results (Table 4.3).
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Require that the team perform “in 
the open” using team rooms in the 
class site whenever possible. 

- Require instructor ability to observe 

Interventions:

- “Soft” – (suggestions, 
nudging)

- “Hard” – (specific 
recommendations)

- “Shock & Awe” (prescriptive 
direction, direct intervention) 

The Aftermath: 

- Team evaluations 

- Individual and team grading 
rubrics

FIGURE 4.6. Managing the process checklist.

Table 4.3. Reduction in Conflicts after Employing Conflict

Mitigation

Tracked

Virtual Team

Assignments

Evident

Conflicts

Student Reaction:

Enjoyed It and

Said Experience

Was Positive

127 78 (61%) 47 (37%)

Before conflict mitigation steps

98 19 (19.4%) 57 (58%)

After conflict mitigation steps
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Summary

The conflict mitigation process requires setting the stage with

proper expectations, a persistent and consistent instructor

presence, and a willingness to intervene. It certainly adds to

the instructor�s workload, but results show it creates a more

positive learning experience for both the instructor and the

students. It also serves a higher purpose in that it helps

prepare students to be positive, contributing teammates in

their professional lives. Table 4.4 summarizes some of the key

conflict mitigation actions necessary to reduce conflict in stu-

dent teams.
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CHAPTER

5

Virtual Teams in Very Small

Classes

Elaine Lehecka Pratt

All courses are designed with an optimum class size in mind.

When introducing courses at universities, faculty consider not

only the instructor-to-student ratio but also guidelines to

stimulate productive group dynamics. With team projects,

small-scale group dynamics may come into play, and the

number of students in a team can figure prominently in class

success, whether delivered in a live, face-to-face setting or

online. At the Stevens Institute of Technology�s WebCampus

online unit, the optimum class size is approximately 20.

Historically, some WebCampus programs began modestly,

but over time (Figure 5.1), they have been building enroll-

ments significantly.

Ihavebeen teachingWebCampusonlinecoursessince2004.

In two ofmy three classes, I assign virtual teaming projects. For

my course on “Quality in Pharmaceutical Manufacturing,”

there are two team projects, and on “Regulation and Compli-

ance in the Pharmaceutical Industry,” there are three projects.

Virtual Teamwork: Mastering the Art and Practice of Online Learning and Corporate
Collaboration. Edited by Robert Ubell
Copyright � 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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While initial enrollment in these classes was small, in recent

semesters, there has been steady growth (Table 5.2).

Whywouldyouoffer a classwithonly four students? Itmay

be part of a new program with low initial enrollment. By

offering it frequently to accommodate student study plans,

classes may be run with fewer students than is common. To

permit students to complete their graduation requirements, it

may be necessary to offer classeswithmodest enrollments. The

class may be part of a corporate cohort, experiencing smaller-

than-usual enrollment owing to work schedules or budget

constraints. While there may be a number of reasons for teach-

ing classeswith fewstudents, nevertheless, the important thing

is to adjust them as needed to achieve success. Students in a

small class shouldnot feel cheatedoroverburdened.Herein lies

the challenge of effectively managing virtual teams with small

numbers of students in a class section.

Average WebCampus Enrollment- Spring and Fall Semesters 
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FIGURE 5.1. Average enrollment each semester since WebCampus was
launched in Spring 2000.
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Group Dynamics and Team Size

The literature provides a great deal of published research on

optimum team size (see also Chapter 3). Jeff Bezos, chairman,

CEO, and founder of amazon.com, is quoted as saying, “If you

can�t feed a team with two pizzas, the size of the team is too

large” (Fast Company, 2005). Research on team size goes back

as far as the nineteenth century to French engineer Maximilian

Ringelmann, who noted that the more people who pulled on a

rope, the less effort each individual made (Mueller, 2006). The

so-called Ringelmann effect is equally present in today�s
teams. In too large a team, somemembers can hide. In a recent

Fortune article, “How to Build a Great Team,” Jerry

Useem (2006) says that 4.6 is the most effective team size. The

University of Phoenix�s Learning Team Handbook comments,

“The size of groups is an important element in the success of

Average WebCampus Enrollment - My Classes with Team Projects
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          average of 13, close to our definition of very small classes. 

FIGURE 5.2. Enrollment in the author�s online classes with team projects.
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online learning teams. Research with learning teams indicates

that they work optimally with four or five members”

(Betz, 2004). This conclusion correlates well with my own

experience—teams of four or five seem to provide the

best learning experience in virtual settings. But when you

teach a class with four or five enrolled students, how can

you build teams? Or if you are teaching a class of only six

students, do you keep them together in one team only or break

them up?

Designing Virtual Team Projects

Beforewe reviewhow to create effective teams in small classes,

let�s first look at virtual teaming assignments. Regardless of

topic or course, virtual teaming gives participants practice in

working together collaboratively on a short-term project de-

signed to simulate an on-the-job experience (see Chapter 10).

Working together in a team is part of the course experience and

is as valuable as the topic. That is why it is important that the

designof teams is carefully craftedandconsidered; avery small

class must receive the same benefits from virtual teaming as a

larger one.

Inmy classes, I require team assignments to be delivered as

PowerPoint presentations on a given topic. In a traditional

setting, the team presents slides in a classroom to other stu-

dents. Online, the team posts its presentation to a discussion

board where “live” commentary is added as notes. Since

corporate work teams are often asked to present findings to

an audience, the assignment gives students practice in critical

presentation skills. A professional presentation is as important

as covering the topic adequately. Consequently, I grade teams

for both content and presentation. My virtual teaming assign-

ments give students experience in three equally important

factors: working in a team with those who they don�t know
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who have varying backgrounds and levels of experience, ac-

quiring in-depth knowledge of a given topic, and creating and

presenting a professional summary of their work to a larger

audience.

Before deciding how to establish teams in small classes,

it is important to consider the purpose of your assignments.

It is best that each team assignment possess a core theme

(Table 5.1).

When I first designed the course, I projected an average

class size of 16–20 students,with 4–5 teamsper assignment. For

some teamprojects, each topic is an essential part of the course.

Assignments build on each other or show a progression. Elimi-

nating some team topics because of small class sizemight leave

Table 5.1. Examples of Three Team Project Assignments in

One of My Classes

Team Project Assignment

1 Regulatory Submissions—Requirements and Strategy

Team 1—Investigational New Drug Application

Team 2—New Drug Application

Team 3—Biologics License Application

Team 4—Premarket Approval Application

Team 5—Abbreviated New Drug Application

2 Consequences of Noncompliance

Team 1—Barr Laboratories decision

Team 2—Abbott consent decree

Team 3—Schering-Plough consent decree

Team 4—GE Medical Systems consent decree

3 Consequences of Ethical Lapses

Team 1—Clinical Investigator Warning Letter

Team 2—Division of Drug Marketing, Advertising

and Communications Warning Letter

Team 3—The New Lab Technician Case Study

Team 4—Clinical Trials Outside US Case Study

Note: Each project has a central theme, although each presentation explores and
develops one aspect of that theme.
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out critical information. In other cases, where project topics are

similar, eliminating one or two team topics does not matter as

much. The point of the exercise can be demonstratedwith only

oneor twoteams(see the followingcases forexamplesofeachof

these scenarios).

CaseStudy1.EssentialTeamAssignments

In thisexample, thecontentof eachassignment isvital. Students

not only take away the team experience but are also required to

view and study other team presentations for course content. In

this case, the course is designed to cover all topics. If any of the

teams have to be eliminated due to small class size, an integral

part of the course is then missing. Table 5.2 shows different

team assignments for a project in one of my courses. Students

need to learn the material for each of these topics, so for a class

with only two of the possible five teams, 60% of the subject

matter is missing.

The five topics in Table 5.2 represent both progression and

breadth, a scenario found in all of my courses, regardless of

topic. Discussingmultiple examples andviewpoints on a given

Table 5.2. Five Team Topics Cover the Principal Project

Theme of Regulatory Submissions—Requirements and

Strategy

Assignment

Regulatory Submissions—Requirements and Strategy

Team 1—Investigational New Drug Application

Team 2—New Drug Application

Team 3—Biologics License Application

Team 4—Premarket Approval Application

Team 5—Abbreviated New Drug Application

Note: Each topic covers a different Food and Drug Administration submission. With
fewer thanfive teams, critical course information isnot covered, so itmustbe covered in
other ways.
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theme is a classic pedagogical approach; in this case, it just

happens to be pairedwith a virtual teaming exercise. In virtual

teams, students benefit from being offered important informa-

tion in different ways. To be fair and complete to small classes,

all material presented in large classesmust be covered. Ideally,

team assignments cover all essential material, but with small

classes, it is not always feasible or practical.

In a very small class with only two teams, it is best to select

the two most critical topics. In teaching small classes, you will

need to determine which topics are most common, most

important, most challenging, or most interesting. Then, if you

learn that enrollment in your class is low, you will have a plan

in place to give your students hands-on experience of working

in a team, researching the process, developing their manage-

ment strategies, and crafting a compelling and persuasive

summary presentation. After assigning the most valuable

topics to your teams, you might post team projects that cover

other topics delivered in previous classes so that your small

class will still be exposed to all the material given to larger

classes.

Case Study 2. Similar Team Assignments

An alternative to Case Study 1 is to assignmultiple team topics

on a theme providing depth of coverage. In this approach,

eliminating one or more team topics does not irreparably gut

the content of the overall assignment. This is an easier scenario

for a very small class. For example, in one ofmy courses, a team

project is to conduct an in-depth examination of a case study

about aMalcolmBaldrigeNationalQualityAwardwinner. The

documentation isquite lengthy, so it is entirelypossible for each

teamtoexamine justonesection indetail.Dependingonthesize

of the class, there are six possible subcategories of the applica-

tion (Table 5.3).
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In the example shown in Table 5.3, I created six topics for a

large face-to-face class. In a typical online class, I might expect

four teams. In a very small online class, there may be only two

teams. For classes with fewer than six teams, you might priori-

tize topics in order of importance, matching topics to the opti-

mumnumber of teams for that class. In this project, all topics are

drawn from a single document so that even a small number of

team presentations give the flavor of how the sample company

prepared its application. In a larger class, students benefit from

exploring more aspects of a company�s quality system, but if a

particular subtopic is not covered in a small class, the intent of

the assignment is not lost. It might also bewise to post previous

class presentations so that team members in a small class will

have access to earlier deliverables. If you feel it necessary, you

might also add course material on missing topics.

As the second case study illustrates, if you design multiple

topics or outcomes into team assignments, it is easy to shrink

the number of teams to fit the size of the class. However,

a more serious challenge is presented when each topic is

important to the learning experience and cannot be easily

eliminated.

These case studies offer solutions for two teams. Butwhat if

there are not enough students for even two teams? What

Table 5.3. Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award

Summary with Six Topics for Six Team Presentations

Team Topic

1 Section 5.1—Leadership

2 Section 5.2—Strategic Planning

3 Section 5.4—Measurement, Analysis, and Knowledge

Management

4 Section 5.5—Human Resource Focus

5 Section 5.6—Process Management

6 Section 5.7—Business Results
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possible solutions are there?Your options are limited to assign-

ing topics to individual students, creatingsmaller teamsof twos

or threes only, or introducing a single team of four with one

topic andeliminating all others. There arepros and cons to each

of these approaches (Table 5.4).

Challenges ofManaging Teams in Small

Classes

An unsatisfactory solution for small classes is to assign indi-

vidual students to each topic, solving the dilemma of covering

Table 5.4. Summary of Pros and Cons for Different Team

Sizes in Virtual Team Projects

Team Size Pros Cons

1 Covers more topics in class By definition, one is not a

“team.”

2 Covers more topics in class Differences in experience,

personality, or ability (or

toomuch similarity) may

hinder completion.

Small-scale team

experience

3 Simulates corporate teams May present “odd man

out,” if two side against

one.

Cansubdivide assignments

4 Simulates corporate teams N/A

Can subdivide assignment.

Optimum team size for

online class

5 Simulates corporate teams Some may hide or feel

undervalued.Cansubdivide assignments

6 or more Simulates some corporate

teams

May be too large for online

class.

Some may hide or feel

undervalued.
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all topics but, bydefinition, completely eliminating the teaming

aspect. This solutionalsoburdens studentswithworkdesigned

for fourormore,which isnot thepointof theassignment. Since I

also assign individual term papers, adding more individual

projects is not the best approach.

Smaller teams canbe anoption.Assigning two students to a

team may give them a sense of teamwork. Ideally, it can

promote equal sharing, with leadership, division of labor,

collaboration, and reaching consensus, among other qualities,

occurring inminiature.While it may be a viable option, it often

does not work out well, especially if the pair is of unequal

experience, ability, or assertiveness. Frequently, one student

tends to direct the activity, while the other does all the grunt

work, coming away feeling undervalued. Pairs are also not

representative of workplace environments. A team of three is

yet anotheroption, but it can lead to “three�s a crowd,”with two

members siding against the other. With three, consensus is

often difficult to achieve.

My favorite is a four-member team. It seems to provide

enough work for all and allow for various viewpoints to be

heard so that consensus can be reached without alienating

anyone, yet it does not contain too many participants where

opportunities are created for some to get lost or hide. There is a

fine line between everyone in a team having enough work so

that they are truly contributing versus the alternative in which

participants feel that they are doing unproductive work or

stepping on each other�s territory, duplicating each other�s
efforts. One of my requirements is that each team include a

summaryof eachmember�s contributions—who createdwhich

slides,whoperformedbackground research,who led the team,

who compiled the final presentation, and so forth.

A team of five can also work effectively, especially for

meaty cases with many requirements. Beyond five, however,

you may encounter what Ringelmann called “social loafing”
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(Mueller, 2006). JenniferS.Mueller (2006),Whartonprofessorof

management, who has done research on optimal team size,

concludes, “Above and beyond five, you begin to see dimin-

ishing motivation. After the fifth person, you look for cliques.

And the number of people who speak at any one time? That�s
harder tomanage inagroupoffiveormore.”Sinceonline teams

communicatevirtually—via chat or e-mail (seeChapter 7)—too

many “speaking” at the same time is difficult to manage.

Creating Teams in Small Classes

So how can you build effective teams in small classes? Table 5.5

shows possible configurations for classes from 2 to 10 students.

Table 5.5. Possible Team Configurations for Classes

Ranging from 2 to 10 Students

Class Size Team Configurations

2 1 team of 2

3 1 team of 3

4 2 teams of 2

1 team of 4

5 1 team of 2 and 1 team of 3

1 team of 5

6 3 teams of 2

2 teams of 3

7 2 teams of 2 and 1 team of 3

1 team of 3 and 1 team of 4

8 4 teams of 2

2 teams of 4

9 3 teams of 3

3 teams of 2 and 1 team of 3

10 5 teams of 2

2 teams of 3 and 1 team of 4

2 teams of 5

Note: Your assignmentwill dictate whether it is better to choose smaller teams or fewer
larger teams.
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If you opt for a small number of teams, it may be useful to

post presentations delivered by previous classes, allowing

students to view material covering topics that may be omitted

from their current assignments owing to the limited number of

options. Since students often like to compare their work in

teams with present classmates (“Is our presentation as good/

thorough/snazzy as theirs?”), introducing slides from earlier

classes serves as a substitute inmotivating students. Routinely,

there is a significant rise in the professional style of presenta-

tions once students have viewed and received feedback about

the initial delivery.

Let�s turn to the composition of the teams and how they are

formed (see Chapter 3). There are two principal ways to form

virtual teams—either by student selection or by instructor

assignment. Typically, my online classes are composed of a

number of part-time students who are also working profes-

sionals, somefull-timegraduatestudents,withvaryingdegrees

of work experience, and a few full-time undergraduate stu-

dents, with little or no or workplace history. Some are drawn

from the same company, and a few full-time graduate and

undergraduate students often know one another because they

have had classes together before. Recognizing that previous

personal connections may give some teams advantages over

others, I avoid allowing students to form their own teams.

Instead, I assign students to teams. I also change team compo-

sition with each new assignment.

When initial team assignments are made, students and

faculty rarely know each other very well. So it is impossible

for instructors to judge who might be a good team member

and who might be a slacker. For your first team, it is best that

you assign members randomly; alphabetically, for example,

with a mix of working professionals and full-time students. In

subsequent assignments, you might vary group composition

so that students experience team members with different
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personalities, skills, and background. In forming teams later,

once you have a better sense of who the excellent students are

and who are less resourceful, you might take these qualities

into account.

Other instructors establish teams at the beginning of each

semester, maintaining the same composition throughout the

course. This approach may be valuable, especially when team

projects build on each other, yielding a substantial final

product. On the other hand, if your assignments are designed

to create short-term experiences, it might be best to form

teams composed of members with varying skills and back-

groundwhomay not know each other and who come together

quickly to complete a particular task. If students can master

this skill, they can probably work together skillfully on con-

tinuing projects with long-term goals. It may also be useful to

give students opportunities to play new roles with each new

team. For example, if a student is not a leader in one group, he

or she may emerge as one in the next. Keep in mind that while

I prefer to watch leaders assume their roles naturally, some

instructors assign leaders to teams. Finally, if team members

initially get stuck with a slacker, it is not fair for them to have

to continue to carry him or her all the way through until the

end of the term.

Team Dynamics and Interaction

In the Stevens Institute of Technology’sWebCampus, there are

a variety of ways for teams to meet virtually (see Chapter 7).

Somecommunication software is built into the student learning

management system, suchase-mail,discussionboard,andchat

rooms (Figure 5.3). Teams are also free to set up their own

teleconferences or even arrange face-to-face meetings.

When I assign a team project, I open chat rooms for each

team (Figure 5.4). The chat room is frequently used as an initial
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FIGURE 5.3. Homepage menu of an online course. Communication func-
tions, such as chat, discussions, and mail, are highlighted.

FIGURE5.4. Chat rooms for the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award
(discussed in Case Study 2). Teams use chat to discuss projects in real time.
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way of getting together as a team.Afterward, teamsmay set up

teleconferences and other ways to meet.

Personality and style play significant roles in team assign-

ments. Typically, one or more team members will take control

as the leaders, establishing schedules, handing out assign-

ments, managing contributions, and arranging draft presenta-

tions (see Chapter 2). Occasionally, leaders may become over-

bearing, forcing others to rebel. When more than one strong

member seeks to take control, there is often a clash. In some

classes, a few team members—for whom your class is their

whole life—assume control without being asked by others in

the team who are not as free and who are commonly fully

employed in demanding jobs in industry. It is also challenging

when the team is composed of some from abroad whose first

language is not English. Others may resent having to deal with

English grammar skills (see Chapters 8 and 9). There are also

loafers who expect the rest of the team to carry their load.

Certainly, these obstacles are present in classes of any size, but

they are often magnified in very small classes because there is

nowhere to hide.

If teams come upon concerns that they cannot resolve on

their own, I encourage themto e-mailmeprivately (seeChapter

4). The two most common complaints are about overbearing

leaders or slackers not pulling their weight. In addition to

requiring information on each member�s contributions, I also
ask students to grade each member of their own team.

These confidential evaluations are very valuable to sort out

differences betweenmembers in a team. Inmy classes, the final

grade is usually the average of the individual and team

assessments (see Chapter 3). When students realize that their

individual contributions as well as the final group assessment

will be taken into consideration in their grade, they often

become thoroughly involved and vigilantly guard their

contributions and make sure they are reported accurately.
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Whenever there is conflict about accurately reporting contribu-

tionsmade to the team effort, it is best to encourage the team to

work it out among themselves. If accusations continue, it is a

good idea to require corroborating evidence from the team

before reaching a conclusion. These situations oftenmimic real

life. Employees on corporate teams must also deal with strong

personalities and slackers. Fortunately, these problems are

relatively rare.

Benefits of Virtual Teaming in Very

Small Classes

What are the benefits of virtual teaming in very small classes? If

you craft a well-thought-out small class “Plan B,” the student

experience should be quite valuable. With fewer students, you

may have more time to give detailed feedback on each assign-

ment. But most importantly, from the student�s perspective, a
small class (and perhaps a smaller team) gives the student a

chance to shine. It is well known that if you teach something,

you generally learn more than your students. So in addition to

the experience gained in working in a team and delivering a

professional presentation, students also learn assignedmateri-

al by researching it well and communicating it in a clear and

professional manner. With each new semester, I find that

students almost always seem to uncover new facts, ideas, or

ways to present information.

Seven Tips

Here are some distilled suggestions you may find useful:

- Tip 1. Do not sacrifice team goals to cover topics. Make sure

thatyouformteamsthatwillprovideyourstudentswitha

robust virtual teaming experience, even if this is best
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achievedwith only one or two teams in a very small class.

As important as the content is, it is equally important for

the process itself to turn into worthwhile learning

experience.

- Tip 2. Prioritize team topics. By prioritizing, you learn

which topics must be assigned to deliver an uninterrupt-

edflowof coursematerial andwhichmight be considered

reinforcement and thereby optional for small classes. If

there are not enough students in your class to cover

essential topics adequately, post former student presen-

tations to illustrate essential material or cover it yourself

during lectures.

- Tip 3. Keep the number of members in each team as equal as

possible. If the numbers are divided more or less equally,

each student has a similar workload. It is unfair, in a class

of 10, for example, to create one team of 4 and 3 teams of

only 2 each.

- Tip 4. Provide small teams with extra help. If a very small

team is struggling, step in and give suggestions about

howtomanage theworkload.Youdonotwant the teamto

be so overwhelmed that it will fail to grasp the content of

your assignment.

- Tip 5. In courses with multiple, unrelated team projects, assign

different teams for each project. This approach simulates

teaming in corporate settings inwhichmembers serve on

several concurrent or successive teams. It also mixes up

leaders and loafers, and those with varying degrees of

experience. However, in those courses in which projects

build on one another, it is best to maintain the same team

composition throughout the course.

- Tip 6. Make sure your instructions and grading criteria are

clear. Make your expectations clear at the start of each

team project, outlining the scope of each assignment and
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what questions need answering. Provide parameters for

team presentation, such as using large, clear fonts and

additional commentary as notes. Require that students

identify who prepared the material for each slide. When

grading, make sure you alert students to cover their

topics completely and deliver their presentations pro-

fessionally. Also make sure you assign a due date

for team deliverables. In my classes, I grade individually

and by team, with the final grade being an average of

both.

- Tip 7. Offer quality feedback after each team project. Virtual

team projects are most valuable when you give quality

feedback, commenting on content, presentation, notes,

sources, and division of labor. Students appreciate praise

and absorb constructive criticism.

In online courses, virtual teaming is a valuable exercise.

Simulating workforce teams, students practice critical skills

in a controlled atmosphere. Students are exposed to a wide

diversity of backgrounds, experiences, enterprises, and cul-

tures. I am often amazed at the level of creativity and profes-

sionalism that my students bring to their assignments. Many

enjoy learning fromeach other�s experiences, and they appreci-

ate theopportunity toworkwithdifferent groups. In very small

online classes, your first inclination may be to discard virtual

team projects, but as this chapter has shown, with careful

planning and management, virtual teaming can be successful

in small classes as in classes of any size.
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Choosing Online

Collaborative Tools

Phylise Banner, M. Katherine (Kit)

Brown-Hoekstra, Brenda Huettner, and

Char James-Tanny

Selecting the right tools for your online team starts with deter-

miningwhich ones are likely towork best for what you have in

mind. Even though people may say, “We need X,” they can

easily choose solutions thatmore closely reflect current fashion

thanwhat is really needed. To pick the right solution, youmust

first identify the problem you are trying to solve, along with

several other relevant pieces of information, before deciding

which application is best.

Your first step in achieving your objective is to perform a

“needs analysis” to appreciate the problem you are seeking to

solve and then identify the tasks that must be accomplished to

reach your goal. Just as you wouldn’t use a hammer to cut a

board in half, so too you wouldn’t select a chat program to

create course content. Most projects require a variety of

tools for different purposes. A good way to begin is to deter-

mine what needs to be created, which team members will

Virtual Teamwork: Mastering the Art and Practice of Online Learning and Corporate
Collaboration. Edited by Robert Ubell
Copyright � 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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be responsible for working on it, and whowill be receiving the

end product.

Needs Analysis

A needs analysis covers these key steps:

1. Determine what problem you are trying to solve.

2. Identify your current status, using a co-called

“SWOT” (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats)

analysis.

3. Inventory current capabilities (tools, processes, team,

and so on).

4. Identify your goals.

5. Recognize thegapbetweenwhereyouareandwhereyou

want to be.

6. Identify communication needs and types.

7. Compile your selection criteria and identify tasks.

8. Determine your budget and schedule.

Even if you do a good job performing your needs analysis,

there are a number of hazards facing you as you select what�s
best. Before you start, it�s good to be aware of a few obstacles

that may be in your way. Vendors constantly update their

applications, and new ones are being continuously created.

Since new technologies enter the marketplace at a fairly rapid

rate, the selection you make may become obsolete or dated

evenwhile your project is still underway. Accessibility varies,

sowhile youmay imagine that what you choose is universally

accessible, it may not operate on everyone�s computer or in

every environment. Also be aware that many collaborative

applications take place in the “cloud”; that is, they are

web-based.
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What Problem Are You Trying to Solve?

Start by identifying the problem you want to solve. The table

below outlines some common objectives and who might

be given the assignment to contribute to the solution.

Output Who Contributes?

Schedules, budgets, plans Instructor, department head, or

designated team member;

possibly all members

Templates, standards,

guidelines

Instructor or external source

Team discussions All members

One-on-one discussions Single member

Status reports Individual members or one member

for the group or subgroup

Content All members

What is Your Current Status?

A SWOT analysis helps you identify technical and process

issues that may affect tools you select.

. Strengths are inherent advantages in solving problems;

for example, your students may be technically savvy.

. Weaknessesmake it harder to solveproblems; for example,

some students may have dial-up connections.

. Opportunities, outside your control, maymake it easier to

solve your problem; for example, your helpdesk is

exceptionally cooperative.

. Threats, also outside of your control, make it harder to

solve your problem; for example, your IT department

requires you to employ an application that no one in your

class knows how to use.
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While a SWOT analysis can often be performed fairly

quickly—you may already know what you will be facing—it�s
best to jot down your results anyway to maintain a baseline.

When analyzing multiple variables and multiple scenarios, it�s
easy to become confused by the details, if you don�t document

them. As you identify each category, it�s good to consider the

relative importance of each item, as well as its impact, if

somethinggoeswrong. This exercisewill helpwith risk analysis

later on.

What are Your Current Capabilities?

In industry, project managers build teams by choosing people

based on their experience or knowledge. In an online class,

teamsmay be formed by self-selection, randomly, or by assign-

ment. Instructors rarely know the level of knowledge in their

online class until the course begins—and then it�s often too late

to change to amorewidely known tool if students are unfamil-

iarwith the one you select.When introducing anewset of tools,

it�s prudent to consider your own level of knowledge and

comfort, the likelihood that your students will know how to

use them, ease of use, and the availability of training and

technical support.

At the start, inventoryhardware and software your campus

supports. Some collaborative tools may already be available at

your institution. With just a basic Internet connection, for

example, you can access tools such as voice-over-Internet

phone tools,which include Skype, andmost instant-messaging

packages—Yahoo,AIM,orMeebo. If your college oruniversity

usesa learningmanagement system(LMS), suchasBlackboard,

Moodle, orDesire2Learn, it�swise to explore its capabilities. It�s
also useful to review these technical details:

. Bandwidth. What speed do faculty and students use to

connect to the Internet?
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. Disk space. Does everyone have enough disk space? Is

there enough space on the server, if you are using an

institutional system?

. Equipment. How old is everyone�s equipment? What

operatingsystemsare inuse?Arecomputer labsavailable

for those who don�t have their own?

. Software. What software does everyone have installed?

Which versions? Is there any incompatibility?

. Browser requirements. Not all browsers are supported

by all tools. Be sure to specify which browsers should

be used by students when accessing your online

classroom.

. Security protocols. What security systems do faculty and

students have in place?

. Internet, intranet, virtual private network (VPN)

access. Can everyone access the file server and

network off-site?

. Conference calls. What systems are in place? Does your

institution provide access? If not, can everyone agree on

the same application? (Chat and other/instant-messag-

ing packages can be used for conference calls, although

thereare limits andbandwidthconstraints in someareas.)

For international students, is there a toll-free, long-dis-

tance number available?

. Support services. What services are inplace for students at

a distance? What hours is your helpdesk open?

. Assessment. Is there an assessment rubric in place? Are

students aware of how their participation will be

evaluated?

. Knowledge management and institutional governance. Who

retains rights to collaborative work?

. Copyright compliance and plagiarism. How do you plan to

avoid honor code violations?
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Learning how to use collaborative tools is rarely the main

focus of an online course. Still, it�s prudent that you not only

provide instruction about concepts but also give your students

the ability to navigate applications successfully. Particularly

when introducing new technology, it�s important to build

flexibility into your curriculum to give students a chance to

become familiar with it.

In addition to accommodating tools and technology, you

may need to modify assignments in other ways. While virtual

tools allow you to communicate with participants from most

parts of the world, you still need to keep track of where

everyone is. A synchronous learning activity scheduled for

3:00 p.m. in Boston may not be too difficult for students to

attend who reside in London (where it would be 8:00 p.m. that

evening), but it might present a serious obstacle for students in

Hong Kong (where it is 3:00 a.m. the next morning).

Online learning can present other technical obstacles be-

cause students and faculty are often scattered all over theworld

with different levels of technical expertise. Many in Africa, for

example, and others in parts of Asia and South America, often

lack infrastructure to support continuous broadband connec-

tivity. Many parts of the world frequently experience rolling

blackouts andother servicedisruptions that almost never affect

students inNorthAmerica andEurope.War andother conflicts

can also play havoc with technology and infrastructure.

What are Your Goals?

Once you have identified your current status, it�s time to think

about what you want to accomplish in your online class and

which tools to employ.Howdoes online learning support your

learning objectives? Why does your course need to be taught

online and how will the virtual environment affect students�
ability to assimilate knowledge?
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As you consider these questions, it�s useful to think

about how to accomplish your educational objectives. How

does the virtual classroom allow you to execute your course

goals, learning objectives, and assignments? How will your

learning outcomes be achieved? Remember to employ SMART

(specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, time-bound) goal

setting.

The Gap Between Where You are Now

and Where You Want to Be

Once you perform a SWOT analysis, you will see more clearly

where you are now, compared to where you want to be. In a

traditional classroom, youmight have introduced assignments

that achieved your ends successfully, but they may not be as

effective online. Or, you may discover that new technologies

present opportunities to explore course concepts in new and

better ways.

Mapping where you are against your goals helps to plan

for how to get from where you are to where you want to be. It

also helps to prioritize tasks and rank them in importance.

Introducing a new technology can be frustrating and time

consuming. Effective planning and analysis at the start helps

prevent problems that confront every project. If migrating to a

new technology is likely to be complex, consider a phased

introduction in which you pilot the new tool first in one class,

work out the bugs, and refine it before offering in all your

courses. It gives you a chance to take a step back to determine

whether it�s worth the effort.

Communication Needs and Types

Most classrooms have similar communication needs. The

following is a list of the most common ones. It may be useful
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to identify additional communication options relevant to

your course.

. One-to-many. Typically, instructors deliver lectures or

provide information about course concepts or give in-

struction covering assignments. Online, instruction can

occur in a numberways—inwebinars, printedmaterials,

web sites, podcasts, message boards, chat, and so on.

. One-to-one. Instructors frequently hold conversations

with individual students. Online, such interaction can

occur employing e-mail, or by phone, instant messaging,

and so on.

. Many-to-many. Classroom discussions, team projects,

and group presentations are examples of many-to-many

communication. They can be held using e-mail, message

boards, chat, webinars, collaborative tools, and so on.

. Many-to-one. Team assignments often require members

to meet with the instructor to respond to questions.

Chat, message boards, and e-mail can be effective tools

for these communications.

Selection Criteria and Tasks

In the software world, selection criteria are also known as

requirements, features, or functionalities that support the

results you want to achieve. For example, if you are looking

at a complete LMS, youmightwant to integrate a grade book, a

calendar, and testing tools, among other applications. If your

institution already provides an LMS, be sure to learn whether

the collaborative tool you are considering is interoperable.

Consider the tasks you need to perform in your

online class and jot them down. It helps to prioritize how
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important particular features or functions are in order

to achieve your objectives. Then, compare available tools with

what you plan to do. Consider these common instructor

tasks:

. Establishing rapport, setting expectations, setting a tone

. Providing course content

. Assigning homework

. Returning graded assignments

. Posting grades

. Testing student knowledge

. Responding to questions

Also consider these common student tasks:

. Turning in assignments

. Communicating with teammates on group projects

. Participating in class discussion

. Studying for examinations

. Communicating questions with the instructor

It�salsoprudent to considerother factors that cancontribute
to effective deployment, such as howusable the tools you select

are. What is the cost to your department or to students in your

online class for the application you have in mind? It�s also

wise to consider how long it may take to train students. Will

the introduction of the tool and student training fit within the

semester? Have you explored whether other classes have used

the tool you are considering and, if so, whether they experi-

enceddifficulties?Will your IT unit support itwith a helpdesk?

Is there a tutorial available?
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Budget and Schedule

Even though many tools offer educational discounts or may

even be free in academic settings, some still may require time

and effort to install. Deployment can be expensive if what you

have selected will need significant time commitment to intro-

duce. To get buy-in, it�s helpful to know not only the cost of the

application itself but also how much time it is likely to take to

install. Knowing how long it will take to set up will help you

devise an implementation schedule, with allocations for train-

ing students.

It�sagood idea tobuild inextra time inyourcourse schedule

for everyone to get up to speed. The first time you hold a

synchronous class meeting, some of your students may be

unable to connect. If you encourage instant messaging, for

example, take the time to ensure that everyone on your team

recognizes each other�s login names.

Creating a Business Case

When making a proposal to your managers or administrative

deans, it is important toprovide a cost-benefit analysis to justify

your idea and the resulting expenditure. Use these guidelines:

. Describe your idea andwhy it will benefit the university.

Be as specific as possible, including costs, hours, and

personnel requirements as appropriate.

. State thepros andcons listed as abulleted list. Relate your

plan back to the university�s strategic plan or your

department�s goals wherever possible.

. Explain how and when it should be implemented.

. Offer alternatives, if possible.

. Request action fromthedepartmentordean, ifneeded.Be

sure to includeduedates and action items, if appropriate.
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. Answer questions that the department or dean might

have about implementation—for example, How much

staff/volunteer time may be required? Is there an initial

cost to the university? How much?

. Provide your full contact information.

Tool Categories

Categorizing tools into common groups makes it easier to find

the right solution. Consider these:

. Collaborative software suites

. Chat and meeting tools

. Information broadcasting

. Information sharing

. Information gathering

. Project management

. Wikis

. RSS feeds and other “push” technologies

. Learning management systems

. Social networking

. Bibliographies

Collaborative Software Suites

While known also as “groupware” or “computer-supported

cooperative work,” there is a fine—but important—distinction

betweencooperationandcollaboration.Cooperation is implied

when the results of independent subtasks are merged to create

a final product. Collaboration requires teamwork for each
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subtask as members work toward a common goal. Collabora-

tive software suites offer many features also found in other

categories, such as e-mail, forums, or chat.Applications such as

Drupal, Plone, and TikiWiki fall into this category.

Chat and Meeting Tools

Applications in this category are used to communicate with

team members.

Chat

Chat tools can be external, internal, or system based. Some

institutions do not permit external tools to be installed on

campus systems because of vulnerabilities (such as viruses

that may be transmitted through chat programs). Other

institutions allow internal server-based tools because the

environment can be controlled.Web-based tools use a browser

(such asAIMExpress orMeebo) or Java applet (such as Jabber).

Some common chat programs offer connections to applica-

tions such as MSN, AIM, Yahoo, Skype, Trillian, XChat, ICQ,

Jabber, and GAIM. Most chat programs allow you to set up a

chat room for multiple users. Trillian, a multi-protocol appli-

cation, allows you to connect to AIM, ICQ, MSN Messenger,

Yahoo Messenger, and others and permit chat rooms with

the same protocol only (i.e., you cannot install a chat room

with both AIM and MSN contacts). Meebo, a web-based

multi-protocol application, permits mixed-mode chats. If

your institution has adopted an enterprise-wide LMS, it may

have built-in access to chat and meeting tools.

Skype uses a voice-over-Internet protocol (VoIP) that gives

your computer a high-speed telephone-call connection. You

can call other Skype users without charge to make and

receive calls. Skype�s conference-call option allows up to five
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participants. However, you may find that VoIP applications

are unreliable if you run several other tools at the same

time. Be sure to check memory, bandwidth, and system

recommendations.

Meetings

Web-based applications, such as WebEx, GoToMeeting, Net-

Meeting, and a wide variety of other commercial and free

software, give you the ability to hold meetings, conferences,

and training sessions online.Applications are distinguished by

their pricing structures and limitation on howmanymaymeet

atone time.Somemeeting toolsoperatewitha telephonebridge

and may not connect internationally. An alternative is Skype,

since calls to other Skype members are free. In place of these

options,mostLMSoffer synchronouscommunication tools that

can be used for online meetings.

Information Broadcasting

Applications in this category are employed to distribute infor-

mation to team members and others with blogs, webinars and

presentations, and podcasts.

Blogs

Blogs (short for “weblog”) are online diaries that combine text,

images, and hyperlinks. Blogs allow you to categorize entries

and limit visitors to enter posts on specific topics only. Some

blogging software permits multiple bloggers to post entries,

either to the same blog or to multiple blogs linked together

(known as a “blog farm”). Blogs have emerged as the most

common web tool. In correspondence schools, “journaling,” a

blog cousin, emerged as an effective distance-learning activity.
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Blogs can be hosted on a blogging software server or can

be installed on an institution�s server. If the URL refers to the

blogging software�s site, the blogger is using that server. If the

URL refers to the blogger�s home page or domain, the blogger

has installed the software on a personal server. The difference

between hosted services and self-hosted blogs is determined

by who performs maintenance. Hosted services manage all

maintenance, includingupdates.CertainLMSesmayhaveblog

applications built in.

Webinars and Presentations

Webinars and presentations give online students the ability to

be “present” in a virtual class, exploiting tools that are largely

the same as those noted in “meeting tools.” Used in a manner

similar to training sessions, the primary difference is interac-

tion. Typically, in a webinar or presentation, there is limited

interaction.

In industry, teams regularly conduct webinars with multi-

plepresenters. Presentingonline is significantlymore challeng-

ing than delivering talks in person because of the loss of visual

cues. To engage the audience, many webinar programs offer

chat and “hand-raising” features. Some presenters leave a

phone line open, but calls during presentations can be

distracting.

Some instructors encourage students to take command of

delivering webinars, recognizing that students with online

presenting skills can be valuable in industry. Most systems

allow webinars to be archived so that students can retrieve

presentations at their leisure. It gives students, unable to attend

the real-time webinar, the chance to view the presentation at a

later date. Archiving is also useful to students who want to

review material they may not have fully absorbed during

real-time presentations.
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Podcasts

While presentations or webinars are typically scheduled,

podcasts allow team members to retrieve information on

demand. Podcasts deliver audio files, while vodcasts

show videos. With very little equipment, users can easily

create a podcast for distribution. To create a podcast, you

will need a microphone and recording software. Audacity is

the most frequently recommended software for recording

podcasts, as it is open source, cross-platform, and free. To

create a vodcast, you will also need a camera and video

editing software. Applications such as Hipcast are often used

to create audio blog entries (basically a podcast incorporated

into a blog).

Podcasts are often available for download to iPods, MP3

players, and other mobile devices, a very accessible way of

delivering lectures. Encouraging students to create podcasts is

also a goodway for them to share theirworkwith the rest of the

team.

Information Sharing

For virtual teams to be effective, membersmust share informa-

tion.Many collaboration software suites include calendars, file

galleries, forums, bulletin boards, application sharing, content

management, and workflow management, all of which can be

used to share information. However, you can use other pro-

grams for each purpose.

Information Gathering

Surveys, project management and scheduling, feedback, and

time tracking allow team members to collaborate on current

assignments.
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Surveys

Surveys allow you to collect information, usually without

verification, about a specific activity or concept. They help

participants understand an activity or concept, identify areas

of concern, and determine whether more information needs to

be gathered. To ensure scientific validity, it�s wise to employ

quality sampling techniques.

Feedback

Feedback forms and polls can identify areas where course

content may not be clear. It can also identify areas where you

can improve course logistics, content, and assignments. Use

feedback to adjust your project plan and identify topics for

future surveys.

Project Management and Scheduling

Project management and scheduling allow you to monitor

progressgoverningspecific tasks.Theseapplicationsalsoallow

you toclosely followstudent assignments.Projectmanagement

software canpinpoint both the strengths and theweaknesses in

a team. They are effective in helping students manage assign-

ments and semester-long group projects and are also useful in

helping you plan and schedule your courses, especially when

integrating new technology in your curriculum.

Time Tracking

Time tracking, often considered part of project management,

permits you to judgehowmuch time is being spent on a specific

task. Most LMSes have built-in student time tracking options

that allow you to see how much time a student is spending on

the course and on your assignments.
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Wikis

Wikis are collaborative web sites that allow users to add and

edit content. The word “wiki” can refer to the site or the

software installed on the site. Wikis are similar to word pro-

cessors, but use specific codes to add or modify content, facili-

tated by a browser in real time. Most wikis disable JavaScript

and HTML tags, which help to keep the results fairly secure.

Some wikis have been enhanced to include content manage-

ment capabilities, such as user permissions, categories, and

other actions.

While wikis can be installed locally, they are almost always

run from a server (either Internet or intranet). Wiki farms

provide hosting for individual wikis. Most wikis include these

features:

. Registration. Some wikis require registration before con-

tent can be added or edited. Others are open (and require

constant monitoring because of hackers).

. History. A tracking application allows you to view

changes over the life of the page and gives you the option

to revert to a previous version. You can usually choose

versions you want to compare.

. Locking pages. A wiki administrator can lock specific

pages against changes. It�s best to lock pages that only

an administrator can modify, such as your home page.

. Search. Some wikis let you search titles only, but many

include full-text search.

. Recent changes. Thesepages are thosemost recently chan-

ged. A quick glance at any recently changed pages in-

dicates which ones may have been spammed.

. IP blocking. An Internet Protocol (IP) address is the nu-

meric equivalent of a URL, the code used to identify a
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computer network. The IP blocking feature inmanywiki

packages prevents visitors from specific IPs from acces-

sing the site. An administrator must add IPs to the list,

although this is usually a moot exercise (hackers change

their IPs too frequently for a lock to work well).

For a complete list of wikis, go to Wiki Matrix at http://

www.wikimatrix.org. You can use the comparison chart on the

site to determinewhichwiki is best for you.Most wiki applica-

tions provide special offers for academic institutions and inte-

grate (using APIs and other system plugs) into your LMS.

RSS Feeds and Other “Push”

Technologies

“Push” technologies deliver information froma server to users.

Users may initially request the information, but it is delivered

when ready. Users have no control over when the information

arrives. “Pull” technologies, such as web sites, are retrieved

when the user requests. Push technologies include e-mails,

faxes, voice mails, newsletters, and really simple syndication

(RSS) feeds.

If your team has set up items in different categories, team

members can receive notifications by signing up for RSS feeds.

RSS aggregators send notification when content on particular

sites has been updated, so that you don�t have to visit every site
to see if anything has changed.

Learning Management Systems

Systems of this type are also known as course management

systems (CMS), collaboration and learning environments

(CLE), or virtual learning environments. No matter what it�s
called, very likely, your college or university already has one in
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place. As you consider various technologies to use in your

online class, make sure that the tools you select can be seam-

lessly integratedwith your LMS.Most LMS products include a

variety of common features, such as document distribution, a

grade book, live chat, assignment uploads, and online testing.

It�s best to consider a system that successfully integrates blogs,

wikis, RSS, and other collaborative tools. The principal ones on

the market are Angel, Blackboard, Desire2Learn, eCollege,

Moodle, and Sakai.

Social Networking

Social networking and social media web sites, such as Twitter,

FriendFeed, Facebook, LinkedIn, and Delicious, provide

alternativeways of keeping in touchwith teammembers. Some

sites allowyou to creategroups, andsomehave limited security

settings. But before your team engages in social networking,

it�s wise to consider social-networking privacy policies, if you

don�t want others to see your work and conversations.

Bibliographies

When composing research papers, you can save time and

increase efficiency and accuracy by using a bibliographic ap-

plication, suchasZotoro, EndNote, andWizFolio.Most of them

allow you to copy and paste bibliographic information directly

into the application and also allow you to take notes about the

reference.

Tasks

Afteryouhaveaclearpictureof the learningobjectsyouwant to

create, your current capabilities, and the needs of your faculty

and students, you can begin to evaluate the collaborative tools
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you may want to introduce. Your choice will depend on many

factors, but the following list of tasks (parts of which are

excerpted from Brown et al., 2007) gives you an idea of some

of the possible approaches.

Using Technology

When migrating to a new technology, remember to build

training time into the first part of your course. You may

incorporate training into an assignment that provides a core

concept. If youare exploiting the tool in anovelway, or if it is an

application that most students are unfamiliar with, be sure to

note resourceswhere technical support can be found. Consider

these options:

. Web site with links to online syllabus, tutorials, FAQs,

and other resources.

. Contact information for technical support

. Wikis and forums where students can share experiences

Assignments

For documents, such as a presentation, outline, research paper,

or other class assignments, multiple parties are likely to con-

tribute to the products as authors, editors, or approvers. The

output is also likely to go to many recipients. To accomplish

these tasks, here are some options:

. Wiki

. Google Docs

. Zoho

. Forums or message boards

. Web sites
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. Blogs

. Shared team spaces

Status and Team Notes

Typically, status reports are created by a single team member

and are distributed to others. They may also cover what other

teammembers aredoing.Generally, status reports are archived

by date, with each subsequent one stored as an additional file,

a system that records efforts that may have worked well

and others that didn�t. Tasks may include last-minute change

notification using e-mail, twitter, instant messaging, or even

an in-person message. Other options include the following:

. Intranet pages

. Blogs

. Wiki pages

. Verbal reportsover tools suchasVoIPorwebconferencing

Many-to-Many Interactions

In an online environment, many-to-many interactions, such as

teammeetings and class discussions, can be challenging. These

work best if you act as amoderator, making sure that everyone

contributes and is being heard. Because they are synchronous,

chats can be particularly challenging. Distractions, poor typing

skill, and limited bandwidth can also significantly impact how

effectively students contribute.

One-to-One Interactions

One-to-one interactions may include your virtual office hours,

student reviews, or project-related topics, such as determining
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anapproachwithaparticular studentbeforebringing in therest

of the team.For these,youmaychoose tousephonecalls oreven

face-to-face meetings, or virtual tools such as VoIP, videocon-

ferencing, instant messages, or chat rooms.

Gathering Team Input

In providing opportunities for many-to-one interactions, you

might introduce brainstorming sessions at the beginning of

a project, troubleshooting in the middle, or possibly a

post-project review at the end. To gather team input, consider

using a chat room or virtual meeting space; an e-mail list; a

dedicated survey tool, such as Zoomerang or SurveyMonkey;

or a survey on your team wiki.

Conclusion

Once you know the type of tool you will need, you can choose

from many software packages available. Hundreds of tools

exist for different types of collaboration, ranging from open

source to highly specialized applications. Many tools offer

more than one function. For example, with Windows Messen-

ger, you can chatwith one ormore participants, hold voice and

video conversations, share files, share applications, and save

meeting notes on a whiteboard.
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CHAPTER

7

Communication

Technologies

Anu Sivunen and Maarit Valo

Without the numerous tools and technologies now available to

communicate and collaborate, virtual teams might never have

become so widely successful. Because teammembers are often

situated in distant geographical locations and since they rarely

engage face-to-face, they must rely on robust communication

technologies to accomplish their tasks.

Following their rapid development, many valuable tools

are now available for use in virtual teams. Because of increased

attention given to virtual teaming, scholars have recently be-

come interested in exploring the use of these technologies,

leading to a number of studies on their choice, use, and accep-

tance (see, e.g., Scott and Timmerman 1999; Venkatesh

et al., 2003; Sivunen and Valo 2006).

Theories of Choice

How do practitioners choose the communication technologies

they need?What dowe know about the criteria they employ to

Virtual Teamwork: Mastering the Art and Practice of Online Learning and Corporate
Collaboration. Edited by Robert Ubell
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select tools they use for computer-mediated communication

and virtual collaboration?

Scholars have been interested in these questions since

the 1980s, at first employing terms such as “channel” and

“medium.” Today, “communication technology” and

“information technology” frequently replace earlier terms.

Still, the key question remains. On what basis do users choose

among the various communication technologies available for

different tasks andwhydo theyprefer certain ones over others?

Practitioners select tools for either rational or social rea-

sons (see Carlson and Davis, 1998; Fulk et al., 1990). Rational

choice represents those based on rational criteria, that is, on the

basis ofwhich technology they deemmost suitable for the task

at hand. Social choice denotes those affected by, or dependent

on, others.

Until now, conclusions have been drawn principally from

studies of choices made in traditional organizations, such as

large companies. Only recently have scholars taken an interest

in choices made by those in virtual teams (see Scott and

Timmerman, 1999; Sivunen and Valo, 2006; Sivunen, 2007).

Nonetheless, we believe the rational vs. social dichotomy is

applicable in both contexts. (Table 7.1 presents these theoretical

perspectives and the principal theories they embrace.)

Rational choice acknowledges communication efficiency.

When communication technologies are selected on the basis of

Table 7.1. Theoretical Perspectives of Communication

Technology Choice

Rational Choice of Communication

Technology (“Trait Theories

Perspective”)

Social Choice of Communication

Technology

The social presence theory The social influence model

The media richness theory The symbolic interactionism

The access/quality approach The theory of adaptive structuration
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rational criteria, that is, on which one will suit the task best,

communication tends to be most efficient (Fulk et al., 1990).

In early research, rational choicewas based on twowell-known

communication theories—social presence (Short et al., 1976) and

media richness (Daft and Lengel, 1984). Social-presence theory

believes that participants can achieve what they call “social

presence.” Proponents were highly sceptical of the capacity of

computers tomediate social presence at all, concluding that the

ideal medium is face-to-face contact. Consequently, investiga-

tors ranked media according to their ability to convey visual

expressions, gestures, and vocal cues.

Based on a similar view, media richness theory described

various media, including face-to-face communication, accord-

ing to the “richness” of interaction they provided, that is,

according to textual, vocal, and visual communication modes.

Face-to-face interaction was rated as the richest, and conse-

quently, other channels are poorer means of communication.

The theory suggested that a lean medium, such as e-mail, is

acceptable when messages are “simple,” but when messages

are equivocal, ambiguous, or emotional, or if nonverbal back-

channeling cues or immediate verbal feedback are needed,

richer media are required.

Another rational choice idea is known as the access/quality

approach (Carlson and Davis, 1998). In this view, individuals

select communication technologies on cost-benefit analysis,

aiming to achieve abalancebetweenhowmucheffort is needed

to access the medium and how acceptable the quality of infor-

mation exchange is when using it.

Theories that favor rational choice can be gathered under

“trait theories perspectives” in which the choice and the use of

technology are explained by the characteristics or traits of

the technology itself (Carlson and Davis, 1998). However,

numerous studies have shown that the traits of technology

neither determine nor predict user experience. Users are able
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to adapt to technologies and make the best of them once the

choice has been made.

A radically different viewpoint is the social-choice perspec-

tive in which the social world, with its values, attitudes, and

habits of other people, affectswhichmedium is seen as best in a

given situation, interpersonal relationship, or virtual team.

Social choice is based on three main theoretical view-

points—social influence model (Fulk et al., 1987, 1990), symbolic

interactionism (Trevino et al., 1987, 1990), and theory of adaptive

structuration (Poole and DeSanctis, 1990). The social influence

model emphasizes the changing character of our understand-

ing of various media. It argues that our perceptions are not

permanent or objective, but vary across contexts, situations,

and tasks. It also recognizes the influence of coworkers on

our choices.

Symbolic interactionism (originally presented by

Mead, 1934, and Blumer, 1969) acknowledges the crucial im-

portance of organizational culture. Although the choice of a

certain tool for a given task may be made entirely by an

individual, its origin is always socially constructed. Shared

practices, symbols, and meanings are embedded in organiza-

tional culture.

A third model, adaptive structuration, occupies a position

midway between the rational perspective and social perspec-

tive. Adaptive structuration emphasizes cultural and social

factors, viewing choice as a product of particular cultures in

which technologies are used.Organizational culture influences

choice, and vice versa. Organizations and technologies also

impact one another. According to this theory, use cannot be

analyzed without also examining cultural factors. In practice,

technology choice is seen as a collective decision.

Is it possible to claim that one or the other of these opposing

perspectives is correct? Both have contribution to make.

Theories of rational technology choice suggest that choice is

based on rational thinking about the situation and the
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characteristics of the technology. It is easy to see the advantages

of this principle. Shouldn�t all important decisions be rational?

However, the quality of team communication and team

outcomes depend on a wide range of factors, of which techno-

logy ismerelyone.Communication efficiencydoesnot increase

by the “richness” of technology. Rather, efficiency arises from

concentrating on what is essential. E-mailing, for example, or

talking on the phonemay be excellent choices when there is no

need to acquire visual information; videoconferencing may be

the best solution if it is critical to see facial expressions to arrive

at a judgment.

Social technology choice recognizes the importance of so-

cial systems in the workplace. Virtual teams are social systems

with their own communication history and culture as well as

their own relationships, roles, and individual identities (see

Chapter 2). These factors all come into play when decisions on

which communication technology to use are made.

Technology Choice

Current empirical research on virtual teams and the use of

communication technology is based largely on laboratory

studies and zero-history student groups (see, e.g., review

by Scott, 1999). There is a serious lack of empirical data on

virtual teams. Findings presented here go some way toward

rectifyingwhat�smissing in the literature. Data are drawn from

a study of four virtual organizational teams (Sivunen, 2007),

collected from three globally dispersed, cross-cultural teams

and one nationally dispersed team. Members of global teams

were located in nine different countries—Austria, Canada,

Denmark, Finland, Germany, Great Britain, Norway, Sweden,

and the United States. The national team consisted ofmembers

drawn from two cities in Finland. All team members and

leaders (N¼ 35)were interviewed, and their actual, team-based

communication using various communication technologies
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was observed and recorded. Tools most commonly used for

communication were e-mail, telephone, an instant-messaging

system, a discussion forum, and videoconferencing and call-

conferencing systems. Each tool and its characteristics are

analyzedand their functions in teamcommunicationdiscussed

in the following text.

E-mail

In a study of technologies used in virtual teaming (Scott and

Timmerman, 1999), e-mail and telephone showed the greatest

usage. Even today, e-mail seems to be themost commonly used

tool in virtual teams. The finding is rather surprising, consid-

ering the large number of other communication technologies

for teamwork now on themarket. Let’s take a closer look at the

reasons behind its success.

When teammembers in the four virtual teams under study

were asked about technologies in team communication in

general, the tool first mentioned was usually e-mail. There are

many reasons for extensive use of e-mail in virtual teams. Even

though usually there are no clear guidelines for e-mail, it turns

out to be the most preferred tool, and its use results from its

ubiquity in day-to-day routines.

Users engage in e-mail communication for a variety of

reasons; chief among them are for giving information, for

asynchronous communication, for storing messages, and for

managing social distance.

In virtual teams, the use of e-mail as an information channel

is one of its principal benefits. It is a good toolwhenyouneed to

deliver a message to several recipients simultaneously and

when the content is informative, rather than conversational.

E-mail is equally useful for asynchronous communication.

When the subject is not urgent, e-mail is often the mode

of choice because it gives the sender time to prepare a
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well-conceived message, and it also gives recipients time to

reflect and write a well-thought-out response.

E-mail also has the decided advantage in that messages

can be archived easily. With e-mail, both the sender and

the recipient can access saved messages at will. Assignments

are also easier to remember because they can be viewed

quickly in in-boxes. As one virtual team member said, “You

really cannot trust oral assignments. People forget them so

easily. But if you write them through e-mail, they are remem-

bered better. Then there is a note that something should

be done.”

Perhaps the most intriguing aspect of e-mail is its ability to

manage social distance (see Chapter 2). Exploited one way, it

can increase social distance; implemented in other ways, it can

decrease social distance. In some situations, senders may in-

tentionally take advantage of e-mail as a “lean” and asynchro-

nous medium. By deliberately choosing e-mail, senders can

give recipients time to think how best to express themselves.

Alternatively, e-mail can also be used to reduce social dis-

tance. Despite its “leanness,” it is possible to show caring

and closeness. One virtual team leader said that she often

chooses e-mail to make a friendly enquiry about remote team

members. “. . . if I haven�t heard from somebody for a long

time,” she said, “At least I have to send an e-mail and ask how

s/he is doing.”

Extensive use of e-mail presents certain disadvantages.

Several team members felt that heavy use of e-mail can cause

strain. Writing and reading e-mail can generate information

overload, often taking time away from other tasks in order to

read them and respond. In some teams, members sought to

reduce use of e-mail and replace it with other communication

media. The risk comes from sending e-mail blasts to great

numbers in your network. Easily forwarded, messages can

reach team members who have little or no direct interest
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in the information sent. The number of recipients may be

many times greater with e-mail than with other tools. E-mail

messages are also often sent and received across team and

organizational boundaries, further increasing traffic.

In virtual teams, it is highly likely that e-mail will remain a

central communication tool owing to its simplicity and its place

in everyone�s routine. Because of its ease of use and its asyn-

chronicity, e-mail frequently triumphs over other vehicles that

may deliver many more personal cues.

Telephone, Mobile Phone, Texting

The use of the conventional telephone aswell asmobile phones

can be experienced quite differently across teams and among

teammembers. In some virtual teams, phone calls and e-mails

areused frequently,whereas inother teams,phones rarely ring.

If team members are dispersed over several time zones, syn-

chronous tools, such as the telephone, present serious schedul-

ing obstacles. In most virtual teams, conventional telephones

have been replaced by mobile phones, largely because partici-

pants are often on themove.Mobile phones offer the advantage

of asynchronousmessaging.With their text messaging facility,

mobile phones have brought an asynchronous, text-based

dimension to phone use (texting, SMS).

For members of virtual teams, telephones offer two key

benefits—speedandsynchronous communication. Since speed

is often essential, withmobile phones, you can reach busy team

members with text messages. Even when recipients are en-

gaged in meetings—and if the matter is urgent—they can

discreetly answer with a text message.

Synchronous communication by phone is often necessary

when team members have something deeper to discuss with

one another or when the issue is complex or ambiguous.

Interviewed for this study, a teammember fromaglobal virtual
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team said, “If it�s anything more specific on . . . an issue you

want to discuss, then we would use the phone.”

Discussion Forums

Virtual teams typically use text-based discussion forums to

support communication. In these forums, team members can

share information and answer questions asynchronously.

Recently, blogs and wikis have become popular, and in some

organizations, they may be replacing more conventional dis-

cussion forums. While similar to the use of e-mail, text-based

discussion forums, among other things, serve two critical

functions—informing and message preservation—as well as

asking and answering questions and decision-making.

In virtual teams, forums can be used equally for sharing

information about small, team-related questions as well as for

larger organizational discussions. Team leaders often exploit

them as the principal channel to notify teammembers, leading

to forumsemergingas teambulletinboards.Leadersopen them

to share documents with team members. Discussion forums

may also act as depositories where team-related messages and

documents are stored, giving members an easily accessible

place from which to download material. Among its most

attractive features is the use of forums as a place where mem-

berspostquestionsandwhere leaderscananswer thembroadly

to all participants, rather thanwasting responses useful to all in

one-on-one e-mail.

Discussion forums can also act as decision-making centers

where members offer their opinions asynchronously without

overwhelming e-mail in-boxes.Membersmay also vote on team

issues, allowing all participants to make their voices heard,

especiallywhen teamsaregloballydispersed.Onoccasion,polls

may be employed to support decision-making at the organiza-

tional level. One virtual team leader who took part in the study
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encouraged members to participate in upper-level decision-

making by asking their opinions in the discussion forum:

Strengths and weaknesses at [Company X] websites?

12.03.2003–09:28:07

Hello! We are doing a clearance [sic] to our management so that we can

get a clear visionof ourwebdevelopment andourweb strategy.Onepart

of that is listing the strengths and weaknesses of our sites. So, give your

opinion,what is goodandwhat is not sogoodatour sites. Feel free togive

your honest opinion.

Instant Messaging

Often used for one-to-one dialog, instant-messaging systems

cannowtransmitboth text chatandvoicechat.Tocommunicate

with voice chat, the user needs to acquire a headset with a

microphone and earphones. While many systems enable

several participants to join a discussion simultaneously, most

use it for dyadic communication. It is also common for parti-

cipants in a text chat session to engage in several discussions at

the same time, an effort that is far easierwithmessaging than in

face-to-face settings.

Quite useful in virtual teamwork, instant messaging offers

three principal benefits—asking and answering questions;

making contact quickly; and relational communication. It

makes it easy for team members to ask short questions since

it provides simple and immediate access to teammemberswho

happen to be available, regardless of geography. Instant-mes-

saging systems provide access to immediate user availability,

giving them the means to display their status as “available,”

“busy,” or “away,” so that others know who can be contacted

right away. It is often perceived as less interruptive than

telephone calls.
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Because messages automatically pop up on your screen,

instant messaging attracts attention easily. If members are at a

distant site and if they are onlinewhenyouare, you can capture

their attention and communicate on the spot. A virtual team

member interviewed for the study remarked, “We have instant

messaging on our computers and . . . sometimes that�s just

much faster and more interactive . . . when you see somebody

is online, you can just send him a message knowing that it�s
gonna pop up on their screen right in there and that they will

respond immediately.”

Instant messaging can generate relational communication,

allowingmembers toget to knowone another, creating an esprit

de corps, an electronic alternative to joining colleagues for coffee

breaks, at thewater cooler, or in the corridor. After discussing a

task-related issue in an instant-messaging session, teammem-

bers often share some relational communication as well. The

following excerpt is taken from the endof an instant-messaging

discussion between two distant team members:

A: You too, and enjoy your time off!!!:-))

B: Thanks, we are going to Sweden to celebrate our 1 year anniversary

A: congratulations to you both!!!

A: bye for now...

B: incredible it has been a year, so much has happened to me during the

last year - a totally new life

B: Bye

A: me too during the past half a year...:-) but now I have to go - strategy

session starts:-9

B: sounds exciting:-)

A: yep- but let�s talk after your vacation:-) have a great time!!!
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In some virtual teams, instant messaging may have over-

taken telephone conversation. But it will not take hold as a

mediumunless there is a receptiveculture inyourorganization.

Employees at ease with traditional ways may find fast

and informal instant messaging with its constant accessibility

neither convenient nor comfortable. Nonetheless, the popular-

ity of instant messaging is a sign that it may enter common

practice soon.

Videoconferencing and Audio-

Conferencing

Conferencing systems enable virtual team members to see or

hear one another synchronously from a conference room or at

their computers from distant sites. Some systems also enable

file sharing or even allow users to share desktops and docu-

ments. Some systems are fairly generous in the number of

participants they accommodate, sometimes giving several

members communication rights. For videoandconference calls

withmore than a handful of invited participants, it�s best that a
leader structures the event so that it runs smoothly. In virtual

teams, conferencing systems allow members to share a com-

mon space, introduce newcomers, inform participants, engage

in decision-making, participate in synchronous communica-

tion, and in videoconferencing only, permit the option of

showing and pointing.

Sharing a common space is important for geographically

dispersed virtual teams. With team members working in vari-

ous locations, conferencing may provide them with a sense of

sharing a common space, even though it�s virtual. Whenmem-

bers see or hear one another in similar offices, theymay share a

sense of copresence.

Introducing newcomers through conferencing gives estab-

lished team members the chance to get to know the faces and
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voices of new colleagues. It�s equally important for newcomers

to be given a chance to engage with existing members so that

they, too, can match faces and voices with names. Introducing

oneself to others during an audio or videoconference and

getting immediate feedback can make newcomers feel com-

fortable and welcome.

Informing plays a central role for many virtual teams.

Videoconferencing and teleconferencing are held to update

team members and increase awareness of projects and their

status. One team leader always gave a quick update of each

member�s situation at the beginning of conference calls. “I

thought we�d just start with a quick round of organizational

issues,” she said. “If there�s anything specific going on at the

moment inyour countries, just share itwithus, briefly, and then

we�ll go on to the normal agenda.”

Decision-making is one of the key reasons to introduce

conferencing. Despite geographical distance, they give mem-

bers a chance to discuss issues and make decisions with every

team member present. Even though the team leader may be

responsible for making final decisions, conferencing gives

members the chance to discuss possible conclusions before

they are reached.

In contrast to e-mail, which is largely seen as inadequate at

decision-making that requires participation of a number of key

playerssimultaneously,synchronousconferencingallowsmem-

bers to discuss issues and solve them together at the same time.

Showing and pointing are considered critical when geo-

graphically dispersed participants need to examine images

together. Usually, these operations call for pointing to some-

thing or showing something to illustrate options to others. A

member of a virtual web development team said,

Videoconferencing is very good if you want to look for example at what

we have done with our [web]site, and if you want to discuss what you
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want to dowith your site. Videoconference is very good because you can

actually put it [picture of the site] on a screen and discuss it there, and

both parties can actually see it. So I think the videoconference is a system

to use if you want to physically look at something with more than one

person.

Even though videoconferences are often preferred to tele-

conferences, the ability to see the other party does not neces-

sarily give added value to communication. This finding is

supported by a study that compares different features of vid-

eoconferencingandconferencecalls (Burgoonetal., 2002). If the

showing and pointing functions are not an important part of

team collaboration, teleconferencing may be sufficient and a

more economic tool.

Webcasting

Virtual teams may also make use of webcasting, transmitting

audio, video, and other image content over the Internet or in a

local network using streaming video technology.Webcasts can

be viewed synchronously and stored in the team�s or

organisation�s archive and are available on demand. In virtual

teams, webcasting may be especially useful in one-to-many

presentations when a team leader or member gives a presenta-

tion to others or when your organization delivers a seminar or

training session. Some systems enable receivers to submit

questions while viewing the webcast, either in text or voice.

Questions are stored in a central database and forwarded to the

respondent. This featureprovides virtual teammemberswith a

convenient way to participate.

Recommendations

There are several tools available that support communication

in geographically distributed virtual teams. The nature of the
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social interaction made possible and achieved through these

technologiesmay vary significantly, depending on your team�s
communicative goals, experiences, and skill. Team culture, the

relationships between members and its leadership, may also

have an impact on technologically mediated communication.

Communicative functions of various tools differ signifi-

cantly from one another. Based on theoretical considerations

andempirical results reportedhere,assummarizedinTable7.2,

we propose a set of applicable tools for each communication

function in virtual teams.

Links shownbetween functionsandtools inTable7.2are far

from exhaustive since the goals and modes of communication

in teams are unlimited. However, the table gives some insight

into team communication. One tool is seldom enough for

virtual teaming.

Empiricalfindingson theuseof communication technology

in cross-cultural virtual teams (Sivunen, 2007) show that team

leaders and members choose and use communication tools

rather randomly. There may be several reasons for this.

First, instead of rationally selecting from various options,

choice seems to be based on team leader or member habitual

preferences. Team leaders may introduce tools that they may

already be familiar with, unaware of the wide range of others

available. Choices may also be highly individual, so that even

team leaders themselves are unaware of tools employed by

their own team members.

Second, virtual teams usually fail to take deliberate steps to

agree on or develop guidelines for communication technolo-

gies. Consequently, we strongly recommend that team leaders

encourage team discussion on the choice and use of communi-

cation tools at an early stage in the life of the team. Agreement

should be based on knowledge of the characteristics of both the

requirements of team communication and the technologies

available to satisfy them.
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Table 7.2. The Most Important Communicative Functions

in Virtual Teaming and the Communication Tools Applicable

in Each Case

Communicative Function Communication Tool

Informing or updating one team member E-mail

Text message

Instant messaging

Telephone

Informing or updating several team members E-mail

Text message

Instant messaging

Discussion forum

Call conference

Videoconference

Webcast

Asking and answering urgent questions E-mail

Telephone

Text message

Instant messaging

Brainstorming, sharing ideas Discussion forum

Call conference

Videoconference

Problem solving between two team members Telephone

Instant messaging

Problem solving in the team Call conference

Videoconference

Decision-making between two team members Telephone

E-mail

Decision-making in the team Discussion forum

Call conference

Videoconference

Negotiating Telephone

Call conference

Videoconference

Giving synchronous feedback Telephone

Instant messaging

Call conference

Videoconference
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Table 7.2. (Continued)

Communicative Function Communication Tool

Getting in touch quickly Telephone

Text message

Instant messaging

Relational communication Instant messaging

E-mail

Telephone

Text message

Discussion forum

Call conference

Videoconference

Communicating asynchronously E-mail

Discussion forum

Communicating synchronously Telephone

Text message

Instant messaging

Call conference

Videoconference

Storing messages E-mail

Text message

Discussion forum

Visual back-channeling Videoconference

Audio back-channeling Phone

Call conference

Creating social distance E-mail

Creating social proximity Instant messaging

Telephone

Call conference

Videoconference

Sharing a common space Call conference

Videoconference

Discussion forum

Sharing and discussing documents Discussion forum

Call conference

Videoconference

Presenting, showing, and pointing Videoconference

Webcast
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Basedon theoryandourempiricalfindings,wepresenta set

of guidelines to help virtual team leaders select appropriate

communication tools, helping to analyze criteria in selecting

technologies and identifying best practices. These proposals

may also help when establishing a new virtual team and

deciding which tools best support the communication needs

of team members.

Guidelines for selecting the right

communication technologies for your

virtual team

Tip 1. Seriously consider the communication network for

your team.Youwill probablyneed to introducebothone-

to-one as well as one-to-many communication.

Tip 2. Decide which communicative functions are most

important for your team (see Table 7.2).

Tip 3. Consider whether there may be a need for constant

availability, orwhether it is better if teammembers canbe

reached only at certain times and in restricted ways.

Tip 4. Ask team members about their preferences and

routines, but donot select technologies solely on the basis

of their responses.

Tip 5. Be open-minded. Do not content yourself with al-

ready available technologies.

Tip 6. Review new communication tools, considering both

their technical characteristics and the communication

potential they offer your team.

Tip 7. Do not compare virtual technologywith face-to-face

communication as face-to-face is not always best. Com-

munication tools enable your team towork.Without the

tools, there would be no virtual team at all.

Tip 8. Technologieshave theirpros andcons, andall of them

make relational communication possible.
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Tip 9. Consider whether your team will need vocal, audio,

and visual communication channels.

Tip 10. Consider your own as well as your team members�
routine technology use and technologically mediated

communication.

Tip11.Discuss the technologyyouuse commonlywithyour

team members. Evaluate the technology itself as well as

your own technologically mediated communication.

Tip 12. Tools available on the market are not necessarily

better than open-source tools available free of charge.

Tip13.Acquaintyourselfwith securityandprivacymatters.

Tip 14. Avoid introducing significant differences between

your team�s communication tools and those in use for the

entire organization.

Decisionsabout communication technology invirtual teams

are complex and need careful consideration by team leaders

and members. In principle, the choice of technology should be

as rational as any other team activity. Knowledge of the char-

acteristics and possibilities of various communication technol-

ogies enables team leaders to provide exactly the tools thatmeet

the needs of their team. However, communication technology

use is always part of the social dynamics of the team, and an

effective leader must also be conscious of the social side of

technology use. It pays to make the best possible use of cur-

rently available tools and search for new solutions in response

to team needs. A wise team leader also lets the team adapt

communication technologies to its social structure.

It is important to remember that the right choice of a

particular tool is only one part of the process of a successful

technologically mediated team. The way people perceive

technologically mediated communication in general may also

berelated tohowcommunication functions throughthese tools.

Sivunen (2007) found that virtual team members perceive
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technologicallymediated communication inmanyways. These

perceptions may guide the selection of communication tools.

However, it was found that when perceptions were compared

with actual behavior, the two differed significantly from one

another. In otherwords, teammembers are not always aware of

the precise ways in which they communicate, often leading to

inappropriate decisions.

Some of the criteria presented here for choosing and using

communication technology may be more important in some

teams than in others. Communication technology is being

developed all the time, and future virtual team leaders should

look for new possibilities and new features to support commu-

nication needs.Developers of tools need to be ready tomeet the

challenges that arise from user preferences. Since virtual team

communicationneedsare likely to remainmoreor less the same

in the short run, the most important challenges are to design

tools that areboth convenientandeasilyaccessible everywhere.

The findings reported in this chapter are based on the first author�s doctoral
dissertation, supervised by the second author.
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CHAPTER

8

Teaming across Borders

Richard Dool

Sergei, Li, Nathanial, Joanne, Tom, Adriana, Will, Ivonne,

Christophe, Mike, Crista, Harpreet, and Jennifer all are mem-

bers of an online graduate class at a university in New Jersey.

They are all seeking graduate degrees in communication. Ten

years ago, it would have been highly unlikely that they would

be sharing this educational experience. Owing to distance,

cultural barriers, technology, and limited expectations, a de-

cade ago, very likely, they would have been in a more homo-

geneous class on campus. Today, all that has changed. More

than 2.7 million students are pursuing education transnation-

ally, with the United States leading the way, with more than

570,000 foreign students. In 2010, more than 4 million students

will be learning virtually.

Sergei is from Yugoslavia, Li from Taiwan, Nathanial from

Nigeria, and Joanne from New Jersey, as is Tom, Mike, and

Jennifer. Adriana is fromRomania. Ivonne is fromNew Jersey,

a recent immigrant from Colombia. Christophe is from Greece

originally. Crista is also fromNew Jersey, byway of Costa Rica.

Harpreet is from India, currently living in London. Technology

andglobalizationhave largely reducedbarriers to education.A

Virtual Teamwork: Mastering the Art and Practice of Online Learning and Corporate
Collaboration. Edited by Robert Ubell
Copyright � 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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new paradigm is emerging, the “global classroom.” As in the

workplace, global classrooms have led to increased numbers of

multicultural teams, onlineandonsite. Teamingacrossborders

refers to heterogeneous, multicultural teams located across

geographic borders or multicultural teams all located within

theUnitedStates. I refer tomulticultural acrossborders asMAB

teams and multicultural within borders as MWB teams. The

distinction is not all that significant in terms of how to organize

or manage an online class, but it does impact how instructors

interact with online students in virtual teams.

Trends beyond and in the Classroom

Organizations today face a macro-environment with an un-

precedented level of active “stressors”—technological ad-

vances, increasedglobalization, anomadicworkforce, econom-

ic shifts, heightened competition, rapid pace of industrial

change, and increased diversity (Hamel, 1998; Beinhocker,

1999;Voelpel, 2003) (see Figure 8.1). Rapid change can generate

FIGURE 8.1. Macro-environmental forces.
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continuous feelingsofbeing rushedandofhaving tobe“on” for

long periods.

“Temporal windows of downtime between acute stressor

events appear to be shrinking and are placed in a context of

chronic pressures to learn andadjust to theday todaydemands

of technology and competitiveness in an increasingly global

marketplace” (Sikora et al., 2004, p. 4). While many challenges

faced today by organizational leaders are the same as those in

the past, the pace and complexity of change is of a magnitude

never before experienced (Beckhard and Pritchard, 1992).

Lombardi (1996) noted that “constituent demands are

escalating ever faster and more articulately” (p. xi). Many of

the stressors occur simultaneously or overlap significantly.

These trends—particularly those related to globalization, tech-

nology, and demography—have a direct impact on virtual

teams as well as the traditional college classroom.

Technology has reduced spatial and temporal barriers and

created increased opportunities for interaction. We can now

connect seamlessly with customers, suppliers, employees, and

others, nomatterwhere they are located.We can employwork-

ers beyond traditional commuting distances and deploy re-

sources as needed around the globe. Technology has enabled

the global classroom by reducing traditional barriers, linking

widelyseparatedstudents inacommoneducationalexperience.

Demographic trends have also had an impact. While white

Americans are still the dominant source of students in the

United States, the nation�s higher education is becoming in-

creasingly diverse. It is expected that almost 40% of the US

workforce will be comprised of non-white workers within 20

years.

Much of the growth will come from China, India, and sub-

Saharan Africa (see Figure 8.2). Hispanics in the United States

are the fastest growing population segment, with Asians the

second (see Figure 8.3).
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A Culture Primer

In a survey of the literature, Dadfar (2001) concluded that the

nation would confront a number of multidimensional work-

place cultural changes. Many of these contradictory phenome-

na are likely to be found not only in the global campus, but also

in virtual teams—individualism and collectivism (Hofstede),

polychronic time versus monochronic time (Hall), high

FIGURE 8.2. Change in regional population (US Census Bureau, 2000).

FIGURE 8.3. US population projections (US Census Bureau, 2000).
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context versus low context (Hall), affective versus neutral, and

achievement versus ascription (Trompenaars).

Individualism versus Collectivism

Inhighly individualistic cultures,peopleareexpected tobeself-

reliant and independent, focusing on caring for themselves and

their families, and remaining emotionally independent of par-

ticular social, organizational, or institutional affiliations.When

they speak, individualists usually emphasize “I,” not “we.” In

contrast, in highly collectivist cultures, people are expected to

serve the group to which they belong, encouraging collabora-

tion with others. When speaking, collectivists commonly em-

phasize “we,” rather than “I.”

Students from collectivist cultures tend to bemore support-

ive of teamwork, preferring rewards that provide group in-

centives. They often seek group recognition over personal

reward. Some may even view recognition that singles them

out as a disincentive to achievement. Students from individu-

alistic cultures, on the other hand, often prefer individual

assignments. In the United States, for example, many students

resist group assignments, troubled that their grades will de-

pend heavily on the work of others. They tend to avoid team-

work, fearing that it will not contribute usefully to their per-

sonal goals. The United States, Australia, and Great Britain are

examples of highly individualist cultures.MostAsian andLatin

American countries are highly collectivist (see Figure 8.4).

High Context versus Low Context

High-context versus low-context cultural dimension refers to

communication norms. In low-context countries, communica-
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tion relies significantly on the literal meanings of words ex-

pressed. In these cultures, written and spoken communication

tends to be very explicit. Low-context individuals tend to be

verballyexplicit, precise, andaccurate.Theydonot assume that

otherswill be able to figure outwhat theymeanwithout a great

deal of help.

Bluntness and directness are commonly expressed by

low-context speakers. To others in high-context cultures, the

style may seem insulting or aggressive. For people who

come from high-context cultures, meaning is often derived

more from the context in which written and spoken communi-

cation is embedded. When communicating with others,

high-context cultural groups tend to be more verbally implicit,

expressing themselves more indirectly and subtly, relying

frequently on nonverbal cues. High-context cultures often

depend more on what is not said, than on what is actually

expressed. Rather than propose ways of thinking or acting

FIGURE 8.4. Individualistic and collectivist countries. Adapted from
Dadfar (2001).
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explicitly, high-context speakers often use suggestions or offer

alternatives.

Inhigh-context cultures, the social status ofwho is speaking

and who is receiving the message, as well as the nature of the

relationship between them, strongly affects how they commu-

nicate with one another. The meaning of everything said in

high-context cultures must be interpreted in the context of the

social relationship between individuals. Germany, Switzer-

land, and the United States are examples of low-context coun-

tries. China, Korea, Japan, and most Latin American countries

are examples of high-context countries (see Figure 8.5).

Monochronic Time versus Polychronic

Time

In cultures where a monochronic view of time is prevalent,

people tend to do only one activity at a time, keep a strict

schedule of their appointments, and showa strong resistance to

FIGURE8.5. High- and low-context countries. Adapted fromDadfar (2001).
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deviating from plans. In cultures where a polychronic view of

time is the norm, people tend to do more than one activity at a

time, appointments are approximate and may be changed

at any time, andschedules arenot as important as relationships.

Inflexible adherence to schedules andplans is only as beneficial

as the quality of those schedules and plans. North Americans

and Northern Europeans tend to have a monochronic view of

time. Mediterranean, Latin American, and Arab cultures tend

to have a polychronic view (see Figure 8.6).

Affective versus Neutral

In highly affective cultures, people tend to openly express their

feelings. In highly neutral cultures, emotions are not expressed

as openly and naturally. People from highly affective cultures

are more likely to smile, talk loudly when excited, and greet

eachother enthusiastically. People fromhighlyneutral cultures

experience the same emotions, but are less inclined to express

them, and they express them more subtly. Implications for

behavior in the classroom include how demonstrative people

are when showing appreciation and affection for each other.

FIGURE 8.6. Monochronic and polychronic perceptions of time.
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Mexico, theNetherlands, Switzerland, andChina are examples

of highly affective cultures. Japan, Britain, and Singapore are

examples of highly neutral cultures. The United States is in the

middle.”

Achievement versus Ascription

An achievement orientation judges people on what they

have accomplished and on their record of results (achieved

status). Ascription refers to the status that is attributed to one

through birth, kinship, gender, age, interpersonal connec-

tions, or educational institution (ascribed status). Achieved

status refers to accomplishment; ascribed status refers to

belonging.

In highly achievement-oriented cultures, social status is

largely derived fromaperson�s achievements. In highly ascrip-

tion-oriented cultures, social status is largely derived from

personal attributes such as age, experience, social connections,

or gender. In organizations, a person�s status is reflected in his

or her privileges such as access to resources and perks, defer-

ential treatment, and input in decision-making. Australia, the

US, Switzerland and Britain are examples of highly achieve-

ment-oriented cultures. Venezuela, Indonesia and China are

examples of highly ascription-oriented cultures.

Consequently, it is important for instructors to understand

different orientations that students exhibit when they come

from achievement or ascriptive cultures or high- and low-

context cultures. While these considerations are not precise

or exhaustive, they offer some insight about common student

differences that may affect participation in discussions,

expectations about the course, student-to-student interaction,

as well as student–instructor interaction. (Table 8.1 offers an

overview of the major cultural differences.)
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Case in Point

Cultural Differences Exhibited by US

Students and Taiwan Students

According to Hofstede, the United States is an individualistic

culture, andTaiwan a collectivist. In theUnited States, achieve-

ment and competition are reinforced continuously, while in

Taiwan the norm encourages cohesiveness and family. The

United States is less accepting of statusdifferences thanTaiwan

(see Table 8.2 for classroom implications).

Online Students

In its Fifth Annual Report, Five Years of Growth in Online

Learning, the Sloan Consortium (2008) reports that:

The number of students taking at least one online course continues to

expand at a rate far in excess of the growth of overall higher education

enrollments. Themost recent estimate, for fall 2007, places this number at

3.94milliononline students, an increaseof12.9percentover fall 2006.The

number of online students has more than doubled in the five years since

the first Sloan survey on online learning. The growth from 1.6 million

students takingat leastoneonline course in fall 2002 to the3.94million for

fall 2007 represents a compound annual growth rate of 19.7 percent.

More Foreign Students

TheUnitedStates leadstheworld inforeignstudentswith28%of

the market. Britain is second at 12%, followed by France (11%)

andGermany(10%).Foreignstudentsspentmorethan$13billion

in theUnited States (Hira, 2003). ChowandMarcus (2008), of the

Institute of International Education, note that:

In 2005, more than 2.7 million students were pursuing transnational

higher education—a 47 percent increase over the 2000 figure of 1.7

million students. A concurrent increase has occurred in the number of
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students seeking an international education in nontraditional destina-

tions in Asia, Africa, and Latin America. Several countries in these

regions have positioned themselves as key actors in the global economy,

attractingmore students to their shores.Despite thesedevelopments, the

United States continues to be the top host country for students seeking

higher education abroad. In 2006, the United States attracted 30 percent

of internationally mobile students among the leading eight host coun-

tries (Australia, Canada, China, France, Germany, Japan, and theUnited

Kingdom).

In 2006–2007, a total of 573,000 foreign students studied in

theUnitedStates (seeTable 8.3), an increaseof 3%over theprior

school year; 59% of these students come from Asia, with India

and China leading the way with 10% and 8% growth over the

prior school year. The United States also saw a 25% increase in

foreign students from the Middle East.

Multicultural Virtual Teams

The introduction of virtual teams in industry is growing rapid-

ly, driven primary by the ability to gather workers seamlessly

fromdisperse locations. Despite geographic dispersion, virtual

teaming gives organizations the ability to tap into expertise,

Table 8.3. Foreign Students Studying in the United States

(2006–2007)

Foreign Students

in the United States

(2006–2007 School Year) Country of Origin

Students in the

United States

573,000 (4%) India 83,800

China 67,700

South Korea 62,300

Japan 35,200

Middle East 22,300

Graduates 45%

Undergraduates 41%

Certificates, nondegree 14%
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experience, and capabilities for projects anywhere in theworld.

Virtual teams can help disperse improved processes across an

organization, support cross-functional and cross-divisional

interaction, save time and money by avoiding travel expense,

and improve the quest for talent by eliminating artificial geo-

graphic barriers (Johnson et al., 2001).

Because of globalization and demographic changes, the

multicultural virtual team (MVT) has fully emerged. In many

organizations and in the classroom, virtual team membership

often crosses national boundaries, with many cultural back-

grounds represented. Research has found that MVTs, after a

period of adjustment, outperform homogenous teams, espe-

cially in problem solving and creative thinking (Taras and

Rowney, in pressTaras and Rowney, n.d.). MVTs are also less

likely to be affected by groupthink, stimulated by divergent

insight and perspectives.

Still, MVTs face challenges. People from different cultures

vary in their values, personalities, and work and communica-

tion styles (Shin, 2005). Often, these differences—combined

with spatial, temporal, and technology issues—can cause

conflict and undermine trust. Owing to geographic and time

differences, virtual teams, and MVTs in particular, can experi-

ence task, role, and responsibility ambiguity, creating obstacles

to success.

“Global Classroom”

Clearly, the introduction of teams in industry and education is

unlikely to decline. CEOs routinely list “teamwork” among

the most highly prized attributes of new employees. Given

current demographic and globalization trends, the ability to

contribute positively in a multicultural teamwill be a favored

career skill. Instructors have an obligation to help students
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learn how to be effective members of multicultural teams,

especially in MVTs.

Unfortunately, MVTs create opportunities for cross-cul-

tural misperception, misinterpretation, and misevaluation

(Adler, 2008). Misperception is commonly founded on

learned and culturally determined ideas about others. We

“see” and anticipate behavior in others based on our own

cultural filters. In MVTs, each student�s perceptual filters are
different, affecting how each one is able to “team,” and how

they interpret priorities, roles, and course expectations.

Cross-cultural interpretations are based on how an individu-

al assigns meaning to their experiences, observations, and

relationships. Assumptions play a significant role. Misinter-

pretations come from a variety of sources—stereotypes,

subconscious cultural blunders, parochialism, and a lack of

cultural self-awareness (Adler, 2008). Cultural misevalua-

tions may emerge from cultural conditioning. Most of

us tend to view others using our own cultural vision as

the standard, leading to common miscalculations and

misinterpretations.

Challenges

MVTs in online courses can be accompanied by an array of

potential challenges, relating to language, time, ethical values,

expectations, perception, and attitude. All can be managed

successfully if understood and anticipated.

Language

By definition, online courses tend to be based on the

written word, exploiting text-based discussion, posted course

documents, written assignments, and e-communication. Of
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course, visual elements are often added, as well as real-time

interactions—conference calls or synchronousgroupmeetings,

for example. Even with more advanced applications, such

as podcasts, online courses are likely to be predominantly

text-based. Across the myriad of interactive possibilities, lan-

guage is central. Your MVT is likely to encounter a wide range

of English capabilities. Some team members will be native

English speakers; others may understand English as a second

or third language. Of course, there are also wide differences in

what constitutes“English”across regionsandnationalborders,

particularly in expressions or colloquialisms. Nonnative En-

glish speakers may not appreciate the language to the same

degree as native speakers, and, as a result, may be reluctant to

express themselves freely. They also may have trouble expres-

sing themselves clearly that may lead to miscommunication,

misunderstandings, and misinterpretation (Payne, 2008).

Time

As MVTs cross borders, online instructors may encounter

differences related to monochronic and polychronic time or-

ientations.Students fromamonochronic cultureareapt to focus

on deadlines, due dates, priorities, and a linear progression of

assignments. Polychronic students often view deadlines and

priorities as more fluid, tending to subordinate schedules to

relationships within the team. Likely to be better at multitask-

ing, they tend to not get as caught up in details as their

monochronic virtual team members.

Ethical Values

To a large extent, ethics is culturally bound. Ethical standards

differ by culture, country, and region, and even individually.

Ethical norms also emerge from various institutions students
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may come in contact with—employers and universities, for

example. While many ethical considerations are broad, in an

MVT course, the key issuemost likely to confront students and

instructors is plagiarism. Plagiarism is amajor source of online

conflict.

There are twoprincipal causesof ethical questions inMVTs.

First, there are clear differences among cultures relating to

achievement, time, and relationships—areas fraught with op-

portunities for ethical tension. The second, far more practical,

concerns standards. Most US colleges and universities use

guides prepared by the APA or MLA as their academic stan-

dard. Instructors shouldnot assume that international students

in their classes understand these standards and can apply them

appropriately.

Case Study

“Sharmistra” (from India) was a graduate assistant in a

master�s program. The director of graduate studies was

surprised and disappointed when he received a call from one

of thedepartment professors informinghim that “Sharmistra”

had plagiarized material on a recent paper. It had come back

with a rainbow of colors on her Turnitin report. The director

now faced the dilemma of supporting the professor, enforcing

the department and university ethical code of conduct, and

managing the graduate assistant, who now was at risk of

losing her graduate assistant position, stipend, and academic

reputation.

The director read the submitted paper, the course syllabus,

and the Turnitin report. “Sharmistra” had clearly used many

sources for her paper andworkeddiligently on the assignment.

Her writing style was consistent with other papers she had

submitted and none came back with any concerns after being

submitted to Turnitin as a result of this accusation.
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The director met with the student to discuss the situation

and its ramifications. It took awhile for “Sharmistra” to grasp

what she had done wrong as well as the potential risks. It

becamevery clear that studentdidnot understand thenotionof

“paraphrasing” and the rights attached to electronic sources as

they relate to APA standards (in use at the university). School

and department documents had addressed these issues, but on

review, it became clear that a series of assumptions weremade

in preparing them. For example, it was assumed that students

understood the notion of paraphrasing and instructions were

not as detailed as they could have been. Documents were all

written as part of a US cultural paradigm.

As a result, resources were rewritten against a broader

multicultural framework, specific areas in question were more

fully explained, and a seminar on APA was organized for all

international students when they enter the university.

“Sharmistra” was put onwarning, given a failing grade for

the specific assignment, and retained her graduate assistant-

ship on a probationary basis. While there were no further

infractions, some quite positive changes emerged.

Expectations, Perception, and Attitudes

Studentswho enroll in online courses andwho joinMVTsdo so

with varying expectations, perceptions, and attitudes, creating

challenges for instructors as well as for themselves. It all starts

with expectations (Niehoff et al., 2001). Students in culturally

diverse classes hold different expectations about their courses

and their teams. If expectations are unmet, it can affect student

learning and team performance, and may lead to withdrawal

and absence or “going silent.” Research shows that expecta-

tions of international students are rarely considered in the US-

based course practice and administration (Niehoff et al., 2001).
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There are ample opportunities for misperception. Team-

mates may inappropriately stereotype colleagues, uncon-

sciously assuming that national stereotypes apply to members

in their teamand, as a result, participantsmay judge colleagues

inappropriately (Adler, 2008). “Members of culturally diverse

teams express higher levels of distrust than do their more

homogenous counterparts” (Adler, 2008, p. 135). Studentsmay

be more in tune with members of their own culture, or even

their own region, threatening productive discussions and

teaming.

MAB and MWB Teams

As noted earlier, MAB teams are online student teams com-

prisedofmemberswho liveandwork indifferent countries. For

example, MAB teams may draw students from the United

States, United Kingdom, Nigeria, and Taiwan. MWB teams,

on the other hand, are online student teams comprised of

members from various cultures but who are all physically

located in the same country.

Instructors are likely to encounter both kinds in their

online courses as more programs go fully online and as

increasing numbers of students seek education abroad. Since

the principal difference between the two is instructor attitude

and assumptions, it�s best if both are taught by culturally

aware faculty. Unfortunately, many MWB courses tend to be

nation-centric, failing to recognize cultural diversity among

students. Instructors often assume that since students are all

physically present in one country, common cultural norms are

practiced by all, a conclusion that ignores high- and low-

context variances among students as well as the effects of

different time orientation, communication style, teaming, and

ways of resolving conflict.
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Instructor as Multiculturalist

In MAB and MWT courses, the instructor takes on an added

role as “multiculturalist,” a quality particularly important in

the design and management of MWTs. As multiculturalists,

instructors must learn to be aware of their own cultural biases,

examining their own beliefs, values, behaviors, and prejudices

(Ford, 2001).Theymustalsobeawareof the social,political, and

economic context of the course as well as what is occurring in

the students’ home country.

As multiculturalists, instructors must embrace difference,

rejecting the notion that students are in a “melting pot,” asked

toblendintoasinglepatternofexpectations.Honoringdifference,

instructors must create an atmosphere in which individual

culturesenhance theclassandthe team, fosteringaglobalattitude

from which students emerge with broadened perspectives.

Culturally aware faculties are more open, ask more ques-

tions, and listen more carefully to their students. At their best,

they create a culturally neutral environment, allowing students

to interact as seamlesslyaspossible.Multiculturalists treat their

students “as they would like to be treated” (Ford, 2001, p. 4).

Multicultural faculties assume that online communication is all

cross-cultural.

Multicultural Class Components

To create a positive learning experience in your multicultural

course and to enhance teaming, it�s useful to offer a set of

components that consider diversity and embrace difference as

an educational asset. It�s prudent to introduce elements that

provide clear expectations, an active socialization–orientation

process, overlapping communications, culturally neutral lan-

guage, expanded feedback, and a sense of community (see

Table 8.4).
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Creating a Sense of Community

Inmulticultural classes, it�s essential that instructors embrace a

sense of community. In online courses, community can open

communication, collaboration, interaction, and participation,

building connection and belonging, especially for those from

high-context cultures (Grzeda et al., 2008). Community can be

created with a series of instructor actions (see Table 8.5):

. Post an open, positive “welcome” message that cele-

brates multiculturalism, setting the stage by promoting

the idea that difference should be embraced and cele-

brated, citing the value of effective virtual teaming as a

career competency.

Table 8.4. Multicultural Class Component Checklist

Multiculturalism Class Component Checklist

Creating a sense of community

Clear expectations

Socialization/orientation process

Overlapping communication

Clear, unambiguous language

Appropriate and timely feedback

Table 8.5. Creating a Sense of Community Checklist

Creating a Sense of Community Checklist

Welcome announcement

Personal welcome e-mails to each student

“Live” interaction if possible (welcome

conference call)

“Soft touch” inmanaging course boundaries and

enforcing course expectations

Consistent reminders

Praise in public, critique in private

Consistent inclusionary approach
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. Send personal e-mail welcomemessages to each student,

proposing that they introduce themselves,giving theman

opportunity to share their experiences.

. If possible, arrange a live interactionwith each student. In

some schools, instructors are encouraged to schedule a

real-time welcome call with each student. While this

approach presents logistical challenges, nonetheless, it

can be very effective, especiallywith teammembers from

abroad.

. To enforce your course expectations as well as suggest

changes in student behavior, it�s best to employ a “soft

touch,” expressing yourself sensitively and positively.

. Introduce consistent reminders of the value of cross-

cultural interactions.

. Praise positive teaming in public and offer critiques in

private.

. Offer a consistent, inclusive approach in all interactions

and communications.

Clear Expectations

Creating clear expectations is especially essential in online

multicultural classes and MVTs, given varying student expec-

tations. With distinct differences in context, time orientation,

communication styles, and formality, it is essential that your

expectations are delivered clearly.

Socialization and Orientation

Acculturation occurs more quickly if members of MVTs are

given a chance to get together before teaming activities begin.

Logistically challenging, face-to-face opportunities are often

unavailable to online students, especially since time-zone and
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geographic obstacles interfere. Despite hurdles, there are sev-

eral options at your disposal that you can employ to encourage

acculturation and socialization, critical elements in generating

productive teaming (see Table 8.6). These include:

. Open your online class with an introductory discussion

conference in which students share their backgrounds,

experiences, and personal details. The exercise—a light,

nonthreateningexchange inwhich studentsbecomecom-

fortable with one another—reduces the unknown and

helps students learn about their teammates. It�s also

useful for instructors to participate in the discussion to

help link students to each other.

. Solicitdigitalphotosandpost themontheclasssite,giving

others a chance to fill out the person behind a name.

. If possible, hold a real-time conference call, welcoming

students, explaining logistics and expectations, answer-

ing questions, and sharing course objectives.

. Try to create anappropriatemix of cultures inyour online

classes to enhance cross-cultural experiences.

. Provide a team area on the course site in which students

can interact among themselves. Introduce an orientation

space in the team area where members can greet one

another, sharing their expectations and concerns.

Table 8.6. Socialization–Orientation Checklist

Socialization/Orientation Checklist

Introductory conference

Posting student�s pictures

“Live” conference call (if possible)

Multicultural team formation

Create team areas

Team socialization events
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Overlapping Communication

Owing towide differences in expectations, English skills, learn-

ingexperiences,andtimeorientation, it�swisetoemployvarious

media strategies to communicate keymessages to students. It is

oftennotenoughtorelyone-mailmessagesorpostedannounce-

ments alone. Faculty must introduce overlapping, repetitive

messages to ensure students understand your instructions.

Frequent reminders of due dates or upcoming events can

be particularly helpful. It�swise to solicit feedback to guarantee

that your messages have been received as you intended.

Language

Recognizing that for some, English may not be their first

language, messages may be easily misunderstood, misused,

or given thewrong emphasis (Payne, 2008) (seeTable 8.7).With

potential failures in communication in mind, the following are

some suggestions:

. Keep language simple and culturally neutral. Avoid

idioms, slang, colloquialisms, irony, jargon, or acronyms.

. When answering unclear questions from students, it�s
good to paraphrase the question to ensure you and the

other students understand it.

Table 8.7. Language Checklist

Language Checklist

Simple and clear language

Use of paraphrasing for clarity of understanding

“English” is not the same everywhere

Use visualizations and graphics where possible

Appropriate formatting (spacing, etc.)

Inclusiveness in all communication

Be mindful of time-zone differences
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. Be aware that students, even from English-speaking

countries, such as Britain, Australia, and the United

States, may not share the same communication patterns,

meaning, or a commonunderstanding of frequently used

words or phrases.

. Whenever possible, introduce visualizations and

graphics.

. Keep communications clear, simple, and unambiguous.

Try to coveronepoint at a time, rather thanmixingseveral

ideas together.

. Use effective formatting to aid students to absorb mean-

ing. Use of spacing, bold fonts, underlining, bullets, and

other elements can help.

. Practice inclusiveness in your communication.

. Be mindful of time-zone differences and be respectful of

the differences in your own expectations.

Feedback

There are significant differences in howstudents fromdifferent

cultures seek and receive performance feedback (Milliman

et al., 2002). Performance (graded) feedback is a critical instruc-

tor–student exchange that candomuch to foster teamcohesion.

The following are some best practices (see Table 8.8):

. Be timely and thorough. Students from high- and low-

context cultures, fordifferent reasons, areequallyanxious

to receive your feedback, especially team feedback. Re-

turning timely response to student work—at best, within

3 days—helps students perform well.

. Your feedbackshouldbepositive in toneandconstructive

in nature. The following is a brief example:
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Table 8.8. Feedback Checklist

Feedback Checklist

Timely and thorough

Positive in tone and constructive in nature

Consistent with class and team expectations

Offer prescriptive suggestions and recommendations

Team feedback should be team oriented

Avoid value judgments, be positive in tone, neutral in

language, connected to course objectives

Clear, unambiguous, and consistent

Thanks, Team A, I appreciate your effort on this assignment. It is clear

fromyourpaper that youarecoming together asa team.This is important

because effective, positive teaming is a critical workplace competency.

Being an effective teammate can help foster positive relationships and

enhance your work experiences.

Your teampaperwaswell-written, covered expected elementswell, and

performed the job overall. I really liked your section onX andyour use of

sources to add depth to your analysis.

Your good effort would have been even better with:

1. More discussion of the implications of X. What you included is fine,

but it needs a bit more to cover the topic fully.

2. Add an example to clarify point X.

3. Use a bit more editing. While it was generally well done, sections X

and Y are a bit disjointed. They need a stronger connection to your

overall point A.

4. Introduce a stronger conclusion, recapping your key points.

Overall this is aworthy effort and I appreciate it. I am looking forward to

readingyourotherassignments andseeingyoucome together evenmore

as a team. Let me know if you need anything.

Thanks, Dr. Dool

. Your feedback should be consistent with class and team

expectations.

. Whenever possible, your feedback should offer prescrip-

tive suggestions and recommendations.
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. Your team feedback should be team oriented, without

identifying specific team members.

Globalization, diversity, and technology drive vast new

enrollments of students into the global classroom. Many orga-

nizations now engage productive teams, particularly virtual

teams, across borders. MVTs now offer faculty a unique op-

portunity to enhance student teaming skills to improve their

eventual workplace value. MVTs bring unique challenges and

opportunities and require you to be specific, consistent, and

culturally aware online instructor.

Additional Resources

Online instructorsmayfind it useful to create a commonunder-

standing of cultural bias to benchmark cultural attitudes and to

underscore the need to embrace difference in multicultural

teams. The following are two useful resources that may help:

Are you ethnocentric? A questionnaire designed to assess a

student stereotypes about their own and other cultures

(see Appendix).

Cultural intelligence. Cultural intelligence is defined as an

outsider�s seemingly natural ability to interpret someone

else�s unfamiliar and ambiguous gestures precisely the

way a person in that culture might understand them

(Earley and Mosakowski, 2004). This chapter offers stu-

dents the opportunity to assess their cultural intelligence

(see Harvard Business Review [October 2004], available as

Reprint R0410 [www.hbr.org]).

The above resources can be used as an ice-breaking discus-

sion in student multicultural teams.
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Appendix

Assessing Yourself

(Seton Hall University, MA-Strategic Communication and Leader-

ship Program)

Are You Ethnocentric?

Instructions All of us hold stereotypes about one group or

another. This questionnaire (adapted from Gudykunst, 1991,

p. 75) is designed to assess someof your stereotypes about your
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own and others� membership in particular co-cultures. Com-

plete the following five steps in order:

1. Think of one co-culture of which you are a member

(e.g., female, Muslim, student, or Latina)—but only

select one.

2. Think of another co-culture towhichyoudon�t belong (e.
g., male, Jewish, professor, or Middle Eastern Ameri-

can)—but again, only select one.

3. In the column labeled “My Co-culture,” check five de-

scriptive adjectives you think apply to your group.

4. In the column labeled “Another Co-culture,” check five

descriptive adjectives you think apply to that group.

5. Go back through the list of Descriptive Adjectives

and rate each adjective you selected in terms of how

favorable a quality you think it is: (5) very favorable, (4)

moderately favorable, (3) neither favorable or unfavor-

able, (2)moderatelyunfavorable,or (1)veryunfavorable.

Put these ratings in the column labeled “Favorableness

Ratings.”

My Co-culture

Another

Co-culture

Descriptive

Adjectives

Favorableness

Rating

____ ____ Intelligent ____

____ ____ Materialistic ____

____ ____ Ambitious ____

____ ____ Industrious ____

____ ____ Deceitful ____

____ ____ Conservative ____

____ ____ Practical ____

____ ____ Shrewd ____

____ ____ Arrogant ____

____ ____ Aggressive ____
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My Co-culture

Another

Co-culture

Descriptive

Adjectives

Favorableness

Rating

____ ____ Sophisticated ____

____ ____ Conceited ____

____ ____ Neat ____

____ ____ Alert ____

____ ____ Impulsive ____

____ ____ Stubborn ____

____ Conventional ____

____ ____ Progressive ____

____ ____ Sly ____

____ ____ Tradition loving ____

____ ____ Pleasure loving ____

____ ____ TOTALS

Calculating Your Score The adjectives you checked reflect the

stereotypes you hold about your own and another co-cultural

group. Add the numbers for the two groups separately and

enter the two scores below. Each score should range from a low

of 5 to a high of 25. The higher the score, themore favorable the

stereotype.

My Co-culture ¼ ____ Another Co-culture ¼ ____

Compare your two scores and considerwhat they say about

your own degree of ethnocentrism. In what ways are you

ethnocentric? To what extent do you think your stereotypes

about another person�s culture are real or grounded in truth?

Do you think your stereotypes about your own co-culture

generally reflect the way everyone really is who belongs to

that group? Why or why not? Are stereotypes ever favorable?

Why do you think so? Can so-called favorable stereotypes ever

be a problem for members in that group? Why?
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CHAPTER

9

Global Corporate Virtual

Teams

Christine Uber Grosse

Standard Bank, a South African financial institution—the larg-

est bank in Africa—operates in 18 African and 20 other coun-

tries abroad.1 Recently, the bank launched aGlobal Leadership

Centre in Johannesburg.As part of that effort, it asked SeaHarp

Learning Solutions, a corporate training firm, to deliver a

conventional classroom course, “Leading Intercultural Virtual

Teams,” a two-day seminar to 21 senior and mid-level man-

agers in Johannesburg. At first, the course was delivered face-

to-face, but subsequently, it migrated into an online course for

virtual teams.

In addition to upholding the highest levels of integrity,

serving its customers, and returning value to its shareholders,

the bank identifies “working in teams” as one of its core values,

noting that teams can achieve much greater objectives than

Virtual Teamwork: Mastering the Art and Practice of Online Learning and Corporate
Collaboration. Edited by Robert Ubell
Copyright � 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

1Standard Bank recently announced a partnership with Industrial and

Commercial Bank of China Limited (ICBC), in which ICBC became a 20%

shareholder in the Standard Bank Group. ICBC is the world�s largest bank
by market capitalization.
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individuals can. “We value teams within and across business

units, divisions and countries,” the company notes proudly.

At first, the course was offered to managers from several

different units, with executives from sales, global markets,

communications, finance, and global credit, drawn from South

Africa, Kenya, and Swazi. Participants managed at least one

intercultural virtual team, ranging from half a dozen to more

than 120 members.

In the initial face-to-face class, teammembers reported that

highlights consisted of preparing a wish list for information

technology, sharing African team experiences, relating stories,

problem solving, appreciating language and culture diversity,

networking, and in-depth discussion.

In teams of three or four, classmates composed wish lists

that imagined remote access to ahome-countrynetwork, access

to social networks, greater videoconferencing services, an in-

ternal Facebook, faster solutions to technology problems else-

where in Africa, as well as access to global e-mail.

While the topic naturally lends itself to online learning,

ironically, the seminar was held in a conventional, on-ground

classroom for two days, a schedule that seemed overly long for

extremelybusymanagers.Online,participantscan takecourses

anytime, anywhere, with the freedom to work on material

whenever convenient. Compared with the broad possibilities

open to employees inonlinediscussion threads, the face-to-face

linear format—where only one person can participate at a time

in class discussion—also seemed limiting. What�s more, face-

to-face learning did not lend itself to virtual team simulation.

From Face-to-face to Online

In migrating from face-to-face to online delivery, the

first step was to review training materials used in the initial

two-day seminar. Step two involved adapting materials for
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asynchronous delivery, transforming in-class activities for on-

line learning. Online modules emerged following advice from

the director of Duke University’s Continuing Education divi-

sion to add practical tips, a unit on running virtual team

meetings, and introduce situations andreal problems to engage

participants. (See Table 9.1 for a list of units in the online

course.)

About the Course

Designed for managers who work with intercultural virtual

teams inbusiness, government, andeducation, theonline course

recognizes the complexities of working in teams. It also guides

managers on ways to improve virtual team effectiveness and

increase productivity. Exploiting interactive learning online,

participants gain insights into best practices for leading inter-

cultural virtual teams. Topics covered include team building,

developing trust, cultural and linguistic barriers to communica-

tion, team dynamics, technology, and conflict resolution.

Participants explore theprosandconsofdifferentmedia for

intercultural team communication, such as e-mail, telephone,

videoconferencing, and face-to-face interaction. They learn

practical strategies and techniques for managing intercultural

Table 9.1. Leading Intercultural Virtual Teams

Online course units

1. Intercultural virtual teams

2. Team building

3. Meetings

4. Trust and business relationships

5. The power of diversity

6. Cultural and linguistic barriers

7. Technology

8. Team dynamics and conflict

9. Leadership development plan
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virtual teams and how to apply them immediately at work.

Learners prepare a Leadership Action Plan to guide continued

development as leaders of virtual intercultural teams.

Self-paced and facilitator-led, the course uses a wide range

of activities—blogging, podcasts, streaming videos, social-net-

working sites, wikis, collaborative software, and alternate real-

ity worlds. It encourages learners to tap existing knowledge,

reflect on personal experience, exchange tips, and gain new

insights into leading interculturalvirtual teams.Along theway,

they explore new techniques and strategies for practical appli-

cation on the job. (See Table 9.2 for an example of how parti-

cipants reflect on their personal background and knowledge of

virtual teams).

The first unit contains the following sections:

. blog/learning log;

. about you;

Table 9.2. Background Information for Online Course

Your virtual team

Discuss your background working in intercultural virtual teams (IVTs)

Cover the followingpoints inawrittendocument, audiofile,orvideofile that

you post to the course web site:

. Why are you taking the course?

. What would you like to get out of it?

. How long have you been working in intercultural virtual teams?

. How many have you worked on?

. Which team was the most successful? Why?

. Which team had the most difficulty? What happened?

. What aspect of working in intercultural virtual teams do you find most

interesting?

. What is most challenging?

Learn about your teammates

Review and respond to the postings of three participants with a short

comment or question
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. get to know your teammates;

. your virtual team;

. challenges;

. support;

. reading and study questions.

(See Table 9.3 for sample Internet-based activities from

unit 1.)

Table 9.3. Sample Online Course Internet-based Activities

Blog/learning log

Keep a blog as a learning log or journal to record your thoughts, insights, and

information. Keep track of how you apply new ideas to leading your team,

and its impact on team outcomes. Post your blog on the course web site,

makingnewentries each timeyouworkon the course. Followblogsofother

participants to see how they think and how they apply new tips and

strategies

About you

One of the keys to leading an effective virtual team is getting to know your

teammateswell. Introduceyourself to the team inoneof the following three

ways:

1. Write about yourself on the course web site

2. Create an audio file and upload it to the course site

3. Shoot a video and upload it to the site

Discuss some of the following points in your introduction:

. Your name, title, and what you do at your company

. Your hobbies and interests outside of work

. Your educational background

. Your family

. Your career history

Know your teammates

Review your teammates� introductions and respond to three of them with a

brief comment or question
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Global Commerce

Global companies increasingly rely on intercultural virtual

teams to complete short- and long-term projects. These teams

present unique challenges for managers, especially building

trust, communicating across language and cultural barriers,

and using technology effectively.

“Virtual” refers to the electronic communication of team

members. Technology-enabled communication allows teams

to function, even when physically separated by distance and

time zones. Global trade and technology have changed the

work environment for organizations of all sizes. With techno-

logical developments in communications and logistics, smaller

companies can now compete in the international marketplace.

Global teams often face complex challenges that do not

allow them to function as well as expected. This course ad-

dresses how managers deal with the challenges in leading

effective teams. (See Table 9.4 for an example of how learners

reflect on personal challenges in the online module).

Virtual teammembers need to choose appropriate commu-

nication channels for their purposes and have to balance

distanceworkwith face-to-face communication. Effective team

Table 9.4. Challenges Faced by Virtual Team Members

What challenges have you faced in leading your virtual team? Describe

challenges you have come across in the following areas, if applicable:

1. Communication

2. Trust

3. Technology

4. Language and cultural differences

5. Leadership

6. Team dynamics

7. Conflict resolution

Reviewteammatechallenges:Consider challenges facedbyat least twoother

participants in the course. Compare these with the challenges you have

faced.Write a short comment orquestion in response to the two teammates.
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leaders encourage open communication and brainstorming,

and avoid assignment of blame. They know how to develop

strong relationships built on trust and understanding. Team

leaders actively show respect for other cultures and interest in

other languages. In their communication and actions, they

demonstrate knowledge of how diversity strengthens their

team.

Broadly speaking, team building has four components—

forming, norming, storming, and performing. In virtual teams,

team formation plays a critical role in overall team effective-

ness.Thedifficultyofworkingat adistancepresentsavarietyof

challenges that involve time, distance, technology, isolation,

trust, andculturaland linguisticbarriers tocommunication. It is

essential for team members to get to know one another as

rapidly as possible.

Nokia encourages virtual teamswith severalmemberswho

already know one another from previous work engagements.

Previous knowledge, existing relationships, and trust found in

teams with previous connections have shown to be invaluable

in team outcomes. Whenever possible, it�s best to capitalize on

existing relationships. For those unfamiliar with the rest of the

team, it is vital for them tobridgedistance bydevelopingonline

personal relationships as quickly as possible.

Virtual team leaders can build close personal relationships

and trustby showing interest in teammembers, byencouraging

frequent informal communication, and by providing as many

opportunities for face-to-face interaction as possible. Virtual

teaming improves significantly when participants are brought

together at the start. Informal interaction generates richer social

networking if members meet face-to-face at first. If gathering

together in the same place is not feasible, it�s best to introduce

videoconferences, or video cameras connected to Skype.

Table 9.5 offers an exercise in how to encourage manager

support for their teams.
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Table 9.5. Support for Members of Virtual Teams

Discuss the following questions with a classmate or review with another

member over Skype or by telephone:

1. Where do you go for help managing your virtual intercultural team?

2. Who provides technical support?

3. Do you have amentor or anothermanager you can go to for advice about

managing your team? If not, howmight yougo about finding someone to

advise you?

4. Describe your relationship with tech-support. How might you

improve it?

Developing trust, as well as managing quality business

relationships, is a critical skill that virtual team leaders must

absorb. While mutual trust plays an essential role in building

successful international alliances and teams, managers

often admit that trust is not an easy attribute to achieve online.

Trust is a necessary condition for successful teamwork, espe-

cially in virtual teams in which there is uncertainty and in-

complete knowledge of everyone in the group (Child, 2001).

Jarvenpaa et al. (1998) find that trust among global team

members depends on the perception of each other�s ability,

integrity, and benevolence.

To encourage open communication and brainstorming,

members must avoid blaming one another. It�s best if parti-

cipants address problems together and share responsibility,

not only for problems encountered, but also for successes

achieved.

Tips for Developing Trust Online

. Communicate openly and frequently.

. To receive trust, give trust.

. Be honest.
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. Establish strong business ethics.

. Do what you say you will do.

. Be consistent and predictable.

. Set a tone fromthe start that supports future interaction.

. Be accessible and responsive.

. Keep confidences.

. Create social time for team interaction.

The Power of Diversity

High-quality managers recognize that diversity strengthens

intercultural teams. They encourage each member to contrib-

ute, acknowledging that each one brings different personal and

cultural perspectives to the task, enriching and extending the

work of the team.

It�s good to recognize that different cultures reflect varying

responses to scheduling, goal setting, and task assignment

(Milosevic, 1999).Diversity brings a broader range of expertise,

resources, andviewpoints toprojects (Townsendet al., 1998). In

business communication classes, students often appreciate

how members from other cultures add different perspectives,

helping them to see things from a different angle. Diversity

stimulates new ideas and enhances creativity. Working in

diverse teams often allows participants to appreciate different

points of view and learn how other cultures behave, often

erasing stereotypes.

Varner (2001) emphasizes other important cultural effects

on team dynamics, such as giving and receiving criticism and

feedback,willingness to participate andoffer ideas, and contra-

dicting superiors.

Getting to know everyone�s strengths and background at

thebeginningof eachproject canbeveryproductive.Whenyou
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knowabout your teammates, your team can achieve success by

playing to one another�s strengths while minimizing weak-

nesses. Whenmembers recognize each other�s expertise, expe-
rience, skill, and capabilities, teams tend to distribute work

more equitably. For example, a team member who demon-

strates excellent organizational skills can be enlisted tomonitor

project completion. Those with good time management skills

can keep members on track. Others with interpersonal skills

may be successful in helping resolve conflict and build consen-

sus following disagreement.

Graduate business students at Thunderbird�s School of

GlobalManagement identifieddistinct advantages inworking

in multicultural teams (Grosse, 2002). Most described the

experience as extremely positive. They reported that it was

fun as well as refreshing to learn about other cultures while

getting the job done. As a byproduct, they learned how to

communicate more effectively with people from all over the

world. They exchanged information beyond the scope of

the project, and broadened their knowledge of different cul-

tures and places. As an added benefit, they established new

friendships. Enjoyment of working in a team was one of the

three key factors that Snow et al. (1996) identified as critical

for success in a transnational team. Two other key factors

are commitment to the team�s mission and dependability in

performing assigned tasks.

Language and Cultural Barrier Tips

. Communicate continuously.

. Engage in active listening.

. Keep communication simple and clear.

. Exploit appropriate technologies.

. Build relationships and trust.
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. Show respect for other cultures.

. Be sensitive to cultural differences.

. Ask for clarification.

Communicating across Cultures

To communicate effectively across cultures, managers must

practice intercultural sensitivity, good relationships, and trust.

Ackley and Barker (2001) identify four criteria to assess inter-

cultural sensitivity: (1) positive feelings toward interactions

with people from other cultures; (2) positive feelings of those

from other cultures toward the individual; (3) successful job

completion; and (4) freedom from culture-contact stress.

Somefind it challenging toworkwith peoplewhose native

language is different from their own, remarking that team-

mates often misunderstand what is said, sometimes conclud-

ing something entirely different than what is intended. Some

US students worry that those from other cultures may be

offended by American openness and directness, an observa-

tion that supports Thomas�s (1999) belief that team members

need to understand how cultural differences affect team

dynamics.

Thunderbird�s business communication teams identified

three basic ways to overcome communication obstacles—

patience, respect, and attentive listening (Grosse, 2002). Parti-

cipants found that being patient in dealing with difference and

being open-minded and respectful facilitated communicating

across cultures. It took timeandpatience to recognizeandadapt

to different styles, but listening to each other patiently and

attentively helped overcome many communication problems.

Optimally, it�s best to let your teammates know that you

understand and appreciate their points of view. But when you

fail to understand, it�s prudent to persist in asking for clarifica-

tion to avoid continued misunderstandings.
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Common goals—such as performing well on your team

assignment—also contribute to forming a united team. Others

found ithelpful todemonstrate awillingness towork thingsout

and keep active participation going. In the end, most agreed

that they learned how to adopt strategies designed to commu-

nicate effectively in a challenging environment. They suc-

ceeded in improving their listening skills as well as executing

better methods for sharing ideas.

While most acknowledged that working in a team can take

more timeandeffort toaccomplish theirgoals thandoing things

on their own, nonetheless, they conceded that the benefits

outweighed the disadvantages. Most agreed that the finished

productwasof greater quality andhad less chance of error than

if they had performed the work alone.

Being open-minded about other cultures goes a longway to

establishing rapport. Awareness of differences in cultural va-

lues andbeliefs, communication styles, approaches todecision-

making, problem solving, and conflict resolution help teams

overcome cultural obstacles. Team members can help break

down language barriers by showing respect for other cultures

and languages. To enhance team building, John Purnell, for-

merly at Digital Corporation, recommends that global partici-

pants show appreciation for cultural differences, acknowledge

the value of colleague�s time, hone their listening skills, learn

howto resolve conflict, knowhowtoplanprojects, andenhance

their computer expertise (Odenwald, 1996). Iles and

Hayers (1997) believe that transnational project teams must

also learn how to negotiate and how to think strategically.

Obstacles to effective communication often occur at the

interpersonal level, with lack of appreciation for what kinds

of behaviors are acceptable andwhat kinds of interactionsmay

be offensive. Some have difficulty appreciating what level of

directness is appropriate. Others may be too informal with

people from cultures who prefer more formal address. Still
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others may be unaware that certain cultures cannot tolerate

especially aggressive or argumentative confrontation.

Effective managers have found that continuous communi-

cation is the key to success. They often exchange daily e-mails

with their team members. At UPS, for example, the director of

international public relations holds a weekly voice conference

with his regional directors around the world.

Communicating across Languages

and Cultures

. Build a network of relationships.

. Understand how diversity strengthens a team:

T Explore the pros and cons of intercultural teams.

. Build trust and understanding.

. Be open to learning about other cultures:

T Acknowledge different cultural values, beliefs, and commu-

nication styles.

T Appreciate different approaches to decision-making, prob-

lem solving, and conflict resolution.

. Balance distance activities with face-to-face time.

. Show respect for other cultures and languages:

T Overcome cultural differences.

T Break down language barriers.

. Use appropriate communication channels.

Using Technology in Cross-cultural

Teams

While all virtual teams depend on technological intervention,

cross-cultural teams face special challenges.
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E-mail

E-mailprovides certainadvantages forvirtual teamscomposed

of members with different native languages and cultures.

It allows time for people to compose and process their mes-

sages, reducing the pressure to communicate immediately as

one does in person or by telephone. With e-mail, participants

have time to edit what they plan to write before sending a

message. The receiver also has time to process it and respond

appropriately. Non-native speakers who join virtual teams

often feel they can communicate more effectively with e-mail

than with other forms of communication because it allows

them to compose and respond with more consideration and

reflection.

E-mail also makes it easier to ask for clarification without

losing face. The apparent spontaneity and immediacy of e-mail

helps teams communicate more fluently and since e-mail mes-

sages are typically short, non-native speakers find it easier to

comprehend and post.

Telephone

The phone is a difficult way to communicate, because visual

cues are missing. It is especially hard to talk with people

from different cultures or nationalities who are non-native

speakers.

Videoconference

For a large group, video has advantages. On the phone, it is

difficult to know who is saying what, especially when more

than two or three people are speaking. For a large-group

discussion, videoconferencing works better.
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Face-to-face

Face-to-face meetings bring a special chemistry and power

to communication. Executives typically acknowledge the

advantages of face-to-face. But for many virtual teams, face-

to-face encounters are not possible.

Bypromoting the advantages of virtual intercultural teams,

team leaders can overcome many challenges posed by cross-

cultural communication and technology. They can take advan-

tage of the opportunities that derive from working multicul-

turally. With open minds and respect for other languages and

cultures, managers can help teams avoid misunderstandings.

Showingpatience, care, andsensitivity,managerscan lead their

teams across language and cultural barriers to more effective

communication.

Appreciating how to communicate effectively helps man-

agers to achieve higher performance and avoid costly delays.

By their own example, managers can enhance team members�
appreciation for cultural diversity. As managers exploit the

power of technology to communicate with their teams across

timeandspace, theybuildstronghumanrelationships thatmay

never have occurred otherwise.
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CHAPTER

10

Corporate Virtual Teaming

Luther Tai

Consolidated EdisonCompany ofNewYork, Inc., in a partner-

ship with Stevens Institute of Technology’s online learning

unit, WebCampus, offers an online course, “Analytical Capa-

bilities for Business Improvement.”At the start in 2005, Stevens

interviewed Con Edison senior managers on company needs

and proposed an online training solution.

Con Edison’s aim was to have its employees become more

analytical in problem solving. The goalwas to use e-learning to

engage staff in different company settings to work in teams on

real problems facing the company. Stevens, together with Con

Edison, customized an e-learning effort to provide Con Edison

employeeswith toolsandprocessesneededtoconductanalyses

for structured decision-making for business improvement.

Employees participate in virtual classrooms and engage in

team discussions and problem-solving techniques from any

location:work,home, or even traveling.Users can conveniently

access e-learning sites from anywhere, at any time.

In their course, Con Edison employees attack actual busi-

ness caseswith analytical tools that could be applied directly to

Virtual Teamwork: Mastering the Art and Practice of Online Learning and Corporate
Collaboration. Edited by Robert Ubell
Copyright � 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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problems that they struggle with every day. For many, virtual

teaming itself is an entirely new learning experience. For

presentation, posting, and communication with their instruc-

tors and with each other, Stevens facilitates asynchronous

collaboration from a web portal. Participants also attend web-

casting sessions in real time from distant locations. The ap-

proach is especially useful for employeeswhowork at different

sites and on different schedules.

The truebenefitofworkingvirtually is theflexibility it gives

employees to complete projects and assignments from any-

where at anytime. It allows participants to maintain their own

schedules, allowing them to study at their own convenience

and to communicate when opportune. Online interaction per-

mits teams to function as if employees are all together in the

same space. To assess conclusions and ideas generated, other

teams provide feedback to achieve a solid check and balance.

What’s more—and perhaps equally of value—intense online

interaction builds strong relationships that often continue be-

yond the virtual classroom.

Moving away from a physical to a virtual classroom

requires a great deal of adaptation. At first, participants who

have never experienced virtual reality are unnerved by online

protocols. Over time, however, they become familiar and

comfortable with e-learning and use the Internet as a link

between instructors and teams and among team members

themselves. To ensure deliverables meet due dates and

course schedules, employees generally find that participation

demands a greater degree of self-discipline than they had

expected.

While 17 teams have so far collaborated on projects using

the define–measure–analyze–improve–control (DMAIC) pro-

cess, this chapterdescribes a fewexamples fromawide rangeof

company problems including Help Desk, recruitment, viola-

tions, construction, and gas mapping. The experiences and
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processes encountered by these teams have been indicative of

all teams.1

Help Desk Call Volume Reduction

Con Edison’s HelpDesk provides first-level support to employ-

eesandcontractorsforallinformationtechnologyproblemsatthe

company, including desktop and peripherals, servers and voice

and data telecommunication services, and application support.

The Help Desk is staffed seven days a week, 24 hours a day.

During a five-year period, call volume significantly in-

creased, from 69,000 calls in 2001 to 83,000 in 2005. The length

of each call also increased; the average call in 2005 lasted more

than 6 minutes. Opportunities to provide more value-added

services to employees and contractors needed to be explored,

but the methods to deliver them had to be achievable.

A team comprised of employees from Information Re-

sources, Facilities, Electric, and Central Services tackled this

issue. The project team used a process map (Figure 10.1) to

outline the current process and analyze system capabilities.

The team analyzed the procedure used when an employee

places a call:

1. The caller places a call to the Help Desk.

2. The Automatic Call Distributor (ACD) answers the

calls, provides advisory information, and presents the

1Other teams analyzed steam resource planning, New York independent

systemoperator billing process, self-service applications, dielectric fluid loss,

trainingcoursemanagement, systemreliability improvements forManhattan

bank transformer process, customer service phone calls, billable demand

meters, restoration process of secondary mains on the electric distribution

system, leadership development needs analysis, reduction of sulfur hexa-

fluoride (SF6) release into the environment, and payroll change

authorizations.
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option of using the Interactive Voice Response (IVR)

unit or speaking with an analyst.

3. The caller decides whether to have IVR process the call

or speak with an analyst.

4. If thecaller chooses the IVRoption, IVRreceives thecall.

5. If the caller decides to speakwith an analyst, an analyst

receives the call.

6. If IVR resolves the call, the caller completes a satisfac-

tion survey (step 11). If IVRdoesnot resolve the call, it is

routed to an analyst (step 5).

7. If an analyst resolves the call, the caller completes a

satisfaction survey (step 11). If an analyst does not

resolve the call, it is escalated to a second-level support

group. The analyst informs the caller that the call has

been escalated.

8. The second-level support group receives and assesses

the call.

9. The second-level support group resolves the call.

10. The caller receives a satisfaction survey.

11. The caller completes the satisfaction survey.

Studying the process map, the team analyzed the

number of calls handled by the IVR or calls processed by

an analyst, the average length of a call, and the abandoned

call rate. The team also reviewed surveys to assess how well

or poorly the Help Desk processed calls. The team prepared

a Pareto chart of problems found from the process map

(Figure 10.2). The chart was used to analyze and identify key

problems.

The team also created a cause and effect diagram to further

analyze issues (Figure 10.3). Thediagram identifiedkeydrivers

for calls and potential areas for improvement.
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IR Help Desk
Cause and Effect Diagram 
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Help Desk
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Proof of
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Capabilites of HD
Analyst
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systems at
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Overwhelming

Remote
Access
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FIGURE10.3. Cause and effect diagramshowingdrivers andpotential areas
for improvement.

FIGURE 10.2. Pareto chart of Help Desk problems.
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The team concluded that the Help Desk should continue

to provide first-level support for all information technology-

related problems, but it needed to find ways to provide more

value-added services. The objectives were to improve analyses

of all calls, increase self-service capabilities, and reduce call

volume and call time. The team proposed employing the

following options:

1. Methods to reduce computer equipment calls by at

least 10%:

. trend equipment problems and failures;

. eliminate problem or obsolete equipment;

. train personnel on proper use of equipment;

. provide a self-service reporting function.

2. Methods to reduce domain and other password-related

calls by at least 10%:

. provide a self-service reset function on IVR and on a

self-service intranet portal, resulting in significant

reduction in call cycle and process time;

. provide training and other awareness programs.

3. Methods to reduce average call time:

. analyze call time drivers (subjects with longest call

time);

. provide standard resolutions for common problems;

. reduce call subject categories (currently more than

700);

. provide self-service reference materials;

. formally train Help Desk analysts;

. staff for peak volumes on Monday and Tuesday.

Once the teamprepared its analysis and proposed a plan to

improve the Help Desk, a development phase was introduced,
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including designing and building a self-service intranet portal.

The portalwould help eliminate calls by allowing users to reset

apassword,processa trouble call, query theknowledgebase,or

access training materials (Figure 10.4).

The team recommended that the Help Desk continually

perform call analyses to ensure that the self-service portal

operates efficiently, to identify techniques to prevent calls, and

toguaranteeadequatestaff forpeakperiods.Ongoingcustomer

service training programs and continuing “lunch and learn”

seminars would improve awareness and provide pertinent

training techniques to Help Desk personnel. The team also

recommended training and improved awareness of various

self-service pathways be delivered to users.

The team continues to monitor the services that have been

adopted. Remarkably, allmajormetricswere exceeded as early

FIGURE 10.4. Help Desk self-service intranet portal.
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as the first half of 2006. Less than 6% of calls were abandoned,

more than 75%of callswere answered in 24 seconds or less, and

more than 80% of calls were resolved by the Help Desk. As of

August 2008, the abandoned call rate was merely 3.3%, 87% of

callswere answered in 24 seconds or less, and 89%of callswere

resolved by the Help Desk.

As more employees became accustomed to the self-service

intranetportal, thenumberofcallsperdaydeclined. In2006, the

number of calls per day averaged 261, in 2007 itwas 226, and, as

of August 2008, the average number per day was 198. In 2008,

there were 20,470 password-related incidents; 17,350 were

processed using the portal, while only 3120 were generated

from the IVR system.

Recruitment Process

Recruitment encompasses all steps used to attract and employ

themostqualifiedcandidates.AtConEdison,theprocessbegins

with a request from an internal organization to hire a new staff

member.Oncearequest ismade,the jobisposted,applicantsare

pre-screened, and interviews are conducted. Soon afterwards,

recommendations are made and the selection phase begins.

At each stage, participation from the hiring organization is

required, but levels of responsibility fluctuate with each task.

While the Human Resources department is the process owner,

it partners with each hiring organization. As a company with

approximately 15,000 employees and aggressive recruitment

goals for the future, each hiring organization has a responsibil-

ity for different steps in the entire process.

Avirtual teamdrawn fromConEdison’sHumanResources

department outlined the company’s current recruitment pro-

cess. The team identified improving the speed of management

andunion recruitment as the company’s key prioritywhile still

maintaining quality and controlling costs.
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During a root cause analysis, the team reviewed the current

process and held several meetings with subject-matter experts

to evaluate each step of the recruitment process. As a result, the

team selected specific metrics to truly evaluate the process—

requisition turnaround (the time it takes from requisition to

candidate hire), cost per hire, and quality of hire.

Using a fishbone diagram (Figure 10.5), a cause and effect

tool that points to possible causes for an effect or problem,

the team identified three factors that might be contributing to

long turnaround time—thehiring organization,workflow, and

systems. As expected, participants found bottlenecks contrib-

uting towide gaps betweenprocess and cycle times. Exploiting

the group’s expertise, the team held several brainstorming

sessions to sort out ideas into useful categories.

The team identified several potential efficiencies thatmight

improve recruitment cycle time. One efficiency option em-

ployed e-mail to communicate with potential candidates in-

stead of intensive phone work. Interviews, rejections, and

FIGURE 10.5. Fishbone diagram for root cause analysis.
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position offers could be accomplished in thismanner. The team

also proposed that certain responsibilities be shifted to other

departments, increasing stakeholder participation.Overall, the

teamconcluded that the recommended improvementsmaynot

only increase efficiency, but also improve candidate perception

of the position.

Ultimately, the team highlighted three major areas for

improvement—technological enhancements, procedural revi-

sions and standardization, and recruitment process controls. In

addition to the increased use of e-mail, the team recommended

designing and implementing a program tentatively called

eOrientation; this programwould replace a one-day classroom

employeeorientation session. The teamalso suggested enhanc-

ing the online job application form with an automated matrix-

filtering mechanism to better identify qualified candidates.

The team also proposed that standard language be used for

job postings and recommended better process controls, includ-

ingperiodic reviewsofmetrics, cycle, andprocess times at each

stage. The team is currently working on these changes and

expects to complete the project in 2009.

Reducing Notices of Violation

Con Edison operates transmission and distribution systems

that deliver electricity, natural gas, and steam to various cus-

tomers in the five boroughs of New York City and inWestche-

ster, Orange, and Rockland Counties. Within New York City,

the operation and maintenance of these systems require open-

ing and entering subsurface structures such as manholes and

vaults and excavating within the city streets’ right-of-way. In

order to complete thiswork,NewYorkCityLocal Laws require

thatpermitsbeobtained for specific tasks; thesepermits include

work rule stipulations thatmust be followed, including return-

ing that roadway and/or subsurface structure to its original
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condition once work is completed. The NewYork City Depart-

ment of Transportation (DOT) has jurisdiction over these mat-

ters. Noncompliance of work rules results in a notice of viola-

tion (NOV). Because of the complications involved in utility

work on and under the streets of the city, Con Edison receives

thousands of such notices annually and, consequently, pays

significant penalties (Table 10.1).

Employees drawn from Con Edison’s departments of Con-

struction, Gas Operations, Electric Operations, and Public

Affairs collaborated to find ways to reduce the number of

violations and associated penalties. They charted the internal

processing flow of any type of violation to understand how

various internal departments interact and intersect with each

other (see Figure 10.6). Using data collected by Central Com-

pliance, the teamreviewedtheNOVsreceivedovera three-year

period, separating violation types, and total of each received

and associated fines. The team calculated the relative impor-

tance of each violation type by using a House of Quality

diagram (see Figure 10.7) and a Pareto chart (see Figure 10.8).

After reviewing the results, the team selected a particular

violation type that affected multiple operating organizations:

“NoNotice Prior to StartingWork on a Protected Street.” These

infractions occurred when the company failed to notify the

DOT before backfilling an excavation on a “protected street.”

Table10.1. NOVsreceivedbyConEdisonandResultingFines

Year NOVs Penalty (million $)

2000 3172 1.4

2001 6480 2.6

2002 6966 3.2

2003 8737 5.1

2004 7224 3.5

2005 5929 4.7

2006 5232 4.0
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Project Team #2 - Notices of Violations (NOVs) Received Process

CECONY Financial 
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NYC Department 
of Transportation

(DOT) 

CECONY Operations

Start

Was permit
ordered? 

DOT sends permit
to Company. 

Operations
Clerical Support
orders permit.  
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Yes

Work scheduled
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Work in progress
or completed. 

DOT issues NOV
to Company. 

Yes No

End

Pay

A
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required.  
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without a valid
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permanently
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surrounding area.
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hardware not flush
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conditions of DOT.  
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Assign to proper
Operation for
response.  

Operations
provides response. 

FIGURE 10.6. Internal workflow for NOV processing.
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Backfilling consists of packing and compacting an excava-

tion. Protected streets are those that have been completely

repavedwithin the last five years. According to the DOT rules,

a city inspector must be present to ensure that backfilling on

FIGURE 10.7. House of Quality diagram for notices of violation.
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protected streets is performed according to specifications. The

city’s transportation department requires that it be notified at

least 2 hours before backfilling begins. Failing to call for an

inspector can result in a NOV with a fine of $250.

Once the specific violation type was identified, the team

processed a three-year dataset into a histogram to discriminate

thenumberof theseviolationtypesbyborough(seeFigure10.9).

Using a second histogram, they differentiated the number of

notices sent to each operating organization (see Figure 10.10).

From a macroscopic viewpoint, the team identified key

elements in the current permit request process and discovered

that many potential flowpaths exist. Each flowpath differed

depending on who requested the permit, communication be-

tween parties, and whether Con Edison or a contractor per-

formedthework.Gathereddatawere then inputted intoacause

and effect diagram to isolate root causes behind the excessive

FIGURE 10.8. Top 5 DOT notices of violation over a three-year period.
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NOV - No notice to DOT before work on Protected Street by Borough
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number of violations. Three key areas emerged—responsibility

or accountability, communication, and process and uniformity

(see Figures 10.11 and 10.12).

The team methodically analyzed each root cause and dis-

covered a cyclical and intertwining relationship between them.

Workata jobsite canbeaccomplished in threedifferentwaysby

varying crews. In one combination, a contractor initiates work

(such as digging andopening a street or substructure) followed

by a Con Edison crew that performs detailed labor. The Con

Edison crew is then replaced by the returning contractor who

backfills and repaves as necessary, returning the site to its pre-

work condition. Second, the work is performed entirely by a

FIGURE 10.11. Key elements of current city inspector request process.
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contractor. In the third case, the work is done solely by a Con

Edison crew. Regardless of who does it, however, it is unclear

who is responsible to alert the city to request an inspector.

Should it be a crewmember or someone back in the office? If a

combinationofdifferentcrewsperformedthe job,whichcrewis

responsible for making the contact? If no one is responsible,

then no one is held accountable. This glitch led immediately to

the next root cause.

The failure to alert the city, followed by the resulting fine, is

often caused by a failure to communicate. The utility has no

consistent process for alerting the city to send inspectors in a

timely fashion.Whatatfirst blushappears tobea simple issue is

complicated by the use of contractors and by the possibility of

having these communications originate from a string of differ-

ent Con Edison departments.

FIGURE 10.12. Cause and effect diagram for identifying root causes for
failing to request city inspectors.
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Crews did not always inform operating areas about the

status of a job, especially during backfilling. Additionally,

operating areas did not always keep abreast ofwhat field crews

were doing, leading to having backfilling completed without

alerting the city. Months or even years later, the DOT would

review paperwork and often discover that inspectors had not

witnessedmany backfills. After visiting the site and finding the

work had been completed, DOT issued a violation. The team

also discovered that someConEdison crews or contractors had

actually notified DOT, but an inspector had never appeared.

Unfortunately, those who placed the call rarely kept accurate

records. Consequently, ConEdison could not provide support-

ing documentation to waive the fine.

No single formwasusedby all ConEdison organizations to

record a request for an inspector. Records were spotty and

inconsistent. An employee might record the date but not the

time a call was made, neglect to indicate who made the call, or

fail to record whether a message was left with the city or if

anyone had spoken to city employees to obtain a confirmation

number. All of these pieces of information were needed to

defend the utility from receiving improper fines.

Given the inconsistencies discovered, the team proposed

both short-term and long-term solutions. In the short term, a

standard request form collecting pertinent datawith confirma-

tion numbers should be used uniformly throughout Con Edi-

son. The groupalso suggested that responsibility for contacting

the city be with a Con Edison staff member in each operating

area. By implementing these recommendations, all employees

wouldknowwho is responsible for requestingan inspector and

who was accountable should a violation be issued.

For the longer term, the team proposed an automated

solution. The transportation department had originally set up

one number for calls covering everything from emergency

permits to emergency authorization numbers and inspectors.
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After several utilities complained about difficulties in leaving

messages or getting someone on the phone, the DOT estab-

lished separate numbers for each borough. While this option

made it slightly easier to call in requests, the system was still

incapable of handling the volume.

That’s why the team recommended that Con Edison’s

Information Technology department collaborate with the city

to create an electronic system linking Con Edison to the DOT.

The new system would be modeled after a current system

designed for requesting emergency authorization numbers.

Once the system is in place, Con Edison operating areas would

log on, complete an appropriate form, and send it off electroni-

cally to the department. DOT would automatically record the

request, alert an inspector, and return a confirmation number,

altogether eliminating phone calls, dispensing with reaching a

“live” person on the phone, and ending the need for special

forms.

Team members then worked on creating a standardized

request form for the various operating areas of the company.

During ensuing discussions between Con Edison and DOT,

the city concluded that an automated system would be

helpful for all companies working in New York City, not just

Con Edison. In the end, they introduced a new electronic

system for requesting inspectors and receiving confirmation

numbers.

As of January 2009, online submissions are the only way to

request and confirm a DOT inspector for backfilling excava-

tions. Key Con Edison staff—including several who were

members of the project team—are currently demonstrating

the use of the new system and disseminating information

about it to the various areas of the company that engage in

street construction and excavation. In the meantime, it is

projected that the utility will save approximately $150,000

annually.
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Dewatering Challenges

in Construction Projects

Municipalities, such as New York City, have many proposed

public improvement projects scheduled each year. During

initial review, it is usually discovered that there are existing

structures aswell as infrastructures in the area blocking imple-

mentation. To clear a path for new projects, the city alerts the

relevant agencies and private companies of an impending

project and gives them a chance to remove what may be in the

way. These are known as “interference” projects.

While performing interference work for the City of New

York, Con Edison often suffers damages due to an unforeseen

groundwater conditions at the site. The citymayalso allege that

contamination has leached from the existing Con Edison struc-

tures. The utility then incurs added costs and penalties for time

delays, excessive wastewater-handling costs, other environ-

mental cleanup costs, and potential environmental violations

from city, state, and federal agencies. A virtual team of engi-

neering and Environmental Health and Safety staff collaborat-

edonanalyzingprocessplanningandsuggestions for resolving

environmental conditions in public improvement construction

projects.

During a root cause analysis, the team used a process

flowchart,manager interviews, industry-accepted service stan-

dardsandmeasures, andaHouseofQualitymethod tomap the

company’s current internalprocess forperforming interference

work. The team focused on identifying and resolving internal

and external customer needs. During an evaluation of the city’s

prior notice schedule, the teamdiscovered that several keyCon

Edison departments were not receiving notices of proposed

interference projects until the projects were well under way.

The teamalso reviewedproject cycle times, thepercent ofmajor

projects that receive due diligence and hydrogeology testing,
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the penalties for project delays, and fines associated with

environmental or permit violations. They also found that com-

pany environmental procedures did not require detailed re-

views of these projects (Figure 10.13).

The team uncovered several areas in which Con Edison’s

interference project process required improvement. For exam-

ple, the company’s cross-functional distribution list needed to

beupdated to includeall interestedparties.The teamsuggested

that environmental due diligence tools require standardiza-

tion, including checklists of environmental procedures to cover

hydrogeological testing (Figure 10.14). The team also proposed

introducing steps to ensure the city’s final design drawings,

environmental impact statement, and Con Edison’s current

field observations or test pits are the basis for all decisions

concerning the proposed project. They also suggested that the

utility’s Engineering and Construction departments be given

FIGURE 10.13. Analysis of current public improvement project process.
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pre-excavation environmental samplingandanalysis aswell as

perform pre-planning for the best options for treatment and

disposal of contaminated groundwater. This last improvement

builds on the company’s considerable expertise in wastewater

treatment gained from underground flush operations, steam

stations, and other remediation projects. It would also provide

various cost–time–compliance options for the treatment and

disposal of contaminated groundwater.

Today, the teamnot only continues towork on solutions for

interference projects, but also the scope of itswork has expand-

ed now to include all construction projects. They have com-

pleted feasibility and cost analyses on various options for

treating groundwater (Figure 10.15) and will begin working

with the process owners and Corporate Environmental Health

& Safety personnel to implement their recommendations. A

pilot test is beingplannedat a remediationsite togetherwith the

city’s Department of Environmental Protection. The team also

plans to explore options for general permits and pre-approvals

based on likely scenarios with various local agencies.

FIGURE 10.14. Proposed change to corporate environmental procedure.
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Gas Mapping Process Improvement

One of Con Edison’s principal businesses is the delivery of

natural gas to approximately 1.2 million customers in New

YorkCity andWestchester, Orange, andRocklandCounties. In

this 660 square mile area, there are 4240 miles of gas main.

Naturally, Con Edison crews and contractors constantly per-

form routine maintenance and emergency work on its gas

infrastructure.During thework, crews that install new facilities

ordiscover incorrectlymappedstructuresnote the changesand

route them to Gas Engineering and the Maps & Records

department in order to keep records updated. Routine updated

records decrease future damage to the company’s gas infra-

structurebyvendors, otherutilities, andprivatebusinesses.But

because of the frenetic pace crews often experience, it takes

considerably more time to update records than is often avail-

able, leading at times, unfortunately, to infrastructure damage.

To appreciate the problems, virtual team members from Gas

Construction and Gas Engineering collaborated to reveal the

process for mapping gas facilities (Figure 10.16).

FIGURE10.15. Initial cost comparison of portable water treatment systems.
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The team found that emergency sketches require 24 hours

to produce and an additional two weeks to send packages to

and from Maps & Records. Mapping gas facilities often re-

quired another two weeks. The Maps & Records department

manually counted the packages received, the number that

arrived ahead of schedule, as well as those that were incom-

plete or inaccurate.

To learn where the bottlenecks occurred, the teammapped

the process into a cause and effect diagram (Figure 10.17). It

found four broad areas that contributed to the problems en-

countered. The team noted that there is no uniform process

used by all operating areas for submitting as-constructed

drawings.

No uniform and easily tracked process existed for sub-

mitting emergency drawings. Newly hired supervisors

did not receive adequate training to understand the neces-

sary documents required for all field records. They also

found that there was no adequate or timely way to notify

operating areas that packages contained incorrect or deficient

information.

FIGURE 10.16. Flowchart for current gas mapping process.
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Once these problems were identified, the team designed a

revised workflow diagram incorporating their recommenda-

tions (Figure 10.18).

They suggested a uniform repository process for Gas Op-

erations departments in order to decrease errors and lost

FIGURE 10.18. Proposed workflow diagram for gas mapping.

FIGURE 10.17. Cause and effect diagram to identify current process.
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paperwork and allow Maps & Records to easily access infor-

mation. The team proposed a checklist, accompanied by tem-

plates, to assist administrative teams in standardizing job

packets, decreasing cycle time, and enabling reviewers to

pinpoint delinquent packets immediately. They also proposed

a feedback mechanism as a form of internal quality assurance

to ensure thatmapping is performed and to reduce the amount

of lost paperwork. The proposal also included a training

plan for field workers in order to educate them about infor-

mation required for mapping facilities, thus increasing the

quality of work, decreasing errors, and reducing the overall

cycle time.

The virtual team, together with other staff from Maps &

Records and training personnel, is now in an implementation

phase. Currently, training for new supervisors and clerks in-

cludes additional work on gas mapping requirements. Gas

Operations now works under a uniform repository system for

all as-constructeddrawings,whichproducesasidebenefitofan

audit trail for all documents.

Tips for Success with Corporate

Virtual Teaming

The virtual team experience can be successful for everyone if a

few guidelines are followed:

Tip 1: Pre-select actual business cases for class analysis. Solicit

projects and business processes from directors, man-

agers, fieldworkers, and other personnel throughout the

company. Actual users are often the ones who suspect

that a current business system could be improved.

Tip 2: Select a cross-functional team with some familiarity with

the business case. Ideally, a team should be comprised of

five to six members from various job functions and
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departments. If the business process interacts with sev-

eral departments within the company, staff from each

shouldbeon the team.Remember that an individualdoes

not have to be intimately familiar with the process to be a

valuable team member. Those who understand the ter-

minology, but rarely interfaceswith theprocess itself, are

not hindered by preconceptions or the “normal way we

do business.”

Tip 3: Explain the purpose of virtual teaming and the analytical

tools that will be used. Teammembers need to understand

and “buy in”why virtual teaming is important in today’s

business climate. They also need to feel that help is

available to them whenever it is needed.

Tip 4: Help those who have never experienced virtual teaming or

learning. Some may be uncomfortable or inexperienced

with virtual learning. Taking extra time with these in-

dividuals often results in a fuller team experience for

everyone.

Tip 5: Interact and communicate. Communication is a key

element in virtual teaming. All team members must be

engaged in the project and “talk” with each other regu-

larly. Physical meetings between teammembers can also

beuseful, but theuseof variousmodesof communication

effectively and efficiently should be encouraged.

Tip 6: Divide work among all teammembers. Engage everyone

in the analysis. Make everyone responsible for a deliver-

able. Make sure the team understands that leaders and

loafers exist in the virtual world, too.

Tip 7: Each teammember’s supervisor or manager must buy into

the project. The virtual team world also has responsibili-

ties, deadlines, and deliverables. Each teammemberwill

need to devote time and resources to the project just like

anyother. Supervisors andmanagersneed tounderstand
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that anemployee’s timespent invirtual teamingcanyield

significant results for the company as well as expand an

employee’s knowledge and confidence levels over the

course of the project.

Collaboration between Stevens and Con Edison’s senior

management has given the company ownership in the course’s

success. Virtual team recommendations continue to be imple-

mented and participants are nominating others for the next set

of courses.

Con Edison fosters a highly analytical culture and relies

heavily on data and analyses in making business decisions. A

course that explores techniques to arrive at decision-based

models and incorporates them into actual work problems

enhances theutility’s day-to-dayoperations. Somevirtual team

members continue to exploit the analytical tools they learned to

use in the course to drive process change in their organizations.

Examples include reducing time to solve complicated telecom-

munications problems from four to two days, analyzing feeder

processing time to reduce customer outage time, reducing

paper-intensiveprocessesbyhalf andachievinga30%decrease

inoverall costs, andundertakingadditionalprocess reviews for

other city violations.

Overall, virtual teamparticipantshaveemployedanalytical

techniques from the course to producemeasurable and signifi-

cant recommendations and changes atConEdison. The success

of e-learning and the virtual classroom have made it easier for

larger and varied groups of employees to benefit from their

participation, without the added travel expense and work

stoppage of a conventional on-ground classroom experience.

Con Edison is a regulated utility that provides electric

service in New York City and most of Westchester County.

Thecompanyprovidesnatural gas service in theNewYorkCity

area and Westchester. Con Edison also owns and operates the
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world’s largest district steam system, providing steam service

in most of Manhattan. It has approximately 15,000 employees

and 14,000 retirees. To help train and educate employees, the

company has created The Learning Center, a corporate univer-

sity and training facility located in the Long Island City section

of Queens, NY. The Learning Center offers approximately 800

courses in both skills training and leadership development.
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CHAPTER

11

Virtual Engineering Teams
1

Doug Vogel, Michiel van Genuchten,

Carol Saunders, and A.-F. Rutkowski

With the introductionofnewmodesof communicationover the

last fewdecades, vast changes have taken place in engineering.

Large numbers of projects are now globally distributed, with

significant activities in the Far East, especially in India and

China, while headquarters operations remain in the West.

Bridging the divide is now crucial to managing projects

successfully (Hofstede, 1980).

Today,engineeringprojectsrelyheavilyonprofessionalcom-

munication, exploiting aportfolio of interactive tools throughout

the design phase (van Luxemburg et al., 2006; Pearlson and

Saunders, 2006). Software nowplays an increasingly central role

as face-to-face communication becomes less frequent. A wide

range of communication technologies—such as voice over IP,

e-mail, and chat—now bridge distances and time zones.

While e-mail and audio- and videoconferencing are essen-

tial communication tools across time zones, disciplines, and

Virtual Teamwork: Mastering the Art and Practice of Online Learning and Corporate
Collaboration. Edited by Robert Ubell
Copyright � 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

1Adapted fromRutkowski,A.F.,Vogel,D.,vanGenuchten,M., andSaunders,

C. (2008) Communication in virtual teams: 10 years of experience in educa-

tion. IEEE Journal on Professional Communications, 51(3), 302–312.
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national boundaries, these rich, technologically enhanced

experiences are largely absent from traditional engineering

classrooms. In a typical 100-hour course, it is unlikely that

students will be exposed not only to the core curriculum, but

also to real-world global projects. Even as international pro-

grams at colleges and universities expand, the opportunity to

meet and collaborate with students from different cultures

continues to be quite limited. Achieving the principal goal of

an engineering education—building a solid core of knowl-

edge—combinedwith student collaboration across profession-

al cultures has largely been ignored in traditional classrooms.

How can real-life engineering management be taught? The

ancientChinesephilosopherLaoTzuremarked,“Ifyoutellme, I

will listen; ifyoushowme, Iwill see;but ifyou letmeexperience,

I will learn.” While there are many ways to provide students

with real-life engineering experiences (Gillet et al., 2005; Vallim

etal., 2006),oneoption—theapproachchosenbymost schools—

is toscaledownanactualproject toasize thatfitswithina typical

100-hour workload. The second is to combine the 100 hours

with 100 or more students to create a 10,000-hour project,

establishing an environment in which students have a greater

likelihood of experiencing real-life engineering.

Virtual teams, supported by electronic communication,

have been introduced for a decade to increase student aware-

nessofworkinginaglobalcontext (JarvenpaaandLeidner,1999;

Piccoli et al., 2001; Vogel et al., 2001; Hornik et al., (in press);

Vaverek andSaunders (1993–1994)). Several reviews report ona

large number of such team-based courses (Martins et al., 2004;

Powell et al., 2004). While virtual teaming may extend student

access to different cultures, they do not typically participate in

large, complex projects. Much of the research reports on teams

that meet on an average just four or five weeks (Powell

et al., 2004), working on short-term tasks only (Martins

et al., 2004).
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Hong Kong Netherlands Project

The Hong KongNetherlands project (HKNet) is an example of

integrated learning among multiple international institutions,

providing students with the reality of engineering manage-

ment, coupledwith professional communication in college and

university settings. Courses at participating universities range

from software management to information systems develop-

ment, with a software project chosen for large-scale student

collaboration. Students engage in real-life planning, problem

solving, and the selection of a portfolio of technologies to

achieve high-level performance.

The principal aim is to provide students with the opportu-

nity to work on a project at the level of complexity that they are

likely to find in jobs once they graduate. It exposes students to

different cultureswith guidance in resolving conflicts thatmay

arise from cultural diversity. The project gives students the

experience ofworking remotely on global virtual teams, allow-

ing them to select and implement a range of communication

media to implement the project successfully.

Virtual Engineering Classroom

In the first years, students study core constructs and theory

individually. They also engage in continuous interaction with

students fromdifferent professional and national cultures. The

goal is to deliver a high-quality product in the form of an

electronic book.Over a 10-yearperiod,more than1000 students

participated (Vogel et al., 2001; Rutkowski et al., 2002, 2007; van
Genuchten et al., 2005).

About half the participants are part-time business students

and the other half full-time university engineering students.

While the project started with just two universities—Eindho-

ven and Hong Kong—over the years, it attracted a number
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of others, expanding to include the universities of Tilburg

(TheNetherlands), Beijing (China), andOrlando (USA).At any

particular moment, the number of students ranged from 65 to

180, depending on enrollment at various sites.

Typically, each HKNet team consisted of 8–10 students in

two to four locations. Figure 11.1 shows an example of a 1998

team. Students nevermet face-to-face. Each teamwas assigned

a software-related topic—say, “the impact of softwaredefects,”

“television on mobile phones,” or “open source and software

patents.” Over eight weeks, students viewed topics from their

different geographical perspectives, engaging in a structured

process with divergent and convergent activities. Teams were

asked to build web sites covering their topics to illuminate

European and Asian perspectives. Web sites, drawn from all

groups, were then integrated into an electronic book, an exer-

cise that not only demonstrated their web site-building skills,

but also gave them the opportunity to become experts in their

specialized content area.

The multiyear process, illustrated in Figure 11.2, provides

students with a repository of work accomplished in previous

years for them to draw upon in the current year. Students are

FIGURE 11.1. Morphed picture of an HKNet team in 1998.
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required to define a number of research questions, devise a

plan, and collect study materials. At the end of six weeks,

they are required to deliver their team’s chapter covering the

research topic they selected. By week seven, they are expected

to integrate it into an e-book. Students then critique eachother’s

e-book chapters, comment on team processes, and evaluate

the contributions of each team member. A wrap-up report

concludes the project.

To demonstrate project outcomes, results are presented in a

web site that forms an electronic book of the software industry.

Found at http://www.bohknet.com, a screenshot of the home-

page is shown as Figure 11.3. BOHKNet stands for Beijing,

Orlando, Hong Kong, and the Netherlands. The site also offers

more information about the project, including videos of

lectures.

Communication

Videoconferencing, e-mail, Second Life, and Blackboard, a

learning-management system that supports both chat and

Define research 
questions

Make a plan

Evaluate last 
year’s website

Week 2–3: Define 

research questions

Week 2–3: 

Make a plan

Week 4–6: 

Create chapter

Week 7: Integrate 

in e-book

Week 1: Evaluate 

last year’s website

This year

Week 8: Provide 

evaluation

Website 

previous 

years

Opinion 

and 

metrics

Website 

Metrics 

previous 

years

Output from 

previous years

Input for 

next year

FIGURE 11.2. The learning process.
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forums,were employed as communication vehicles. Videocon-

ferencing is introduced at the start of the project and halfway

through again, allowing students to track their progress and

giving them a chance to resolve disputes. A final videoconfer-

ence is held toward the end to celebrate results.

Working from remote locations in virtual teams is a fact of

life in industry today. Virtual teams combine the classical

challenges of face-to-face groups as well as less traditional

obstacles of computer-based interaction in complex environ-

ments. Research has shown that for complex tasks, such as

software design and inspection, virtual teams can outperform

conventional ones in terms of quality and creativity (Ocker

et al., 1995; van Genuchten et al., 2001). Research has also

demonstrated that web-based applications can efficiently sup-

port distributed teamworkwhen critical aspects of social inter-

action are taken into account (Hollingshead and

McGrath, 1995).National culture, trust, temporal coordination,

leadership, networking, social loafing, and group history are

some of the factors that can undermine or help distributed

teams succeed.

FIGURE 11.3. Screenshot of www.bohknet.com, the heart of the project.
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Communication Planning

Project planning is typically part of most engineering courses.

To help students plan,HKNet asks them toprovide an estimate

of the number of screens proposed for their web site, a break-

down of the work to be performed, including who does what,

andhowmuch effort is involved. They are also asked to predict

the top five risks, estimating likelihood and potential impact.

In an introductory lecture, an instructor illustrates how to

plan, providing metrics generated by earlier HKNet projects,

such as the number of web site screens and effort required. The

recorded lecture is available online for students at various

locations, giving members of all teams the same background

information.

HKNet student plans tend to be quite different from ex-

ercises performed in conventional classes; the consequences of

devising a plan for a fictitious project differmarkedly from one

on which students will be working for the next weeks. For

many, it is the first time they have experiencedwhat itmeans to

negotiate with team members to create a working plan. When

student teams draw up a well-conceived plan, it increases the

likelihood of success and reduces conflict.

Projects in industry often require participation frommulti-

ple locations and cultures. Today, global redistribution of

engineering work has led to the participation of significant

numbers of Indian andChinese engineers.While some courses

offer curriculum on cultural differences and how to handle the

challenges of working together (Koen, 2005), other programs

mayask students to role-play to represent their ownor a remote

culture. Obviously, role-playing is far less realistic than work-

ingwith your cultural counterparts over an eight-week period.

Working together under the guidance of faculty encourages

students to share their reactionsand towork throughproblems.

Without guidance, teamsmay fail to recognize the complexities
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of culturaldifference anddeteriorate into conflict (Anawati and

Craig, 2006).

Communication Technologies

While the present student generation has most likely spent

more time behind a computer than a television screen, and

whilemessaging and chatmay be routine for them,working on

delivering an engineering result is quite different. At HKNet,

students use Blackboard as their central learning site. They are

free to use other tools, such as chat, Internet telephony, and

videoconferencing (Saunders et al., 2006). It is often the first

timethatmanyhavehadtoselect computer-basedtoolsand live

with the consequences in a real project.

Students learn about the importance of task–technology fit.

Following the well-known DeSanctis and Poole (1994) model,

students come to realize that their videoconference sessions

will be unproductive without sufficient preparation. They

discover that putting aside time to prepare discussion docu-

ments is the key to success.

Assignments and Grades

In the traditional classroom, instructors can closely follow the

progress of their students. In virtual classes, assignments and

grading require special attention. To minimize social loafing,

recognized as the dark side of virtual collaboration (Jarvenpaa

and Leidner, 1999), at HKNet, students are given two assign-

ments based on the notion of social facilitation and social

loafing (Harkins and Szymanski, 1987), as well as on Le-

win’s (1948) field theory. In week seven, the team is presented

with a task designed to be both challenging and attractive

(Harkins and Petty, 1982), requiring team members to interact

with one another to construct knowledge collaboratively. On
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completion, all team members receive the same grade—deter-

mined by a pool of five independent instructors who evaluate

the quality of the team’s web portal and rank it in comparison

with the results of other virtual teams. The assignment is

complex, and requires pooled contributions and a high sense

of coordination. It also generates intergroup competition

among the teams, with a reward to the best virtual team as an

incentive.

In the second assignment, each student prepares a critique

of chapters in the e-book, evaluating the process that was

followed by their own virtual team, and reporting on the

contributions of each member. The second assignment is more

traditional,with individual studentwork clearly identifiedand

rated independently. It serves as a back-up, in case of major

team project conflict or failure. Students are given a chance to

offer their own reflections on what constitutes a successful

solution. On the whole, students are eager to receive recogni-

tion for their individual contributions. This assignment gives

those who made special contributions to the team’s work to be

rewarded; it also penalizes those who failed to participate

collaboratively.

Portfolio of Technologies

It is especially important to provide a portfolio of applications

fromwhich students can choose those that best fit their needs. It

helps identify technologies that offer benefits to teammembers

across time and space. It turns out that teams frequently have

different technology preferences, occasionally the result of

subgroup culture (Sivunen and Valo, 2006). For example, US

students are usually eager to use social networking tools, such

as MySpace and Facebook, to help members get to know one

another. Multinational teams, on the other hand, often turn to

Blackboard as the site of preference to introduce themselves.
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Students fromtheNetherlandsandHongKongrarelypost their

personal information on social networking pages.

In another example, a subgroup, wishing to reduce uncer-

tainty or concerned about loss of face in synchronous interac-

tion, might prefer an asynchronous solution. Another sub-

group, hoping to move quickly to resolve a dispute, may select

a synchronous option. Teams tend to converge rather quickly

on a solution that broadly meets subgroup needs, tempering

individual preferences to benefit the team as a whole. Teams

tend toestablish theirownwayofworking together, oftenusing

communication tools fairly creatively.

Cooperative Technologies

Begun in 1998, HKNet at first used the groupware tool, Group-

Systems, runningonafirst-generation thin-client technology. It

wasbuilt originally for face-to-facemeetings. Figure11.4 shows

students at work in the Boardroom using GroupSystems.

During the first few years of the project, students used

e-mail and instant messaging, in addition to groupware. A few

FIGURE 11.4. HKNet 1998 boardroom.
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years later, HKNet4 introduced Blackboard, an environment

that offered students a place to store their results and delivered

synchronous and asynchronous communication. It also pro-

vided facultywith tools to trackstudentparticipation.Ascreen-

shot of a forum discussion board is given in Figure 11.5.

Recently, students have beenmigrating to free communication

and cooperation tools, such as MSN, Skype, and Google Docs.

Second Life was introduced more recently. An Alpine

Executive Centre http://slurl.com/secondlife/MeetingSupport

/116/54/21/?i&title=Alpine%20Executive%20Center,depicting

HKNetactivities inSecondLife, isshowninFigure11.6.Ontheleft

isa fantasyaerialviewof theAlpineExecutiveCentre.Themiddle

illustration shows a more informal simulation of students and

faculty.An island in SecondLife, theAlpineExecutiveCentre is a

space to hold virtual meetings. Tucked away in an alpine ski

FIGURE 11.5. Screenshot of a 2008 forum.

FIGURE 11.6. HKNet in Second Life.
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village, surrounded by snow-covered mountains, lies an ad-

vancedmeeting facilitywhere real-world activities take place in

avirtualenvironment.Anamphitheatreisaccessedbyatrainthat

travelsdeepinsidethemountaincomplexoryoumaywalkalong

a frozen ice-skating pond, or travel by teleport from a visitor

landing area. An auditorium supports large groups in plenum

sessions forpresentationsandmoderateddiscussions. It is shown

at the right. Ahost of additional facilities exist to support groups.

Forexample,groupscanmeetat1of the10gatheringspotsaround

the village, includingmountain hutswith interactive screens and

scenic lookouts. Figure 11.7 shows a Dutch and a HK student

playing the piano in their virtual meeting place.

To a large extent, the choice of technology is left to the

students. Theymust not only select the tools, but also live with

the consequences. While eventually we expect that virtual

worlds will introduce significant communication benefits, be-

cause the application is in a pioneering phase, it is unclear how

well it can be integratedwith other applications on the Internet.

What’s more, because virtual words are used synchronously,

students in far-off time zones cannot join in easily.

Unquestionably, HKNet students benefited from taking

this virtual teaming course, especially when they enter the

FIGURE11.7. Hong Kong and Netherlands students playing the piano in a
virtual world.
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world of work after graduation. Nowadays, job applicants are

commonly asked whether they have had any virtual-team

experience. Some companies hold job interviews by phone or

videoconference to demonstrate an applicant’s skill in commu-

nicating virtually.

TenyearsofexperiencewithHKNetshowsthat it ispossible

to bring real-life engineering into a university setting. It de-

monstrates that it is possible to give students experiencework-

ing and communicating as part of a multinational virtual team

that produces a real product. Theweb site, www.bohknet.com,

archives the engineering education materials.
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